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DEDICATION

Oh the hills, beautiful hills,
How I love those West Virginia hills!
If o’er land o’er sea I roam,
Still I’ll think of happy home,
And my friends among the West Virginia hills.
ELLEN RUDELL KING, “The West Virginia Hills,” 1885 1

Dedicated to my beloved husband Jason Mathew McQuillen, whose love
of Appalachia is as timeless as the Mountains. Montani semper liberi!2

1

Ellen Ruddell King, The West Virginia Hills, 1885 (music by Howard Everett
Engle), reprinted in Netstate.com, “The West Virginia State Song: The West Virginia
Hills,” http://www.netstate.com/states/symb/song/wv_hills.htm (accessed April 21, 2014);
Richard Ramella, “West Virginia’s Three State Songs,” Goldenseal 30 (Summer 2004):
24-28, reprinted in West Virginia Division of Culture and History,
http://www.wvculture.org/goldenseal/summer04/wvhills.html (accessed April 21, 2014).
2

This Latin quote is the official state motto of West Virginia. It translates to
“Mountaineers are always free.” West Virginia Legislature, “Official State Symbols of
West Virginia,” http://www.legis.state.wv.us/educational/Kids_Page/symbols.cfm
(accessed April 22, 2014).
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ABSTRACT

McQuillen, Marly Hazen. M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2014.
Pine Mountain: Community at the Crossroads of Appalachia. Major Professor:
Dr. Charles W. Crawford.

Just north of the Cumberland Gap, the Pine Mountain community
exemplifies cultural, industrial and educational forces that shaped Southern
Appalachian history. Conflicts among Native American nations, particularly local
Shawnees and neighboring Cherokees, gave southeastern Kentucky renown as
“Bloody Ground.” Black and white settlers arrived, and the area became home to
Melungeons, an African, European and Native American triracial population. Pine
Mountain’s foundations took root in the early 19th century, developing a
homestead culture. Traditions were shaken by the Civil War, local feuds and
rapid expansion of industrialization (timber, rail and coal). Coal camps and the
struggle for unionization defined Harlan County throughout much of the 20th
century. Pine Mountain Settlement School, founded in 1913 as a product of the
Progressive Era, addressed student and community needs as they changed
through the decades. Now a center for environmental and cultural education,
Pine Mountain Settlement School preserves local ecology and cultural traditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
During the early 19th century and before, the Pine Mountain region of
Harlan County, Kentucky, exemplified the adversarial nature of life on the
frontier. While North America had always been a patchwork of Native American
cultures, the mountain gaps of southeastern Kentucky represented a sort of noman’s-land between coalitions of warring nations. Just north of the Cumberland
Gap lived Shawnees. As the Pine Mountain community lay on the north side of
the Pine Mountain ridge, the Shawnees were the earliest inhabitants during this
post-European-exploration era. To the north and east, Shawnees were
buttressed by allies; directly south, they faced their chief enemy, the Cherokees.
Consequently, the Cumberland Gap region that surrounded the Pine Mountain
community was the epicenter of Kentucky as the “Dark and Bloody Ground.”
The Cumberland Gap was the best-known passage for settlers who
traversed through southeastern Kentucky. This great American crossroads of
Southern Appalachia became a junction of Native American, African and
European cultures. With an altitude of 1,649 feet, the Cumberland Gap
functioned as a transportation artery through the Cumberland Plateau, which
rises nearly twice as high to 3,000-3,200 feet.4 Even modern borders hint at the

4

John C. Campbell, The Southern Highlander and His Homeland (1921; repr.,
Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1969), 15, 26.
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passageway’s history as a crossroads; the Cumberland Gap lies roughly a
quarter of a mile from the junction of Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia.5
The Pine Mountain community’s proximity to the Cumberland Gap
provided a dynamic and frequently violent backdrop for Native American history.
Kentucky was once valuable to many nations as “the richest game country ever
trod by Indians east of the Mississippi.”6 In the late 18th century, Shawnees,
Catawbas, Cherokees, Delawares, Mingos and others had battled for the right to
hunt there.7 Shawnees lived just north of the Cumberland Gap, with allied nations
further north (primarily Algonquian) and east / northeast (primarily members of
the Iroquois Confederacy).8 South of the gap, much of the Great Appalachian
Valley was claimed by the Cherokees; other land in the area was used as
hunting grounds by multiple nations.9

5

William W. Luckett, “Cumberland Gap Historical National Park,” Tennessee
Historical Quarterly 23 (December 1964; repr., National Park Service, 1993), in National
Parks Service History, http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/cuga/luckett
(accessed August 3, 2013).
6

The quote was from Captain William H. Cobb, Vice-President of the National
Historical Society. William H. Cobb, Andrew Price, and Hu Maxwell, Monument to, and
History of the Mingo Indians: Facts and Traditions About This Tribe, Their Wars, Chiefs,
Camps, Villages and Trails. Monument Dedicated to Their Memory Near the Village of
Mingo, in Tygarts River Valley of West Virginia (Cumberland, MD, 1921), in the Internet
Archive, http://archive.org/
details/monumenttoandhis00cobbiala (accessed April 2, 2013), sec. article 1 page 5.
7

Ibid., sec. article 1 page 5.

8

Shawnees have also been discussed in historical literature under similar
spellings, such as Shawnese, Shawanese, Shawanoes, et al. For the purposes of clarity,
the author will use the most common, modern variant, Shawnees, throughout this paper.
9

Ibid., John C. Campbell, 26. The northernmost Cherokee towns of Tennessee
were a scant fifty to sixty miles south of the Cumberland Gap. Constance Lindsay
Skinner, Pioneers of the Old Southwest: A Chronicle of the Dark and Bloody Ground

2

The rural, mountainous Cumberland Gap region, including Harlan County,
was home to a group of Shawnees known as the Ridgetop Shawnees, a
multiethnic nation that immigrated to the region between 1750 and 1890.10 Soon,
black and multiracial settlers began to settle in the region to escape threats of
enslavement. After the Revolutionary War, white settlers moved into the Pine
Mountain region in great numbers. Because new settlers and families from many
ethnicities moved into the region, the area around the Cumberland Gap became
populated with many Melungeons, i.e. people with triracial heritage: African,
European and Native American.
The first half of the 19th century showed some signs of growing stability as
people of a variety of ethnicities settled into the region and built an agrarian folk
culture based upon a blending of local customs. Eventually, as settlers moved
further westward into the Kentucky Bluegrass, Appalachian Kentucky became
more isolated due to a comparative lack of infrastructure. The isolation of
Appalachian communities would be further compounded a few decades later,
when the discovery of local salt springs severed ties with communities further
east as well.11
Occupied by both Union and Confederate forces, residents of Harlan
County fought on both sides of the Civil War. Such polarized alliances would crop
(1919), in Chronicles of America Series 18, ed. Allen Johnson, in Project Gutenberg,
http://archive.org/details/pioneersoftheold03073gut (accessed May 2, 2013), chapter 7.
10

Ridgetop Shawnee, “Enrollment,” http://www.ridgetopshawnee.blogspot.com/p/
enrollment-info.html (accessed February 15, 2014).
11

See Chapter 4 for more information about how this crossroads became

isolated.

3

up on a smaller scale during the last few decades of the 19th century, as
Kentucky waged intra-county wars known as blood feuds. Found throughout
Kentucky, feuds were once associated with Southern, rather than Appalachian,
culture. However, as these aggressions gained national attention, reporters from
The New York Times began to sensationalize how feuds were presented, and
consequently, how the public viewed Appalachia and its mountaineers.
During the two decades after Harlan County’s first mines opened in 1911,
the coal industry was obliged to recruit workers to move into the area. The local
population exploded.12 Within a generation, Harlan County became coal country.
The coal industry boomed during the Great War and the Roaring ‘20s, but much
of Harlan County’s employment evaporated with the onset of the Great
Depression.
Echoing the “Dark and Bloody Ground” of its Native American ancestors,
Harlan County earned a national reputation as “Bloody Harlan” when
underemployed coalminers from a crashing industry fought to unionize during the
Depression. Unions, tolerated to an extent during the industry’s early years in the
region, were now violently opposed. County Sheriff J. H. Blair and his deputized
mine guards were infamous for their use of force, reserving the most

12

Jim Garland, Welcome the Traveler Home: Jim Garland’s Story of the
Kentucky Mountains, ed. Julia S. Ardery (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky,
1983), 102. John W. Hevener, Which Side Are You On?: The Harlan County Coal
Miners, 1931-39 (1978; repr: Urbana: University of Illinois Press of Kentucky, 2002), 3.

4

dehumanizing treatment for union workers.13 Rev. Hugh Cowans described
vicious anti-union retribution he witnessed during his time working underground:
And you worked under all kinds of, uh, oppressive conditions, no
organized labor, and they had gun thugs. That was in ordinance to keep
the United Mine Workers out. And if you joined it, they would come in and
beat your head and throw your family outdoors and throw you off the job
and everything. I remember once on the job that they had my uncle to pull
his britches down and they whipped ‘im right before my face. In other
words, it was just like slavery.14
When remembering labor battles of yore, many Kentuckians praise the
United Mine Workers of America (UMWA) or, simply, “the union.” Local lore often
reduces the Harlan County Mine Wars to a dichotomy of laborers versus
operators, and the history of the National Miners Union (NMU) is either ignored
or equated with its once-rival organization, the United Mine Workers of America.
Shaunna L. Scott, a sociologist who interviewed Harlan Countians in the mid1980s, found that few miners were willing to discuss the National Miners Union,
and most seemed uncomfortable that Harlan County’s union work had once
included NMU’s ties to Communism.15 Part of this response might have been due
to anti-Communist sentiments throughout the country during the Cold War, but
opposition to the NMU had local factors as well. After the NMU left Harlan

13

The sheriff’s full name was John Henry Blair. Ironically, John Henry is also the
name of an Appalachian folk hero who symbolizes the dignity of human labor. The West
Virginia Encyclopedia, “John Henry: The Steel Drivin’ Man,”
http://www.wvencyclopedia.org/exhibits/12?section=10 (accessed February 17, 2014).
See Appendix C Song 1 for a version of “The Ballad of John Henry.”
14

Alessandro Portelli, They Say in Harlan County: An Oral History (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011), 135.
15

Shaunna L. Scott, Two Sides to Everything: The Cultural Construction of Class
Consciousness in Harlan County, Kentucky (Albany, NY: State University of New York
Press, 1995), 33-34.

5

County, UMWA miners struggled to reestablish their union’s validity when
deputies and coal operators challenged their patriotism “in order to discredit proUMW[A] miners and justify violence against them.”16 In the words of oral historian
Alessandro Portelli, “[T]he silences on the National Miners Union or the mythic
amplification of the life of Old John Shell are signs of the culture’s effort to mold
the past to suit a less complicated and more mythic image of itself.”17 This paper
endeavors in part to untangle the histories of the two unions to unearth a fuller
understanding of Bloody Harlan’s labor struggles.
Founded in part as a response to the region’s abrupt shift from homestead
farming to industrialization, Pine Mountain Settlement School reworked the ideals
of the Progressive Era’s urban settlement movement for the rural mountains of
southeastern Kentucky. From a boarding high school, to a day elementary
school, to its current incarnation as an environmental and cultural preservation
center, Pine Mountain Settlement School has provided ways to meet the needs
of not only students but also the greater community, such as opening a clinic to
provide modern medicine to the public. Pine Mountain Settlement School also
supported neighboring adults by providing earnings opportunities through the
preservation of traditional arts. The school has preserved antique cultural
16

Ibid., 34.

17

Ibid., Portelli, 11. According to a Bobbie Davidson, who said that she was a
great-great-great-granddaughter of John Shell, “[Shell] is supposed to have been the
oldest man in the world. He died back in 1922, at the age of 134 years old. He hunted
with Daniel Boone. He came to Harlan when Harlan wasn’t even settled.” Then, she read
from notes: “‘When he died, his oldest child was ninety-nine years, and his youngest one
was only seven. Amid this full life and colorful one, John helped defend the settlement of
Harlan against a Flaming Arrow Indian attack.’” Ibid., 14. As a neighbor of Pine Mountain
Settlement School, John Shell is mentioned again in Chapter 6.

6

traditions, crafts, songs and dances as well as a respect for the local ecology.
Pine Mountain Settlement School connects the Pine Mountain community to its
past and future, to the responsible cultivation of its land and the respectful
preservation of its the culture.

7

CHAPTER 2
“DARK AND BLOODY GROUND”:
CROSSROADS OF NATIVE AMERICAN NATIONS

Within the memory of the Indians only one tribe
had ever attempted to make their home in Kentucky
--a tribe of the fighting Shawanoes-and they had been terribly chastised for their temerity.
CONSTANCE LINDSAY SKINNER, historian, 1919 18
Long before the founding of the United States, Appalachia’s Cumberland
Gap region was an American crossroads. The gap itself was a no man’s land, the
intersection between two rival nations and their allies. Directly north lived the
Shawnees and their allies, while Cherokees and their allies lived south of the
Cumberland Gap. Pine Mountain, northeast of the Cumberland Gap, was
Shawnee land. Thus, it is fitting that John Filson, Kentucky’s first historian,
recorded that Native Americans customarily referred to the region as “the Dark
and Bloody Ground.”19

18

Ibid., Skinner, chapter 8. Note that “Shawanoes” refers to Shawnees, an
Algonquian nation.
19

John Filson, The Discovery, Settlement and Present State of Kentucke (1784;
repr., New York: Corinth Books, 1962), 8. For instance, in 1775, at the Treaty of
Sycamore Shoals, Dragging Canoe beseeched his kinsmen not to sell their homeland.
When they refused to listen, Dragging Canoe, a Chickamagua Cherokee chief, “warns
them that a dark cloud hangs over the land the white man covets which to the red man
has long been a bloody ground.” Ibid., Skinner, chapter 7. Filson is generally regarded
as Kentucky’s earliest historian. See, for example: Reuben T. Durrett, John Filson, the
First Historian of Kentucky. An Account of His Life and Writings, Principally from Original
Sources, Prepared for the Filson Club and Read at Its Meeting, in Louisville, Ky., June
26, 1884, by Reuben T. Durrett, President of the Club (Louisville, KY: John P. Morton
and Co., 1884), in Internet Archive, https://archive.org/details/johnfilsonfirsth00durr
(accessed February 22, 2014).

8

Pine Mountain, Kentucky, is a community in Harlan County, on the
northern face of the Pine Mountain, a narrow ridge 10-12 miles west of the
Cumberland Mountains in the Southern Appalachian Mountains.20 Both ridges
are intersected by the towering Black Mountains. Pine Mountain stretches 110
miles across southeastern Kentucky, with its mildest slopes in the southeastern
part of the ridge.21 The Pine Mountain community is located near Bledsoe,
Kentucky, on the Cumberland Plateau, near tributaries of the Ohio River.
The Cumberland Plateau and the Ohio River Valley were once populated
largely by Shawnees, an Algonquian nation traditionally aligned with the Iroquois
Confederacy.22 The Shawnees derive their name from the word “Chawan” or
“Chowan” (literally: Southern) or “Chawanock” (i.e. Southerners) from its
Algonquian language:
Chawanock a Nation or tribe of Indians who originally came from the
South_history confirmed this-- Chawano or Sehaweneu is “South” the {for
men’ed} “ack” is for the plural number, many persons or “Southerners.” -Logan the secretary to the {Proprialaries} Thomas & John Penn says they
came into Pennsylvania in 1697, & settled in Lancaster County so -- they
were the fiercest of the Savages --23

20

Note that the term Pine Mountain typically refers to the Pine Mountain ridge,
not to a single mountain.
21

Mary Verhoeff, The Kentucky Mountains: Transportation and Commerce, 1750
to 1911 (Louisville: John P. Morton & Company, 1911), in the Kentucky Digital Library,
University of Kentucky, http://kdl.kyvl.org/catalog/xt70gb1xd713_1 (accessed August 11,
2013), 10.
22

See Appendix A Map 1 for evidence of the “Country of the Chouanons” (i.e.
Shawnees) in the Ohio River Valley.
23

Matthew J. Henry, “Compiled & Arranged by Matthew J. Henry, 1859-1860”
(1860), 512.

9

Shawnees did not originate in what today would be described as the Deep South;
they were called “Southerners” because their homeland was the southernmost
among the Algonquian nations. As Henry Harvey, who lived among the Shawnee
nation as a missionary from the Society of Friends, recorded in the mid-19th
century: “From the most authentic information of the early geographers, it
appears that the Basin of the Cumberland river was the residence of the
Shawnees before the settlement of the Europeans on the continent.”24 The
homeland of fellow Algonquians extended north of the Ohio River Valley, into the
Great Lakes region and beyond into Canada.
Although there has historically been difficulty in tracing the migrations of
the Shawnees, older historical records and maps suggest that the Shawnee
nation had also resided east of the Ohio River Valley and Cumberland Plateau.
The Shawnees had once populated what would today be known as eastern North
Carolina, specifically the Chowan River, near Albemarle Sound.25 Historically,
Native Americans did not name rivers, and thus, rivers were commonly known by
the name of the resident nation.26 The fact that the Shawnees had lived on the
Chowan River reinforces the argument that “Chowans” was a name for the
Shawnees. A 1765 document, which references early New England historians
24

Henry Harvey, History of the Shawnee Indians from the Year 1681 to 1854,
Inclusive (Cincinnati: Ephraim Morgan & Sons, 1855), in Internet Archive,
http://archive.org/details/shawneeindians00harvrich (accessed May 9, 2013), 82.
25

Ibid., Henry, 512.

26

Ibid., 511. See also: Richard Hakluyt, The Principal Navigations, Voyages,
Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation, ed. Edmund Goldsmid, in The Online
Books Page, University of Pennsylvania, http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/
metabook?id=hakluyt (accessed May 10, 2013).

10

and particularly Thomas Hutchinson’s The History of Province of the
Massachusetts-Bay, from the Charter of King William and Queen Mary, in 1691,
Until the Year 1750, lists the nation’s name in three languages: Shawanese, in
English; Chauanons, in French; and Satanas, as the “Indian name.”27
Furthermore, the author of this paper concludes that the Chowanokes are
likely of Shawnee origin as well and believes Chowanoke to be a variant spelling
of the previously defined Chawanock. Of its Chowanoke ancestry, the MeherrinChowanoke Nation wrote, “The Chowanoke were one of the largest Algonquian
tribes” in coastal North Carolina.28 The Chowanokes’ eastern North Carolina
residence and association as an Algonquian nation supports the conclusion that
the similar nomenclature suggests. The terms “Chowanoke” and “Chawanock”
also appear to have been used interchangeably in Captain John Smith’s writing
from the early 17th century.29

27

“Table of Ye Ancient Indian Nations in New England and the Adjacent
Countries According to Their Tradition in Regard to the First English Settlements There:
Form’d from the Historians of New England and Chiefly the History of Massachusetts
Bay by M~ Hutchinson 8- 1765 2 Vol.” (1765).
28

The Meherrin-Chowanoke Nation, “Information (Questions & Answers),”
http://meherrin-chowanoke.com/Page_6.html (accessed May 18, 2013).
29

John Smith, The Proceedings of the English Colony of Virginia (1612), cited in
“Where Have All the Indians Gone? Native American Eastern Seaboard Dispersal,
Genealogy and DNA in Relation to Sir Walter Raleigh’s Lost Colony of Roanoke,” by
Roberta Estes, Journal of Genetic Genealogy 5, no. 2 (2009): 96-130, 122. According to
Lee Miller in 2001, the Powahatans had told John Smith in 1608-1609 to search for Lost
Colonists at Ohanoac in Chowanoc territory. Roberta Estes, “Where Have All the Indians
Gone? Native American Eastern Seaboard Dispersal, Genealogy and DNA in Relation to
Sir Walter Raleigh’s Lost Colony of Roanoke,” Journal of Genetic Genealogy 5 (Fall
2009): 96-130; 122. W. Strachey wrote in 1612 that seven colonists “escaped the
slaughter at Roanoke” because they had “fled up the River of Choanoke.” W. Strachey,
The Historie of Travel into Virginia Britannia (1612; repr., London: Adamant Media
Corporation, 2001), cited in “Where Have All the Indians Gone? Native American
Eastern Seaboard Dispersal, Genealogy and DNA in Relation to Sir Walter Raleigh’s

11

The Shawnees were highly mobile and had established many
communities before the American Revolution. Consequently, historians have not
fully explored the Shawnee Diaspora because of the complexity of tracing
Shawnees’ routes.30 Because of their mobility, the Shawnee language became a
lingua franca throughout eastern North America, a fact that supports historian
Laura Keenan Spero’s conclusion that the term Savannahs also indicated the
Shawnees. She quoted Francis Le Jau, a missionary who lived in South Carolina
from 1706-1717, who asserted that the language known as “Savannah” was a
European distortion that would be more properly pronounced as “Saonah.” He
added that a traveler who spoke Saonah would have been able to converse
across a region that encompassed from South Carolina to Canada. The
Savannah-Shawnee connection is clarified by Le Jau’s argument that “[t]he right
Name of the Saonah Nation is Chawanoch and by Corruption we pronounce
Savanah.”31
After a 1682 treaty between William Penn and several Native American
nations, including Shawnees, the Shawnees dispersed throughout the eastern
United States, including Winchester, Virginia, and the headwaters of the Mobile

Lost Colony of Roanoke,” by Roberta Estes, Journal of Genetic Genealogy 5 (Fall 2009):
96-130; 123.
30

Laura Keenan Spero, “‘Stout, Bold, Cunning and the Greatest Travellers in
America’: The Colonial Shawnee Diaspora” (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania,
2010), in ProQuest, http://search.proquest.com//docview/759984560 (accessed
February 15, 2014), vii.
31

Ibid., 40-41.

12

River in Alabama.32 Although the Shawnees resettled in a number of locations
after embarking from their Cumberland River Basin homeland, Henry Harvey’s
research suggested that the primary group of Shawnees immigrated “to the
head-waters of one of the great rivers of South Carolina, perhaps the
Congaree.”33
As a junction between coalitions of warring nations, the Cumberland Gap
area had been sparsely settled for ages. The Cumberland Gap thoroughfare
historically bisected two major cultural groups of Native Americans. Because of
the plateau’s moderate topography and its proximity to opposing alliances, the
surrounding area was a battleground. As described in propinquity to the
Cumberland Gap, these two alliances can generally be divided into Northeastern
and Southeastern nations.34 Northeastern nations included Algonquian nations
such as Shawnees, Delawares and Ottawas as well as the Six Nations of the
Iroquois Confederacy (i.e. Cayugas, Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Senecas
and Tuscaroras) and other Iroquoians (e.g. Wyandots, also called Hurons).35
Southeastern nations included the Five Civilized Tribes (i.e. Cherokee,
Chickasaws, Choctaws, Creeks and Seminoles) as well as allies, such as the
32

Ibid., Harvey, 81-82.

33

Ibid., 82.

34

See Appendix A Map 2 for a map of Northeastern and Southeastern Native
American nations.
35

Many Ohio-region nations such as Shawnees, Delawares, Miamis and
Wyandots were not full members of the Iroquois Confederacy; rather, they were
considered to be dependents of the Six Nations. Richard White, The Middle Ground:
Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815 (1991; repr.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 226, 245, 352.

13

Natchez.36 Arwin D. Smallwood, a Tuscarora historian, described this intertribal
opposition in terms of the adversarial attitudes that would later precipitate the
U.S. Civil War: Namely, Northeastern nations fundamentally opposed African
slavery while Southeastern nations largely supported it.37
Integration was widespread among Northeastern nations and had been
practiced since early in the history of colonial America. For example, in 1586, the
Tuscaroras had adopted more than 300 Caribs, West Africans, Moors, Sephardic
Jews, Muslims and Turks.38 Northeastern Native Americans had typically
stopped returning runaway slaves to the colonists by the 1670s, instead opting to
adopt individual runaways and to integrate with maroon communities of runaway
slaves. Southeastern nations were far less likely than Northeastern ones to
accept neighboring Native Americans, Africans and Europeans as members.39

36

George Sabo, III, “The Natchez Indians,” University of Arkansas – Indians of
Arkansas: Archaeology, History and Culture, http://arkarcheology.uark.edu/
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An increasingly unwelcoming attitude toward blacks was visible in later
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Although considered controversial even among and within the
Southeastern nations, some Southeastern Native Americans enslaved people of
black, Native American and multiracial descent.40 There was no blanket
acceptance of slavery. For example, in 1715, Southeastern Native Americans
killed white traders of Native American slaves, which effectively ended the
practice of capturing Native Americans as new slaves. Nevertheless, many
Southeastern nations (e.g. Catawbas, Cherokees, Creeks) continued to facilitate
slavery by trading slaves and by seizing and returning runaway slaves, including
slaves of Native American and mixed-race descent. By the time of the American
Revolution, almost all of the slaves traded by the Cherokees were black, as
African slaves were the most profitable; Native Americans were valued less as
slaves because they were more likely to be able to escape with the help of
nearby relatives.41
Native Americans had historically perceived individuals as members of
cultures rather than races. Consequently, Cherokees likely had originally equated
blacks and whites because Africans were usually seen in the company of
Europeans. The viewpoint soon changed, as “Cherokees no doubt realized that
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Europeans regarded blacks as inferiors and that they were in danger of receiving
the same treatment,” opined Theda Purdue, a historian of Southeastern Native
Americans.42 To a much lesser extent than among the Northeastern nations,
Southeastern Native Americans also intermixed with other groups of Native
Americans, whites and blacks, including runaway slaves as well as slaves held
by their nations.43
The clearest example of Southeastern intermarriage is the Seminoles,
which integrated with Gullah maroon communities of runaway slaves. 44 However,
the Seminoles’ homeland is far removed from the Cumberland Gap region, and
their exceptional openness should be credited to the fact that the Seminoles are
historically an ethnically diverse nation. It should not be misconstrued as a
common attitude among Southeastern nations. In the words of the Seminole
Tribe of Florida,
The Seminole people (that is, the cultural group), are the descendants of
many Native Americans who have inhabited Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
and parts of South Carolina, Tennessee, and Mississippi for at least
12,000 years. They lived as hundreds of separate tribes when the
Spaniards… arrived in 1510.45
In 1728, Britain’s King George II acknowledged aggressive opposition
between Northeastern and Southeastern American nations by sanctioning
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Colonel William Byrd II of Virginia to mark the colonial borders along the lines of
these tribal regions. Byrd’s surveyors demarcated the boundary that would
become the Virginia / North Carolina and Kentucky / Tennessee border.46
To be fair, Shawnees did, at times, peacefully coexist with their Cherokee
neighbors to the south. For example, Cherokee leaders visited the Lower
Shawnee Town in the Ohio River Valley in 1753 to make peace between the two
nations. However, the Shawnees immigrated northward in 1758 because they
realized that the Cherokees had become, in the words of anthropologist Kenneth
Barnett Tankersley, “a viable threat to the Shawnee living on the Ohio River.” 47
Eskippakithiki (now Winchester, Kentucky) “was the last permanent settlement of
any Indian tribe in Kentucky,” which the Shawnees inhabited before removing to
the Scioto River.48 As the Shawnees resettled upon the Scioto, they sought
protection from the Cherokees, entreating the British to construct a fort upon the
spot where the two nations had made peace five years prior.49
Britain and France disputed each other’s claims to colonial lands in North
America, a conflict culminating in the French and Indian War between 1754 and
1763. Native American nations fought alongside both French and British armies.
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Most of the Iroquois Confederacy (namely, the Cayugas, Oneidas, Onondagas
and Senecas) supported the British. However, the Mohawks supported the
French, and Tuscaroras were divided along settlement lines: Some favored the
French; others, the British. Cherokees initially joined the British and the Iroquois;
later, Cherokees sided with French forces.50
As the Iroquois Confederacy supported the British, the Seven Nations of
Canada supported the French. The Seven Nations was an alliance that was
formed after many of the Mohawks had converted to Christianity (specifically,
Roman Catholicism) and moved northward into Canada. As many as two-thirds
of the Mohawk Nation had relocated to the St. Lawrence River region by the end
of the 1600s.51 Mohawk of Ahkwesáhsne historian Darren Bonaparte noted that
the term “Seven Nations of Canada” is based upon European descriptions of the
coalition, and he cautioned that the French might have inaccurately used the
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term “nations” instead of “villages” to make its alliance seem mightier.52
Populated by Iroquoians and Algonquins, the seven villages were: Bécancour
(Eastern Abenakis), Caughnawaga (Mohawks), Lake of Two Mountains
(Iroquoians and Nipissings), Lorette (Hurons), Oswegatchie (Oneidas and
Onondagas), St. Francois (Pennacooks, Sokokis and New England Algonquians)
and St. Regis (Mohawks).53
Algonquian nations including Shawnees, Delawares, Ottawas and others
fought on the side of the French, as did the Mingos, a multicultural IroquoianAlgonquian nation allied with the Iroquois Confederacy.54 The Shawnees refer to
Delawares as “grandfather” because the Delawares were “the original occupants
to come eastward to the land nearest the rising sun.”55 Although sided with the
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French, the Shawnees and Delawares stated that they were fighting in the war
“to Reduce both the English & French to Narrower Bounds.”56
The British alliance proved victorious. Eight months later, King George III
of England issued the Proclamation of 1763, which officially decreed that the
area west of the Appalachian Mountains would be land for “the several Nations
or Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who live under our
Protection…. the said Indians, or any of them.”57 Although the colonists resented
being restricted to territory east of the Appalachia, this limitation improved
relations between Britain’s colonists and the Native Americans of the Ohio River
Valley, such as the Shawnees. The ban did not prevent all westward settlement,
but it did slow the migration until after the American Revolution.58
In Daniel Boone’s memoirs, he noted the locations of 28 Native American
nations within the United States.59 The following excerpts describe the
Northeastern nations closest to the Ohio River Valley region:
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The tribe to the Westward of Ohio River are the Delawares, living upon the
Miskingum [Muskingum] River, which runs into the Ohio one hundred and
eighty-seven miles above Sciotha [Scioto River], on the N. West side.
The Mingo Nation lives upon a N. W. branch of Sciotha River. …
The Wyandotts [Wyandots] possess the banks of a river called Sandusky,
which heads and interlocks with Sciotha, and running in a contrary
direction nearly N. W. for a great distance, falls into Lake Erie.
The Six Nations are settled upon waters running into Lake Ontario, that
head in the mountain, from whence the Ohio and Susquehannah
[Susquehanna] rivers rise.
The Shawanese Indians occupy five towns on the waters of Little and
Great Miami.60
South of the Ohio River Valley, below Byrd’s survey line, lived the nearest of the
Southeastern nations, the Cherokees.61
A few of the neighboring locales evidence a history of Iroquoians in the
region. Sixty-four miles northwest of Harlan County’s Pine Mountain Settlement
School is Oneida, Kentucky.62 Nearby in southwestern West Virginia, Mingo
County and Logan County indicate a history of multicultural Iroquoian-Algonquian
settlements.63 The county was named for Mingo warrior and orator Logan, born
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“Tachnech-dor-us,” or Branching Oak of the Forest.64 Born a Cayuga, he married
a Shawnee and settled in a Mingo village in Ohio.65
A series of wars and treaties opened more and more Native American
land to white settlers. For example, Logan had been friendly to whites until May
3, 1774, when a group of Virginians violently murdered about a dozen Mingos,
including his mother and sister. He ignored Shawnee leader Cornstalk’s pleas for
peace and instead raided Pennsylvania, killing thirteen whites. This retaliation
resulted in Lord Dunmore’s War in 1774, where colonial Virginia fought the
Mingos with their Shawnee allies, culminating in the Battle of Point Pleasant on
what is now the Ohio border of West Virginia.66 As a consequence of Dunmore’s
War, Shawnees and their allies lost their rights to Kentucky.67
As a further example, in 1786, the United States and Shawnees formed a
peace agreement, part of which bounded the territory of the Shawnees:
[B]eginning at the south line of the lands allotted to the Wiandots
[Wyandots, also known as Hurons] and Delaware [Lenapes] nations, at
the place where the main branch of the Great Miami, which falls into the
Ohio, intersects said line; then down the river Miami, to the fork of that
64
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river, next below the old fort which was taken by the French in one
thousand seven hundred and fifty-two; thence due west to the River de la
Panse; then down that river to the river Wabash, beyond which lines, none
of the citizens of the United States shall settle, nor disturb the Shawanoes
in their settlement and possessions; and the Shawanoes do relinquish to
the United States, all title, or pretence of title, they ever had to the lands
east, west and south.68
Moreover, as the United States celebrated Independence Day in 1805,
this young nation reached a treaty agreement with Shawnees, Chippewas,
Delawares, Munsees, Ottawas, Potawatomies and Wyandots.69 The United
States acquired a half-million acre reserve in perpetuum.70 This “Sufferer’s Land,”
or “Fire Lands,” comprised the western part of the Connecticut Reserve
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designated to compensate Americans whose property had been destroyed by fire
during the Revolutionary War.71
After 1805, Native Americans had no claim left to the vast Cumberland
Plateau.72 As black and white settlers moved westward into the mountains of
Kentucky, the Cumberland Gap area was no longer a battlefield between
settlements of Shawnees and Cherokees. Over time, mountaineers of many
nations would settle the hills and hollows together.
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CHAPTER 3
CUMBERLAND GAP: WHERE THE WARRIORS’ PATH
MET THE WILDERNESS TRAIL

To you innumerable multitudes will emigrate
from the hateful regions of despotism and tyranny;
and you will surely welcome them as friends, as brothers;
you will welcome them to partake with you of your happiness.
JOHN FILSON, pioneering Kentucky historian, 1784 73
Pine Mountain’s position near the Cumberland Gap provided opportunity
for cultural interaction and settlement from all cardinal directions. From the north
and south, warring nations followed the Warriors’ Path, conducting raids upon
each other. Shawnees and Cherokees crossed the gap to abduct members of
enemy nations, who were later integrated into their own. From the east, black
and white indentured servants and slaves were among the earliest non-Native
American mountaineers, moving across the mountains for freedom in the west.
Many of these mountaineers settled and intermarried with local Native American
populations. Finally, settlers who had reached the Bluegrass began to return
eastward to the mountains and join the mountain communities. Pine Mountain
reflects Kentucky’s long history of cultural exchange and multiethnic
mountaineers.
By the end of the seventeenth century, most of the British colonies had
laws designating Mulattos (broadly defined by the colonies as anyone with
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multiracial ancestry: African and European, African and Native American, Native
American and European or all three) and their descendents as slaves. To escape
the slavery mandate, many African and mixed-race peoples pushed westward
across the Appalachian frontier.74 Often, these multiracial mountaineers chose to
integrate with Native American neighbors, many of whom “believed that slavery
was inconsistent with their traditional ways.”75 Other multiracial mountaineers
established isolated communities among the hills and hollows. Likewise, many
Native Americans with multiracial heritage had left their nations before or during
the forced migrations of the 1830s, resolving to remain upon their tribal
homelands rather than to follow kinsmen to reservations in the American West.76
Native American practices either in favor of or in opposition to slavery
shaped contact with and intermarriage between Africans and Native Americans.
Several large Southeastern Native American nations traded slaves and became
slaveholders:
The phenomenon of fugitives–people who escaped from various
plantations–moved in all different directions. The added fact that the
bigger tribes in the south–Creeks, Cherokees, and Chickasaws–had
plantations and had their own black slaves starting in the eighteenth
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century makes it quite obvious that there have been blacks intermingled
with Indians from way back.77
By 1721 some slaves were known to have spoken Cherokee as well as
English.78 In contrast, Northeastern Native Americans (such as Algonquians and
non-Cherokee Iroquoians) were among the nations who tended to accept
runaway slaves into their membership.
Intermarriage and adoption were common forms of integration betweens
Africans and Northeastern nations.79 Even when Shawnees were obligated to
return escaped slaves to Virginia due to the terms ending Dunmore’s War in
1775, they refused to send one slave woman’s children “as they were Bagat [sic]
by our People we thought it very hard they shou’d be made slaves of.”80
Moreover, Native American and colonial historian Helen Hornbeck Tanner has
noted that the Wyandots in Sandusky (northern Ohio) had given refuge to
runaway slaves. One of the Wyandot chiefs, Tarhee (i.e. Crane) adopted an
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escaped slave, a boy named Jonathan Pointer, which evidences that “this was
another tribe that had black members.”81
Further complicating genealogical study, many Native Americans became
absorbed into other nations as a result of raids upon enemies. This was a danger
particularly for Shawnees and Cherokees, who lived on either side of the no
man’s land between Northeastern and Southeastern alliances.82 Frequent
warring also presented an opportunity for runaway slaves in Appalachia, who
were predominantly male. By marrying Native American women, black men
helped to replace Native American nations’ fallen warriors.83 Adopting members
into the Native American nations also helped to replace those who were lost to
disease, including devastating smallpox outbreaks.84
The earliest known English settlers in the Cumberland Gap area were
members of the Loyal Land Company, a team of Virginia scouts and land
prospectors led by Dr. Thomas Walker.85 Walker’s log recorded an investigation
in 1750 of the Cumberland Gap, which he called “Cave Gap,” and the
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Cumberland River, which he named in honor of William Augustus, the Duke of
Cumberland.86
April 13th. We went four miles to large Creek, which we called Cedar
Creek, being a branch of Bear-Grass, and from thence Six miles to Cave
Gap, the land being Levil [sic]. On the North side of the Gap is a large
Spring, which falls very fast, and just above the Spring is a small Entrance
to a large Cave, which the Spring runs through, and there is a constant
Stream of Cool air issuing out. The Spring is sufficient to turn a Mill. Just
at the foot of the Hill is a Laurel Thicket, and the Spring Water runs
through it. On the South side is a plain Indian Road. on the top of the
Ridge are Laurel Trees marked with crosses, others Blazed and several
Figures on them. As I went down on the Other Side, I soon came to some
Laurel in the head of a Branch. A Beech stands on the left hand, on which
I cut my name. This Gap may be seen at a considerable distance, and
there is no other, that I know of, except one about two miles to the North
of it, which does not appear to be So low as the other. The Mountain on
the North side of the Gap is very Steep and Rocky, but on the South side
it is not So. We called it Steep Ridge. …
17th. I went down the Creek a hunting and found that it went into a River
about a mile below our camp. This, which is Flat Creek and Some others
join’d, I called Cumberland River.87
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Walker’s journal noted “very good Coal” around the Cumberland Gap and
recorded the company’s construction of a 12’ x 8’ log cabin, the first non-Native
American dwelling in Kentucky.88
John Filson, perhaps the earliest American historian to cover Kentucky,
incorrectly pinpointed James M‘Bride as the first white man to have “discovered”
Kentucky. Rather, M‘Bride’s team was perhaps the first group of white explorers
to arrive in Kentucky by a northern route. M‘Bride and his companions navigated
south from the Ohio to the mouth of the Kentucky River in 1754, where they
marked a tree, surveyed the land and returned home, praising the area.89
The French and Indian War (1754-63) and the Proclamation of 1763
deterred white exploration of and settlement in Kentucky for over a decade.
Thirteen years after M‘Bride’s travels, John Finley led a trade expedition into
Kentucky. After disputes between his company and the Native Americans with
whom they traded, Finley’s group returned to North Carolina and told Colonel
Daniel Boone and others of the experience. Boone, Finley and others returned to
Kentucky in 1769 but were met with Native American enemies. The group was
killed and dispersed, save Boone, who left the rough country two years later.90
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Not long afterwards, Kentucky’s resources gained wealthy admirers, but
purchases of Kentucky lands were often disputed by either the state or by
resident nations. With the Cumberland Gap dividing the rival Shawnees and
Cherokees, claims to the region soon fell into grey areas between Northeastern
nations, Southeastern nations, Virginians (as Kentucky was part of Virginia as
this time) and non-Virginian settlers. Col. Richard Henderson’s attempt to
purchase of much of Kentucky and Tennessee from Cherokees, led by Dragging
Canoe, at Sycamore Shoals was contested from several sides:
Soon after this purchase, the State of Virginia took the alarm, agreed to
pay the money Col. Donaldson had contracted for, and then disputed Col.
Henderson’s right of purchase, as a private gentlemen [sic] of another
state, in behalf of himself: However, for his eminent services to this
country, and for having been instrumental in making so valuable an
acquisition to Virginia that state was pleased to reward him with a tract of
land, at the mouth of Green River, to the amount of two hundred thousand
acres; and the state of North Carolina gave him the like quantity in Powel’s
Valley. This region was formerly claimed by various tribes of Indians;
whose title, if they had any, originated in such a manner, as to render it
doubtful which ought to possess it: Hence this fertile spot became an
object of contention, a theatre of war, from which it was properly
denominated the Bloody-Grounds. Their contentions not being likely to
decide the Right to any particular tribe, as soon as Mr. Henderson and his
friends proposed to purchase, the Indians agreed to sell; and
notwithstanding the valuable Consideration they received, have continued
ever since troublesome neighbours to the new settlers.91
Some of the first white settlements founded in eastern Kentucky and
northern Tennessee later developed into major cities, such as Kentucky’s
Lexington, founded in 1775, and Louisville, founded in 1780, and Tennessee’s
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Nashville, founded in 1779.92 White pioneers first began to settle in isolated
pockets of rural eastern Kentucky in 1790, but they did not establish any
substantial increase in their population until the turn of the nineteenth century. 93
Kentucky was desirable for its fertile land and stable government, but
because of eastern Kentucky’s rugged topography, there were essentially only
two routes into the region.94 Non-Native American settlers, particularly ScotchIrish and German, emigrated from the northeast from Pennsylvania and
Maryland, following the Ohio River south from Pittsburgh. However, threequarters of Kentucky’s early settlers emigrated from the southeastern corner of
the state through the Cumberland Gap.95
These settlers from the southeast took the vertical route was known as the
Warriors’ Path or Seneca Road, which Northeastern and Southeastern nations
had traditionally used as their most direct warpath long before black and white
settlers arrived. After passing through the Cumberland Gap, Boone and
subsequent settlers followed Warriors’ Path “across the ford of the Cumberland,
just below Pineville Gap, and down the Cumberland to Flat Lick.”96 Breaking from
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Warriors’ Path, Daniel Boone and many who followed his trail then traveled to the
northwest along what became known as the Wilderness Trail or Wilderness
Road.97
By the time Kentucky became a state in 1792, more than 100,000
pioneers had traversed the Wilderness Trail. Over the next 18 years, another
200,000 or so settlers had trekked through the Cumberland Gap, Moccasin Gap
or Kane Gap to settle into Kentucky’s mountains or bluegrass.98 These historic
routes remain in use as modern highways. According to The Daniel Boone
Wilderness Trail Association, U.S. Route 58 follows the traditional path of
Wilderness Road, “from Moccasin Gap across Powell Mountain near Kane Gap
to Cumberland Gap… a major thoroughfare between the I-81 corridor and the I75 corridor.”99 This is confirmed by Kincaid’s research, which claimed that the
original path of the Wilderness Trail from eastern Virginia to the Cumberland Gap
“conforms to the route later taken by Virginia Highway No.421,” a stretch that is
now part of U.S. Route 58.100
Other nearby routes also contributed to the accessibility of southeastern
Kentucky for settlers and other mountaineers. A few examples of alternative
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points of entry include: Hurricane Gap, through the Pine Mountain ridge and into
Harlan County; War Gap, which also crossed the Pine Mountain ridge; Cranks
Gap, through the Cumberland Mountain ridge; and Pound Gap, also referred to
historically as Sounding Gap, and the Mt. Sterling-Pound Gap Road.101
Regarding the transportation gaps of Pine Mountain,
There is only one wind-gap of any depth–Pound Gap, 600 feet below the
crest and 2,400 feet above sea level.102 Streams, however, break through
in narrow gorges at three points. Near the State line in Bell County the gap
is 1,000 feet and the crest 1,500-2,000 feet above sea level; at Pineville
the gap is 980 feet and the crest 2,000 feet; at the Breaks of the Sandy, in
the northern extremity, the gap is 900 feet and the crest 1,500-2,000
feet.103
All of eastern Kentucky, including Harlan County, is part of the AlleghenyCumberland Belt of Southern Appalachia, or the Southern Highland region. 104
John C. Campbell described the difficulties of tracing the region’s European
ancestry in The Southern Highlander and His Homeland, a foundational
manuscript of Appalachian history. Recording family history through oral tradition
had resulted in conjectural recollections of Southern Appalachian heritage: “They
101
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‘reckon’ their folks were ‘English,’ ‘Scotch,’ or ‘Irish’ – any of which designations
may mean Scotch-Irish – or ‘Dutch,’ which may and usually does mean
German.”105
In terms of accuracy, Scotch-Irish is a contentious title. It was not an
expression that was contemporary to early mountaineers.106 Scotch-Irish
ancestry tended to indicate Protestants who had emigrated from the northern
part of Ireland. However, many of these immigrants had originated elsewhere; a
person with “Scotch-Irish” heritage might have been ethnically Scottish, Irish,
English, Welsh and/or other nationalities. Albert Perry Brigham, writing about the
influence of geology on the settlement of Appalachia, described Scotch-Irish as
“English in speech, Scotch in blood, Irish by adoption, Presbyterian in faith.” 107
When the United States Bureau of the Census analyzed the 1790 census
in A Century of Population Growth to determine the country’s ethnic origins, they
differentiated the country’s early population into Dutch, English and Welsh,
French, German, Hebrew, Irish, Scotch and “all others.”108 John C. Campbell
described difficulties in identifying English or Irish ancestry by untangling antique
census records: “Not only are many names found in the mountains common to
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both countries–such as Moore, Collins, Mitchell, Gillespie, and Morrow–but
others, not of Irish origin–White, Rice, Reed, Carr, Allen, Berry, Henry, and
Morris– have been common in Ireland for generations.”109
In the mid-1940s, a scholar from Berea College provided an intriguing look
at vocabulary and speech patterns that seemed distinctive to the Pine Mountain
community. One example she found was retch, i.e. “reached. ‘He retch his hands
up to heaven.’”110 “Retch” is noteworthy because it demonstrates a linguistic
connection between Pine Mountain and two other regions. The first connection,
to Appalachian Tennessee, is unsurprising, given the two areas’ proximity and
cultural exchanges. The second connection is more telling: This word is also
noted in the Essex dialect, which seems to link mountaineer settlers to ancestry
from a rural part of southeastern England.111
Distinct meanings for commonly used words can also suggest linguistic
connections. An example of this is differ, used as “to matter, to make a
difference. ‘Hit don’t differ if he goes or not.’”112 The researcher connected this
usage to similar variants in Appalachian areas of Tennessee and North Carolina,
as well as in Scotland. Pine Mountain’s use of prank as an intransitive verb, i.e.
“to play. ‘The doctor pranked around in my eye,’” can be found in Irish, Scottish
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and Yorkshire dialects as well.113 There is no doubt that definitions, pronunciation
and syntax in England, Scotland and Ireland helped shape the colloquialisms
common in Pine Mountain and elsewhere in Southern Appalachia, suggesting
some ancestry with Anglo-Saxon and Celtic peoples.
In 1913, Horace Kephart observed that many mountaineers did not know
much of their ethnic heritage. “‘Borned in the kentry and ain’t never been out o’
hit’ is about all that most of them can say for themselves. Here and there one will
assert, ‘My foreparents war principally Scotch,’ or ‘Us Bumgyarners
[Baumgartners] was Dutch,’ but such traditions of a far-back foreign origin are
uncommon.”114 Often, family memory did not extend beyond two or three
generations, where origins might be traced simply to American homelands: North
Carolina to the southeast, Virginia to the east and sometimes Pennsylvania to
the northeast.115
Appalachia has a diverse ethnic heritage and many multiracial
mountaineers. Scots and Native Americans had common social structures, such
as family clans, and cultural characteristics, such as blood feuding, that facilitated
the integration of various nations within Southern Appalachian settlements.116
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Both groups placed importance on a connection with nature and viewed land as
communally shared rather than individually owned, and both had a sense of
identity.117 Shared culture, rather than ethnicity, determined membership in
Native American nations. The same was true of Scotch-Irish culture. Virginia
Senator Jim Webb described how Scotch-Irish social groups were structured:
“Mountain culture was Celtic culture, and Celtic culture had always been
assimilative. … The Celts assimilated first into families and then into tribes, and
the concept of duty, kinship, and personal loyalty always trumped any fanciful
notion of racial purity.”118
With few white women on the Appalachian frontier, many white male
traders and settlers courted or seized Native American women to be their
wives.119 Such practices benefitted the men by providing partners but could also
cement social and economic ties between whites and neighboring Native
Americans. According to genetic genealogist Roberta Estes, “The best way a
trader could demonstrate his commitment and integrity was to take an Indian wife
or for shorter visits, just a partner.”120 Children born from such a marriage or tryst
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were raised by the mother’s family as “full tribal members.”121 Many nations,
including Cherokees and other Iroquoians, were matrilineal.122 As historian Harry
M. Caudill noted in Night Comes to the Cumberlands:
Most of them were Cherokees or Choctaws, and as the migration
westward proceeded into Kentucky, the acquisition of Indian blood
continued unabated. To this day countless mountaineers display the high
cheekbones and coppery skin of Indian forebears… The deed books of
Eastern Kentucky counties abound with such names as Golden Hawk
Hall, Mingo Halcomb, Black Fish Thomas and Choctaw Ingram.123
Although there were instances to the contrary, most Southeastern Native
Americans lived south of the Cumberland Gap. Moreover, the name “Cherokee”
has been frequently misapplied, even in official capacities.124 Some misattribution
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in oral tradition may be in part due to the fact that the folkways of the Cherokees
were similar to those of local whites.125 White settlers might have been more
accepting of Cherokees than they were of other, seemingly more foreign,
nations. Claiming to be of Cherokee descent might have helped to diffuse
suspicions among fearful or vengeful neighbors.
The example of “Mingo Halcomb” is more representative of the groups
who lived north of the Cumberland Gap, i.e. Mingos and other Northeastern
Iroquoians and Algonquians who intermarried with white and black settlers. It
was not uncommon for Northeastern peoples to intermarry with Africans and
Europeans, including runaway slaves and former indentured servants of both
races. Their descendents sometimes referred to their ethnicity as “Black Dutch,”
a misnomer that acknowledged African and European genetic ancestry but did
not hark back to Native American cultural heritage.126
In 2009, the Kentucky state legislature passed a joint resolution
commending a distinct group of Shawnees for its efforts towards cultural and
linguistic preservation and for philanthropic endeavors.127 The resolution
identified the Ridgetop Shawnees as an example of the area’s complex
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multiracial heritage: “The people of the Ridgetop Shawnee are from many
nations, migrating to Southeastern Kentucky as they fled persecution.”128
On the nation’s official website, the Ridgetop Shawnees investigate Harlan
County’s oral tradition of Native American heritage. According to lore, many
Native Americans in Harlan County were members of the Quadrule nation. Using
linguistics as evidence, the Ridgetop Shawnees posit that the demonym
Quadrule is linked to Quadroon, an archaic term once used to denote a person
whose ancestry is one-quarter black. The theory adds, “just like the term Mulatto,
it was most certainly used to describe persons of a tri-racial heritage as well.”129
The Ridgetop Shawnees conclude that the Quadrules of oral tradition were likely
multiracial mountaineers, with African and Native American (Shawnees,
Chickamauga Cherokees and Mingos) heritage, who migrated to the area
between 1750 and 1800 and integrated with settlers of European heritage after
1800.130
Harlan County is located in the heart of Ridgetop Shawnee lands.
Ridgetop Shawnees settled in not only Harlan County but also every other county
it borders, as well as others within the region.131 Harlan Countians are well
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documented throughout the Ridgetop Shawnees’ online archive of historical
“Ancestor Photos,” which also visually demonstrates the Ridgetop Shawnees’
multiracial heritage.132
Association with the Ridgetop Shawnees is not merely symbolic. To enroll
as a full member of the Ridgetop Shawnees, a potential member must
substantiate that he or she “descended from a known settler of mixed race who
migrated to one of the approved counties… during the years of 1750 to 1890.”
This requires either Y-DNA or mtDNA evidence and “some form of legal
document, or document of profound historical value” establishing the Native
American ancestor.133 Although membership is not limited by surnames,
applicants who can demonstrate a link to certain family lines with a clear
connection to the Ridgetop Shawnees may be eligible for “express enrollment.”
These established surnames are Bennett, Bowman, Cole, Collins, Fields,
Jackson and Sizemore.134
Such family names are also prevalent in other Native American
communities in the Ohio River Valley and neighboring regions, which suggests
the possibility of intermarriage among other cultural populations, including
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Saponis (a Siouan nation) and Tuscaroras (an Iroquoian nation).135
Anthropologist W. Grosvenor Pollard investigated possible origins of the Native
American piece of the Melungeons’ multiracial puzzle. By examining artifacts
such as “chicken coop” structures over graves and comparing them with records
of nations in Oklahoma, Pollard wrote a compelling argument that “whatever
other ethnic and genetic elements make up the Melungeons, the core group may
well have been the northern band of the Yuchi,” a Siouan nation.136 Additionally,
there are traditionally Saponi communities named “Sizemore” in the states of
Ohio and Tennessee and in Magoffin County, Kentucky, and the surname
“Jackson” is seen in the 1871 tax records for Tuscarora Township in Brantford
County, Ontario, Canada.137 There are traditionally Saponi communities named
“Collins” in North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee and Virginia, and in both Clay and
Magoffin Counties in Kentucky. Examples of the family name “Collins” are also
seen within the tax records of the following traditionally Saponi / Tuscarora
communities: 1754 Command of Col. William Eaton Muster Roll and Granville
County, NC (e.g. 1755), Bertie County, NC (e.g. 1757, 1798), Gallie County, OH
135
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(e.g. 1819), Orange County, NC (e.g. 1755) and Orange County, VA (e.g.
1742).138
Many mountaineers have Melungeon heritage, i.e. triracial with African,
European and Native American ancestry.139 “Collins,” a common name among
Ridgetop Shawnees as well as Scotch-Irish, is also one of the earliest recorded
Melungeon surnames.140 The Collins clan is a Melungeon family that appears to
have originated in North Carolina and Virginia and emigrated westward across
the trails in the 1790s, settling at Vardy in northeastern Tennessee.141 According
to the Melungeon Heritage Association,
The Melungeons are a group of mixed ethnic ancestry first documented in
southwestern Virginia in the early 19th century. As a group, the
Melungeons were considered by outsiders to have a mixture of European,
Native American, and African ancestry. Researchers have referred to the
Melungeons and similar groups as tri-racial isolates, and the Melungeons
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have faced discrimination, both legal and social, because they did not fit
into America’s accepted racial categories.142
After much scholarly debate regarding the origins of the Melungeons, a
DNA study was carried out in 2002. This DNA sampling of “the oldest, most
established Melungeon male and female lines in the Hancock County
[Tennessee] community, and the Wise County [Virginia] community” confirmed
multiethnic origins: 83% European, 5% African, 5% Native American and 7%
“Middle Eastern/East Indian.”143
Often described as having grey eyes, some individual Melungeons show
physical characteristics of multiple races.144 This modern observation about
Melungeons echoes John Lawson’s remarks from 1709 about the Croatans of
Hatteras Island, who claimed to be multiethnic descendents of the Lost Colony of
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Roanoke and the Hatteras nation.145 An early Melungeon researcher, Bonnie
Ball, described the wide range of physical traits found among Melungeons:
Some had dark, oily skin, kinky hair, upturned noses and dark stoic eyes.
Others, even in the same family had coarse bronzed skin, with straight
black hair. Still others, close relatives, differed little from their white
neighbors, perhaps having brown or light, fuzzy hair, fair or medium skin,
and dark blue or gray eyes. Then there were others among them that had
smooth, yellowish skin, curly brown or black hair, and dreamy, almost
Oriental eyes.146
As more people migrated in and intermarried with Melungeon settlers,
some multiracial communities began to demonstrate more prominently African,
European or Native American physical features. For example, Indian Woods,
North Carolina, is a multiracial Tuscarora community. As more African Americans
settled into the area, African physical features (e.g. darker skin color) became
more commonplace. Nevertheless, the light “Tuscarora Eye” (grey, green or blue
eyes) is still prevalent among several Indian Woods families.147
It’s important to note that although Ridgetop Shawnees have multiracial
heritage they consider themselves to be a distinct group and not simply
synonymous with the Melungeons of the Cumberland Gap region. In an email
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response to the author of this paper, William Shackleford, Executive Tribal
Manager of the Ridgetop Shawnees, clarified, “We do not like the Melungeon
title. We consider it a means of hiding your heritage.”148 The Ridgetop Shawnees
are affiliated with the Pine Mountain Indian Community, “their mother
organization.”149
Today, some Melungeons embrace their multiracial heritage by calling
themselves Métis, a French term that means “mixed.”150 American Métis
distinguishes from the use of “Métis” in Canada, which refers to a particular
multiracial Native American nation.151 Melungeon researcher Karlton Douglas
championed the broad terms “Métis” and “American Métis” to acknowledge
multiracial ancestry that includes both Melungeon heritage and other ethnicities:
The term Metis allows me to celebrate all my ancestry, which includes
German, English, Irish, Cherokee, Melungeon and other heritage. That is
what I like about the American Metis definition, it being inclusive, it is a
win/win situation that recognizes my Melungeon ancestry and my other
heritage as well, all under the banner of Metis.152
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In 1963, sociologist Brewton Berry wrote that many multiracial people in
America are “Almost Red,” “Almost Black” or “Almost White.” In other words,
biracial or triracial individuals frequently strived to associate with one ethnic
group rather than to acknowledge the multiethnic backgrounds that could have
made them seem like outsiders. Typically emigrating as either individuals or
families, rather than as larger communities, Mestizos (i.e. people with both
European and Native American ancestry) could often integrate into either white
or Native American communities. At times, one’s ethnicity came to be accepted
as whichever was the majority in the nearest town. For example, Berry noted that
Mestizos sometimes came to be identified as black when living among African
Americans.153
Of course, Berry published this writing on racial identity half a century ago,
in an era when nonwhites still faced complicated de jure segregation. There were
political, economic and social incentives for biracial and triracial families to be
accepted as white and Protestant. African Americans, particularly those who
were romantically involved with whites, were persecuted, and some were even
lynched. Dallas Blue, a truck driver who was born in 1925, affirmed one instance
of violence that occurred circa the early 1970s: “Around Bledsoe, across Pine
Mountain. Black girl and a white man. The community burned their home
down.”154
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Anti-Catholic sentiment was also prevalent in Harlan County, which lacked
a Catholic church until the Church of the Resurrection was built in 1923.155 Sid
Douglass, a lawyer who was born in 1941 and raised Catholic, recalled stories of
how his mother’s family had been threatened when she was growing up in Bell
County. When Sid’s mother was a child, the Ku Klux Klan burned a cross in front
of her home because of prejudice against the family’s religious denomination.156
Discriminatory attitudes were not universal throughout the region. To
illustrate, eastern Kentucky’s Berea College, which would later become a key
supporter of Pine Mountain Settlement School, harbored integrationist principles
from the start. Founded in 1855 by John Gregg Fee, an abolitionist and
Presbyterian minister, Berea College’s original motto was “God hath made of one
blood all nations of men.”157 An ad in an African-American newspaper in 1900
boasted “269 white and 217 Afro-American students” at the college, and Dr.
Carter G. Woodson, “the father of black history,” earned a bachelor’s degree
there in 1903.158
As people from many ethnic backgrounds migrated to Appalachia and
intermarried, multiracial mountaineers developed common characteristics, not
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only culturally but also physically. Our Southern Highlanders, published in 1913,
described physical features that author Horace Kephart observed. Male
mountaineers were remarkably tall and slim, with solemn dispositions:
Our highlanders are conspicuously a tall race. Out of seventy-six men that
I have listed just as they occurred to me, but four are below average
American height and only two are fat.... Nearly all males of the back
country have a grave and deliberate bearing.... Generally they are leanfaced, sallow, level-browed, with rather high cheek-bones. Gray eyes
predominate, sometimes vacuous, but oftener hard, searching, crafty. 159
Kephart depicted female mountaineers similarly, such as the example of a
woman called “Long Goody,” who towered at six feet, three inches. Akin to the
“searching” eyes of the men, the mountaineer women’s voices were
characterized as quietly contemplative: “The voices of the highland women, low
toned by habit, often are singularly sweet, being pitched in a sad, musical, minor
key. With strangers, the women are wont to be shy, but speculative rather than
timid.”160
One must caution the reader that the multiracial heritage of Southern
Appalachian peoples was not yet widely understood during the time of Kephart’s
publication.161 According to Kephart, “Fully three-fourths of our highlanders are
practically of the same descent” and that mountaineers “resemble the gillies of
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the Scotch Highlands.”162 Nevertheless, his commentary offers insight into the
perceptions of early researchers of Southern Appalachia.
In The United States of Appalachia, journalist and historian Jeff Biggers
isolated “Anglo-Saxon Appalachia” as an inaccurate but enduring perception of
the region.163 The misnomer was not merely a casual mischaracterization; such
misrepresentation has been evident even among educational resources. Biggers
refuted Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary’s former description of
Appalachia “as a mountain region of ‘white natives’” and asserted “[Appalachia’s]
role as a crossroads of indigenous cultures and vast immigrant and African
American migration for centuries.”164 Other writers, including Appalachians of
color, had also challenged the Anglo-Saxon misconception. Frank X Walker,
Kentucky Poet Laureate, created the portmanteau “Affrilachia” and describes
himself as “an Affrilachian poet.”165
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Alessandro Portelli, an oral historian who interviewed well over one
hundred Harlan Countians, observed two divergent attitudes toward Appalachia’s
diverse ethnic heritage. Various outsiders – namely, missionaries, educators and
local-color authors – incorrectly described Appalachia’s heritage as “pure AngloSaxon blood,” even positioning that as a positive. In contrast, some locals
embraced a different perspective: “If anything, people brag about having ‘fullblooded’ Indian ancestors and ‘mixed’ blood.”166
Katherine Pettit and Ethel de Long Zande, who co-directed the school
founded in Pine Mountain in 1913, initially believed that the community’s
population was of Anglo-Saxon descent but later attested to a more complex
understanding of the cultural composition.167 In 1927, Zande wrote:
Don’t allude to the mountain people as the purest Anglo-Saxons in
America. We now know that the blood of the mountain people also has
Irish, French, German, Dutch, and Indian and here and there Negro.168
Mountaineer culture developed gradually through the integration of many nations.
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CHAPTER 4
WARS, FEUDS AND THE EXPLOSION OF INDUSTRY
The dove’s notes are the saddest
In Kentucky;
The streams dance on the gladdest
In Kentucky;
Hip pockets are the thickest,
Pistol hands are the slickest,
The cylinder turns quickest
In Kentucky.
Judge JAMES HILLARY MULLIGAN, 1902 169

Pioneers flooded through the Cumberland Gap after the American
Revolution. In 1796, this mountain pass was widened to accommodate the
wagons of mountaineer settlers, who built communities of homesteaders.170
Enhancing the Cumberland Gap’s accessibility made it easier to settle in
Kentucky, but not all settlers remained in the mountains. After 1830, eastern
Kentucky’s road infrastructure fell behind central Kentucky’s, contributing to the
relative isolation of communities like Pine Mountain. Whereas the early 19th
century was marked by efforts to put down roots, the late part of the century was
marked by violent upheaval. In addition to the Civil War, the region surrounding
Pine Mountain faced turbulence in the form of intra-county wars, known as blood
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feuds. In the late 1800s, prospectors began to buy up timber and mineral rights
for predatory prices, a glimpse of things to come as the area industrialized. When
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad arrived in Harlan County in 1910, the coal
industry was on board.
The Kentucky Land Office opened its doors in 1779.171 Revolutionary War
veteran George Burkhart settled in Harlan County in 1791, and Samuel Howard,
the first white settler of what is now the city of Harlan, arrived in either 1794 or
1796.172 According to oral tradition, Howard had fought alongside George
Washington at the Battle of Yorktown.173 Such a claim seems remarkable, not
incredible. Appalachian fighters executed the Battle of Kings Mountain, a
significant victory for the American revolutionaries. The Overmountain Men
convened at Sycamore Shoals, the site of Dragging Canoe’s famous “bloody
ground” speech, before traveling southeastward toward the Carolina
Piedmont.174 The British troops, fighting as a structured battalion, were ill
prepared for a battle wherein each mountaineer fought as an independent
warrior. Isaac Shelby, a militia commander, warned his troops not to hesitate in
battle: “[D]on’t wait for the word of command. Let each one of you be your own
officers… availing yourselves of every advantage that chance might throw your
171
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way.”175 After the war, Harlan County was settled largely by veterans of the
American Revolution.176
Throughout the 19th century, Harlan County residents relied upon hunting,
raising livestock, subsistence farming and homesteaders’ artisan talents.177
Nearly all essentials could be produced locally. Salt was the notable exception. In
his eminent Frontier Thesis, Frederick Jackson Turner observed an earlier
discussion of the necessity of salt to European settlement and applied it to the
Appalachian frontier, stating, “The early settlers were tied to the coast by the
need of salt, without which they could not preserve their meats or live in
comfort.”178 Discoveries of salt licks within the mountains of Kentucky and West
Virginia around the turn of the 19th century enabled many Southern Highlanders
to further isolate themselves from the plains of the East Coast. Mountaineers no
longer needed to trek to Virginia or the Carolinas each year to retrieve the
necessity.179 As Southern Appalachians began harvesting their own salt, they
lost ties to their primary source for outside news. Salt in Appalachia reintroduced
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some areas to settlement by helping to draw residents of Central Kentucky from
the Bluegrass back eastward into the mountains.180 Now able to sustain
independently, mountain settlers from east and west alike became cocooned
within their remote communities.
Limited availability of construction commodities delayed the development
of roads in the Pine Mountain region. Although some limestone could be
extracted from the Pine Mountain, the eastern part of the state lacked the
bountiful, accessible supply that central Kentucky had.181 Drawing upon Mary
Verhoeff’s early research, historians Dwight B. Billings and Kathleen M. Blee
posited that 1830 was a turning point in differentiating the roads of the two
regions. As the Bluegrass gained more modern, macadamized roads over the
next two decades, the gap widened between the infrastructural standards of the
two regions, accelerating the isolation of Kentucky mountaineers.182
In areas that had no access to state roads, “the old forest trails, some of
them a little improved” sufficed for the largely pedestrian travel network.183 Near
some of the more industrialized communities, private enterprises built their own
roads, e.g. the Hanging Rock iron district had several roads built by 1837 to
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transport iron to the Little Sandy River.184 However, the Pine Mountain
community did not industrialize until much later and consequently did not
possess such infrastructure.
Distanced from the county seat by a lack of adequate roads, small
mountain settlements such as Pine Mountain arranged social structures around
the immediate community. For example, there was often a need to differentiate
among neighbors who bore the same name. Many clan surnames and variants
were rooted in Appalachia, and mountaineers often had common first names.185
Since there are only a few common first names–Jack, Henry, Luke, John–
affairs might well be in a state of complete confusion. But the mountaineer
has solved the problem in his own easy rustic fashion. A man is not known
as Bob Boling, or Hardin, or Sizemore, or Creech; there might be sixty
Bob Bolings or Hardins in the county he calls home. Instead, when a boy
he is given a nickname, which clings to him throughout his life. He is
Catslap Bob or Butterlip Bob or Shoot-er-Right Bob or Shoot-er-Straight
Bob; when the nickname is spoken, no one doubts for an instant which
particular Bob is intended.186
Similar anecdotes can be found elsewhere in the literature of Southern
Appalachia, such as the example of multiple Jim Greens, who were known as
“Black Jim,” “Pink [i.e. Pinckney] Jim” and “no-account Jim.”187 This familiarity
suggests that communities had close ties with their neighbors.
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When the Civil War began, Kentucky declared neutrality. The decision of
whether to remain with the Union or join the Confederacy was not taken lightly.
The Kentucky Legislature sided with the Union, and the Governor, with the
Confederacy.188 A contemporaneous article about Kentucky’s position during the
fall of 1861 predicted, “Kentucky is to be, in reality, the dark and bloody ground.
… The hand of neighbor is to be turned against neighbor, of brother against
brother, till her fair fields are deluged with blood, blasted with fire and sword.” 189
For Harlan County and Pine Mountain, the Civil War was no matter of
clear allegiances. The community’s location at the crossroads of a country in
upheaval blurred the lines. Pine Mountain was nestled in a border county of a
border state, close to Confederate Virginia and Tennessee, but allied with the
Union, and not far from Virginia’s northwestern counties, where about 96% of
voters in an 1861 referendum favored becoming an independent state of the
Union.190 Both the Union and Confederate armies had footholds in Harlan County
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along the Cumberland River. Union soldiers travelled along Poor Fork and
Confederate along Clover Fork; “each route reflected local sentiment.”191
Both sides attempted to dominate this strategically valuable border state.
Early battles in eastern Kentucky include the Battle of Barbourville, in September
1861, a Confederate victory, and the Battle of Wildcat Mountain, the following
month, a win for the union.192 Later that fall, when troops led by Confederate
Brigadier General Felix K. Zollicoff ventured through the Cumberland Gap to
invade Kentucky, they were rebuffed by Union forces at Camp Dick Robinson.193
As the bloodshed of the Civil War drew to a close, new wars dawned in
eastern Kentucky. These local wars, known as feuds or blood feuds, redefined
national perceptions of Kentucky and Appalachia in the late 19th century. The
Martin-Tolliver feud, waged in Rowan County in 1885, was the most infamous
blood feud of its day, garnering public interest through over 100
contemporaneous articles from The Louisville Courier-Journal that were reprinted
nationally.194 The Rowan County War, as it came to be known, grew out of the
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Underwood-Holbrook feud of 1877-1879 in nearby Carter County. Altina L.
Waller, a historian of Appalachian feuds, characterized Kentucky’s Rowan and
Carter Counties as “close to but not really in Appalachia; both are located in the
foothills and along major transportation routes.”195 Indeed, many of the earliest
feuds reported in the Courier-Journal had taken place in central Kentucky.196
Consequently, the newspaper’s editor had no reason to cast more blame onto
mountaineers than other Kentuckians.
Feuds, originally called vendettas, were initially associated more closely
with the South than with Appalachia. Waller provides an example of “one of the
earliest Appalachian feuds” to have been covered in The New York Times, in
1872.197 In an article titled “A Virginia Vendetta,” a reporter prophesied that the
enmity surrounding a shooting death “will shortly blossom into a good, oldfashioned Southern feud.”198 How, then, did the cultural notion of American blood
feuds shift from being a Southern curiosity to an Appalachian Kentuckian vice?199
When covering feuds in current events, The Louisville Courier-Journal
initially diverted attention from Kentucky by drawing parallels to nearby states.
Henry Watterson, the newspaper’s founder and editor, championed the
Bluegrass State’s industrial development during the late 19th and early 20th
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centuries.200 Were the commonwealth perceived as uniquely volatile, Kentucky
would have been less attractive to potential investors. To avoid stigmatizing his
state as a hotbed of violence, Watterson pointed to out-of-state residences of
feud participants such as the West Virginia home of the Hatfield clan.201
However, this slightly eastern example does not indicate a strong link between
Kentucky and the wider region; both the McCoy and Hatfield families lived along
the Tug Fork, near the states’ common border. The editor even pointed to nonfeud bloodshed, e.g. violence regarding the Molly Maguires in the Pennsylvania
coalfields.202 In short, Watterson argued that outbreaks of feud violence were
byproducts of political, socioeconomic and racial tensions and were not confined
to Kentucky.
As The Louisville Courier-Journal and The New York Times were reporting
the Rowan County War, two murders in Appalachian Kentucky, in Harlan and
Bell Counties, redefined the narrative. The press associated these murders with
the Martin-Tolliver feud and with past vendettas, declaring that eastern Kentucky
was defined by feud violence.203 Whereas The New York Times had previously
identified political conflict as an instigator of feud violence, the newspaper came
to rely upon “personal, cultural, or even genetic” explanations, according to
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Waller.204 Such an attitude towards Kentuckians is visible in the irresponsible use
of an excerpt by Watterson. On June 30, 1885, he published an editorial that
stated, in part, “The increase of idiocy is so rapid that in a short time the idiots will
outnumber the murderers and then exceed the voters.”205 Watterson’s editorial
was decrying fraudulent claims against Kentucky by Harlan and Bell Counties.
These two counties opposed new taxes and were attempting to recoup a greater
share of state financing by misrepresenting the number of residents who required
monetary support. However, a reporter for The New York Times excerpted
Watterson’s incisive comment as if written at face value.206 Whereas Watterson
had used hyperbole to bemoan how two counties had inflated funding needs, the
Times reprinted his quote as if it were an obituary for the demise of intelligence
and decency in Kentucky’s mountains.
Watterson maintained his egalitarian attitude towards fellow Kentuckians
until October 1885 when he “began to lead a crusade for the religious redemption
of Rowan.”207 As he was no longer able convince the national press that
Kentucky was as peaceful and stable as other states, Watterson asserted that
the problem of blood feuds was confined to the mountainous region of Kentucky.
He could not declare that Appalachian Kentucky was a haven for modern
industrial investment, so he offered it as an opportunity for Christian charity.
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Watterson was not alone in this position, and eastern Kentucky became a target
for mission work. For example, William Goodell Frost, president of Berea College
in southeastern Kentucky, wrote in 1899,
The reverse side of family affection is the blood feud, which still survives in
full vigor. … Mountain homicides are not committed for purposes of
robbery. They are almost universally performed in the spirit of an Homeric
chieftain, and the motive is some “point of honor.”208
Envisioning Appalachia as a bastion of traditional European culture, Frost used
lofty language in part to elevate outsiders’ perception of Southern Mountaineers.
He erroneously believed that the majority of Kentucky families originated from
rural England and that Scotch-Irish was the primary heritage in other parts of
Appalachia.209 He aimed to encourage outsiders to contribute to educational and
social reform in Appalachia to improve the lots of mountaineers – in his words,
“to make them intelligent without making them sophisticated.”210
Traditional portrayal of blood feuds as emblematic of Appalachian history
has been refuted by archival research. Altina L. Waller examined each of the
feuds within the mountains or foothills of Appalachia that received more than two
mentions in The New York Times between 1851 and 1910. Instead of being
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dispersed throughout Appalachia, the majority of feuds surveyed were tied to
Kentucky. Of these 16 feuds, 13 were based within Kentucky counties (Bell,
Breathitt, Carter, Clay, Harlan, Knox, Letcher, Magoffin, Perry, Rowan and
Whitely). Another was infamously waged along the state’s eastern border,
between the McCoys of Pike County, Kentucky, and the Hatfields of Logan
County, West Virginia. The only two non-Kentucky feuds found in this survey
were waged in neighboring states: one in Virginia, and the other in Carter
County, Tennessee, southeast of the Cumberland Gap.211 This evidence
supports the fact that Harlan County is socially and culturally tied not only to
Appalachia in general but also to eastern Kentucky and the Cumberland Gap
“Bloody Ground” region specifically.
As in other Southern Appalachian communities, settlers in Harlan County
were largely isolated by geography and were, by necessity, self-sufficient.
Appalachian labor historian John W. Hevener had found the level of seclusion
remarkable even for the region. He opened his research by acknowledging that
the county had “lay shrouded in an isolation unique even among Southern
Appalachian coal counties” until the early 20th century.212 To illustrate, he noted
that the first automobile did not rumble into the county until 1928.213
By the turn on the 20th century, subsistence farming was becoming less
productive: Family parcels were divvied among farmers’ many children, and the
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felling of timber washed away much of the topsoil. Consequently, some residents
sold their land, timber or mineral rights and began to acquire cash to spend on
commercially prepared goods.214 Nevertheless, the need for currency was not
substantial. Uncle William Creech, one of the founders of Pine Mountain
Settlement School, noted that $25 could provide for a typical family of 12 for a
year.215 After a century of self-reliance, the Pine Mountain region began to alter
the way it supported itself and to transform its way of life.
New industries did not promise prosperity to the people of Harlan County.
Prospectors purchased timber and mineral (i.e. coal) rights at predatory prices.
For example, the Michigan-owned Burt and Brabb Lumber Company bought up
tracts in Harlan and Leslie Counties “for as little as twenty cents an acre.”216
Howard B. Lee, attorney general of West Virginia during the early Depression
era, later wrote of such Southern Appalachian injustices:
Long before the coming of the railroads, the pioneer landowners, ignorant
of the vast wealth hidden within their mountains, sold their holdings for
mere pittances-from ten cents to a dollar an acre. The purchasers,
millionaires from the East, through reports of their engineer scouts, knew
of these riches, and fattened themselves upon the ignorance of the
mountain people.217
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The loss of control over family land, and the sense that more than
minerals were signed away, can be felt through the words of “Sad the Day,” a
folk song recorded in the memoirs of local miner and folk singer Jim Garland:
In 18 and 80 my folks were rejoicing,
They had sold the mineral rights on the farm.
Twenty-five cents an acre they paid them.
My folks did not know it would cause any harm. …
Don’t force me to leave the house I was born in.
Please don’t destroy my home dear to me.
Please take back the twenty-five cents an acre
You paid for the mineral rights and just let me be.218
When the lumber industry first arrived in the area in the 1880s and ‘90s,
hardwood trees located near waterways were selectively felled and sold to the
industry. Because mountaineers had built homes from the local trees, this did not
much change their homesteads or careers; mountaineers sold some logs from
their land but remained subsistence farmers.219 However, with the arrival of
railroad spur lines, the lumber industry became more aggressive about buying up
timberlands. Some companies even harvested both forests and mines, e.g. the
Pine Mountain Coal and Lumber Company, in Bell County.220
Hardships such as declining agricultural production fractured the folk
culture of Southern Appalachia as industrialization arrived abruptly by
locomotive. In 1910, a spur line of the Louisville & Nashville (L&N) Railroad
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became the first modern route to reach Harlan County.221 This spur, the Wasiota
and Black Mountain Branch, terminated in Harlan County at the head of the
Cumberland River.222 The investment of rail in the Harlan Coalfield (i.e. Harlan
and Bell Counties) secured it alongside other southeastern and eastern Kentucky
coalfields that were opening to the burgeoning industry, including the Jellico
Coalfield (i.e. Whitley County), the Elkhorn Coalfield (i.e. Lawrence, Johnson,
Martin, Floyd, Pike and Letcher Counties) and the Hazard Coalfield (i.e. Breathitt,
Perry and Letcher Counties).223 Harlan County had plentiful reserves of a type of
soft coal that was a cut above, a “special-purpose coal,” desirable for having little
ash and sulfur.224
Kentucky’s coal industry began in the western part of the state, but after
1900, this changed rapidly. Eastern Kentucky produced 38% of the state’s coal in
1900 and 41.5% in 1910, but this jumped dramatically to 64.3% in 1915 and then
to 78.5% in 1925.225 The new branch of the L&N rail line brought the bounty of
the county’s rich coal seams into reach, and the resulting jobs generated a
population boom. There were more Harlan County miners in 1930 than there
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were Harlan County residents in 1910.226 The population of the entire county was
10,566 in 1910. By 1920, the population had increased by about 200%, to 31,546
residents. By 1930, Harlan County’s population had ballooned to 64,557, an
increase of an astonishing 511% during two decades.227 Many of Harlan
County’s new residents were recruited from neighboring areas in Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia.228 There were also many immigrants among the
workers recruited to the mines. Harlan County’s largest coal town, Lynch, housed
workers of 38 nationalities, most numerously: Czech, English, Irish, Italian,
Polish, Scottish, Spanish and Welsh.229
Howard B. Lee, West Virginia’s Attorney General from 1925-33, noted that
his state had been lightly populated during the 1880s-90s and explained how
coal operators had filled the mines in his neighboring state. Lee gave two
reasons for outside recruitment of mine workers: 1) Largely rural West Virginia
lacked the population to fill the workforce of the mines; and 2) Often locals turned
down underground mining jobs, because “many natives thought that it brought
‘bad luck’ to work underground…”230 A Harlan County museum and exhibition
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coal mine confirmed similar labor concerns when Lynch began construction in
1917:
Labor recruiting was no mean problem. The surrounding mountains were
first recruited for labor. The natives would accept jobs on general outside
work but would have no part of mine work. Adventurers of all kinds came
to Lynch to see first hand what the pickings were. Some stayed; many left.
The labor force during the first year was truly a colorful group of all types,
creeds and colors.231
These passages evidence similarities between the attitudes and demographics of
early miners in West Virginia and Kentucky. Thus, Lee’s detailed testimony from
West Virginia is germane to understanding the recruitment tactics of coal
operators in Southern Appalachia.
Howard B. Lee described how West Virginia’s miners were actively
recruited from Southern farms as well as from teeming cities in Central and
Southern Europe. Coal companies sent small groups of agents with recruiters,
whom he opined were convincing salesmen but shameless liars.232 Agents of the
mines kept out of sight while African-American recruiters pitched job security,
ample pay and company homes to audiences in black churches. Free
transportation on modern trains was another draw. Married candidates were
invited to relocate with their families, an invitation that attracted potential miners
while serving company interests by securing incentivized employees. Slickly
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produced and skillfully translated brochures sold similar promises, luring
European workers and families to mine the New World.233
Notwithstanding the drastic increases in both immigrant numbers and total
population within the Southern Appalachian coalfields, many of Harlan County’s
customs and attitudes remained essentially constant.234 John W. Hevener opined
that the county maintained “a remarkable homogeneity…. Harlan County
attracted largely its own kind. The late-comers introduced few alien ideas or
customs, and the county’s isolated provincialism remained intact.”235 He
supported this assertion with statistics from the U.S. Census. In 1930, 90 percent
of Harlan County’s population was comprised of whites who were born in the
U.S., nine percent was comprised of blacks, and one percent was comprised of
whites born outside of the U.S.236 These numbers provide some insight, such as
the fact that “nearly all of the 822 immigrants” in Harlan County in 1930 lived in
the large coal camp at Lynch.237 However, non-white heritage was likely
underreported during this segregated era.238
Perhaps the “homogeneity” indicated a degree of melting-pot mentality
within remote mountain communities. For example, Catholics did not always
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retain their traditional religious rituals after immigrating to southeastern Kentucky.
Some began to practice Presbyterianism with their neighbors. Others married
Protestants, “which generated complicated processes of conversion and
syncretism,” according to Alessandro Portelli.239 One woman in Whitesburg
declared that they were Presbyterians in Appalachia, “but when we are back in
Italy, we are Catholics again.”240
Cultural syncretism was likely a reaction to xenophobia, a mindset
advanced by some institutions and shunned by others. For example, some
Protestant churches in southeastern Kentucky served as recruiting grounds for
the Ku Klu Klan. During a meal with Jim Garland’s family, a Baptist minister
broached the topic of the anti-Asian, anti-Black, anti-Catholic, anti-Jewish
organization and invited Jim to become a member.241 However, Garland testified
in his memoirs that the tolerance that had been fostered by mining unions
prevented the KKK from gaining ground in his Bell County coal camp:242
That night at the little local church, I saw for the first time the Klansmen
dressed up in robes, their faces covered, and later I attended one of their
meetings. …
After the meeting the Baptist preacher asked if I wanted to join the Klan. I
told him that if I were to join such a group, I would be a liar, for my union
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had an obligation not to discriminate against a fellow worker because of
creed, color, or nationality. I assured him that I would point this out to all
the men in my local. As a result, the Klan never caught hold at all on my
part of Straight Creek.243
Many a miner embarked upon his precarious career as a child. Tillman
Cadle, who began mining in 1915 at the age of 13, explained how coal operators
kept young miners off the books.244 An operator would pair a juvenile worker with
either his father or another old hand, disguising the child’s earnings within the
father’s wages: “So, if he got hurt or killed in the mines, the company would say,
‘We had no such boy on our payroll.’ The company could just say you had no
business in there in the first place.”245 Rev. Hugh Cowans, who began mining
during the 1930s, said that he was 13 years old when he started eight-hour daily
mine shifts “because at that time they’d take you in at any age, there’s some
going in ten, eleven, twelve year old, but at that time they wasn’t paying
anything.”246
Truly, life in a company town was far removed from the self-reliance of
pioneer days. Kenneth Workman, a 40-year-old farmer and former coal worker,
described the tradeoff between the higher wages he’d earned as a Harlan
County miner and the higher quality of living he experienced as a farmer in the
hollows:
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I’ll tell my kids that if they don’t believe me or anyone in Deep Hollow, then
by God I’ll take that car sitting out there and somehow I’ll make it work
again, and we’ll get ourselves over to Harlan County. There still are some
miners there, and I’ll let my kids talk with them and let my kids see how
they live, the people who do make a lot of money! Sure, they have nicer
houses than we do, but the coughing they do, and the spitting up of the
black stuff – knowing every second that the coal dust is in you, eating up
your lungs – it’s all enough to make you want to turn right around and
come back here, yes sir; and stay here until your last breath and be glad
to be buried right over there.247
Workman was more fortunate than most of his peers. Most miners, even those
with local roots, were unable to return to homestead life. Without land for
sustenance or prospects of other jobs, coalminers became trapped within an
economic and political structure that left them systematically impoverished,
degraded and disfranchised. In Harlan County, as elsewhere in Southern
Appalachia, mountaineers began to become serfs of the shantytowns.
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CHAPTER 5
“I’M GONNA ORGANIZE, BABY MINE”:
BLOODY HARLAN BATTLES FOR UNIONIZATION

If you go to Harlan County,
There is no neutral there,
You will either be a union man,
Or a thug for J. H. Blair.
Which side are you on,
Which side are you on?
FLORENCE REECE, songwriter and voice
for Harlan County union activism, 1931 248

To fully understand the Pine Mountain community, its history must be
studied within the context of Harlan County’s industry. For much of its history,
Harlan County’s miners lacked reliable access to stable labor union
representation. The labor battles waged on the Harlan Coalfield did not stay
underground.249 The transformative effects of the mining industry – such as
boomtowns, the influx of residents and the transformation from a homestead
economy to one paid in scrip – altered social and economic norms. In a world
where kinship was key to social life, people who had been settled on family farms
found themselves uprooted, moving from coal camp to coal camp in search of
work and housing. Coal operators, i.e. the owners of the mines, exerted power
even over individual rights, such as voting. Violence escalated, culminating in the
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deadly Battle of Evarts. Miners organized through both the United Mine Workers
of America, affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Organizations, and the
National Miners Union, affiliated with the Communist Party. Sheriff J. H. Blair and
deputies sponsored by the Harlan County Coal Operators Association fought
union miners and the greater community through murder, intimidation,
censorship and manipulation of the justice system, a cycle that echoed, dimly,
four decades later.250
Harlan County employed its first miners in 1911, at the beginning of a
boom era for the coal industry. As Europe became entrenched in the Great War,
the US fulfilled coal orders that had been met previously by British and German
mines.251 With war as an accelerant to the development of the industry,
mechanization became a significant factor in pushing the mountains to produce.
In 1911, Harlan County produced 18,000 tons of coal; a decade later, it produced
3 million tons in one year; ten years after that, county produced 14 million tons in
a year.252 Large corporations opened ten mines within Harlan County between
1911 and 1920.253
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The United States coal industry had grown quickly after the United
Kingdom halted coal production during the Great War, but new output from
British mines meant that U.S. companies had a smaller market in which to sell
their coal.254 The industry felt the aftermath of the Armistice as early as 1919,
when American mines produced 30% more coal than the peacetime power
required, and 41% more than demand the year afterward. The gap between coal
production and demand continued to grow until 1927.255 In early 1927, Time
magazine reflected thus upon this lack of demand: “Soft coal production capacity
is 50% greater than normal consumption and rather than mine coal at a loss,
some mine owners may even welcome a strike.”256
Freight rates were higher to transport coal from Kentucky than from
northern mines, but mine operators made up the difference by hiring non-union
labor, i.e. by paying low wages and avoiding strikes.257 The difference between
union and non-union pay was considerable. In 1927, it was reported that
unionized unskilled miners in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western Pennsylvania
earned daily wages of $7.50, a rate that had remained steady “since the postWar peak of 1920.”258 In contrast, non-unionized counterparts in Kentucky and
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West Virginia took home “as low as $3 per day.”259 The Louisville & Nashville
Railroad had been charging discounted rates to ship its most trafficked
commodity, coal, offsetting the difference with higher rates for other industries’
freight. In 1929, the Interstate Commerce Commission intervened, and shipping
rates for coal suddenly rose.260
Months later, when the country entered the Great Depression, demand for
coal fell another 30% during a period of months.261 The industry was imploding.
This did not bode well in Harlan County, where mining had overtaken
homesteading as well as the timber industry. As a reporter for The New York
Times wrote, “Harlan County is coal… that is it’s [sic] only business.”262
Compared with wages for the same job in other states, wages for
Kentucky coalminers were markedly low. Daily wages for the same occupation in
four other states (Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania) averaged 26.5%
higher than the daily wages for Kentucky’s coal miners in 1922. The gap
narrowed to 15.75% in 1929, but this was almost totally due to a staggering drop
in Ohio miners’ daily pay – from 24% higher than Kentucky miners’ daily wages
in 1922 to 3% lower than Kentucky’s over the span of seven years. Among these
259
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comparison states, only Pennsylvania’s daily mining wages were comparable to
Kentucky’s during both years cited. Keystone State miners earned 5% higher
than Bluegrass miners in 1922 and 2% higher in 1929.263
In 1929, Kentucky coal miners had averaged $21 per week ($1,092 per
year), but after the Roaring 20s, both daily wages and annual incomes for miners
fell across the nation.264 Demand for coal continued to fall, due in part to the
decline of manufacturing during the Great Depression, and in part to the
availability of other energy sources, such as oil. Mine operators paid less for
each ton unearthed, and the number of working days per year for miners
plummeted.265
Harlan County coal miners had averaged 105 days of work in 1922, 209 in
1924 and 259 in both 1926 and 1929.266 This steady rise in the number of
working days had helped to boost the annual incomes of Harlan County miners
during a time when their daily wages were considerably lower than those of coalmining peers elsewhere in the United States. However, the number of days that
Kentucky coalminers worked fell 25% in 1930 and another 20% the next year. 267
Harlan County miners’ incomes, which had been artificially sustained by working
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more days than their peers of the same occupation, could no longer support the
modest existence of miners’ families.
Despite low wages, workers were required to rent and fuel the equipment
necessary to perform their jobs.268 At times, miners emerged at the day’s end
owing more than they had earned, a fact preserved in song by Aunt Molly
Jackson of Harlan County, a midwife.269 When interviewed by activists, this
elderly wife of a coal miner sang:270
When my husband works in the coal mines, he loads a car on every trip;
When my husband works in the coal mines, he loads a car on every trip;
Then he goes to the office that evening and gits denied of scrip.
Just because it took all he had made that day to pay his mine expense,
Just because it took all he had made that day to pay his mine expense,
A man that’ll work for coal-light and carbide, he ain’t got a speck of sense.
…
Don’t go under the mountains with the slate a-hanging over your heads,
Don’t go under the mountains with the slate a-hanging over your heads,
And work for just coal-light and carbide and your children a-crying for
bread.271
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The last lines might be referencing “a starvation disease” that locals knew as flux
or bloody flux.272 Visiting writer and activist Charles R. Walker wrote that children
were especially susceptible to flux: “In one village I found that from four to seven
babies a week died of flux last summer [i.e. summer 1931].”273
Jackson was the half-sister of the aforementioned Jim Garland, who
mined coal in Harlan County and neighboring Bell County. Garland described the
months of poverty he experienced during the most miserable job of his career,
toiling in Bell County at a small coal camp named Castro, known by some in the
camp as Poor Do.274 Half of his $2 daily wage was tied up to buy the powder and
carbide necessary to perform his job. When Poor Do shut down for a week in
July of 1931, his fellow miners, famished, looked to him to head a committee to
beg for food in the towns. He did this successfully, even persuading a judge to
issue $30 in food vouchers. Staples were subsequently distributed throughout
the community: minimal rations of flour and hog lard, plus condensed milk for
families who had babies. Once back on the job, the miners earned “at most $1.50
per week.”275
Compounding the problems of low wages and few available workdays,
miners were not paid in U.S. legal tender. Instead, mining companies issued
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scrip, that is, coin or paper currency bearing company insignia, to be used as
credit notes in company-owned stores.276 Equivalent goods sold for vastly
different prices, depending upon whether they were put up for sale by company
stores or privately held shops. Company stores, called commissaries, habitually
charged between 30-100% more than privately owned shops within the same
area.277 For example, a simple bag of flour, sold for a dollar elsewhere, cost
$1.40 in one of the commissaries. Sold for 5 cents a pound in an independent
shop, pinto beans cost twice as much at a nearby commissary. And four cans of
green beans, which totaled 25 cents at an independent shop, were sold for 80
cents at a company store.278
Independent shop owners who accepted scrip absorbed the risk of
accepting a currency that was worthless outside of the coal camp. Consequently,
when mining families dared to shop outside of the company commissaries, they
faced uneven currency exchanges.279 Despite this deterrent, the price-gouging
practices of company stores emboldened the impoverished. The bigger deterrent
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was fear of retribution from coal operators. Families of miners were strongly
discouraged from shopping at independently owned stores. One operator was
known to send “blue letter[s]” to employees that did not purchase enough from its
company store. These notices, nicknamed for their blue stationery, invited
employees to shop from the commissary’s wonderful selection. If a miner
continued to take his business elsewhere, even after several thinly veiled
invitations, he would be fired.280 Consequently, much of the populace became
dependent upon the institution of the company store and its use of scrip and debt
as payment systems.
One prominent example of a company town in Harlan County was Lynch,
which was the world’s largest coal camp when it opened in 1917.281 At its peak,
the camp’s population was an estimated 10,000 people, including 4,000 “above
and below ground” workers, in 1,000 company-owned homes.282 Despite the
town’s large size and relatively full range of services, which earned Lynch the
image of “one of Appalachia’s model coal camps,” Lynch remained “a closed
community” that was heavily manipulated by the coal operator’s financial
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objectives.283 Without effective unionization, there was little impetus for coal
operators to respect the civil rights of their employees.
Howard B. Lee, attorney general of the Mountain State from 1925 to 1933,
explained how coal operators warped basic democratic processes in nonunionized regions. Ballots were not secret; often, they were not even filled out by
individual voters. Many a coal operator handpicked a slate of candidates and
printed copies of those names below the title “I WANT TO VOTE FOR THE
FOLLOWING CANDIDATES.” On Election Day, deputy sheriffs gave a copy of
the slate to each miner, who then handed off his “vote” to company-employed
election officials.284
During the early boom years of the coal industry, Kentucky recognized
some advances in labor rights. The state passed its first Workers’ Compensation
Act in 1914.285 Local outposts of the United Mine Workers of America (UMWA)
flourished as the first organized representation for the miners of the Cumberland
Gap region.286 The union succeeded in securing wage increases, better living
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conditions (construction of more outhouses, provision of free transportation to the
mines and other modest contributions) and injury benefits: $4,500 to a widow, or
$6,000 to a woman whose husband became disabled for life due to his work in
the mines.287 But when demand for coal waned, so did the bargaining power of
the union. After the Great War, as the Old World exchanged rifles for drills, coal
operators were no longer willing to satisfy union demands.
Coal operators, united as the Harlan County Coal Operators Association
(HCCOA), distorted much of the Harlan County criminal justice system. Known
formally as deputies and colloquially as gun thugs, the coal operators’
mercenaries in the war against unionization used rifles, machine guns and
bulletproof vests to guard the mines.288 From 1927 to 1938, HCCOA paid “nearly
a half million dollars” to bankroll tactics of intimidation and violence by hiring “181
mine company gunmen,” deputized under the authority of Sheriff J. H. Blair.289
For a sense of proportion, it is important to note that 164 of the 170 deputies that
Sheriff Blair swore into office “were on the payrolls of coal companies.”290
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Miner and union activist Tillman Cadle recounted an episode of deputy
brutality that took place in 1919:
These companies they was wanting to get trouble started... [T]hey hired
some of these gunmen; these gunmen, if they couldn’t get some trouble
started, they wouldn’t have a job, you see. … And so they kept prowling
the roads; I could see them up and down the road with their big flashy
guns…291
Approximately ten of these deputies were culpable in the fatal shooting of a man
who had lost a leg while working in the mines, as well as a neighbor who had
been visiting him.292 There was public outrage over the ambush of this amputee,
a pious man, whom Cadle believed had probably never owned a gun. 293 Miners
from across the district took up collections to prosecute the shooters. Cadle
recalled that one of the deputies took the fall for the two murders, “[a]nd they
gave him a life sentence. But they already had a pardon wrote up on him, he
never did go to prison. See, I began to see then what justice was like.”294
Jim Garland had been a UMWA member and president of his union local,
but like many of his peers, he had become dissatisfied with UMWA’s lack of
progress locally. He remembered that fewer than half of the working miners in his
area of Bell County had remained members by the time UMWA negotiated a new
contract in 1924. Because membership was falling off, the contract favored coal
operators and took away union representation rights. Consequently, more Bell
291
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County miners left UMWA. Lack of resources from the union’s central
organization disillusioned members of UMWA District 19, which included
Tennessee and southeastern Kentucky.295 Feeling as if they were bearing the
brunt of labor disputes without sufficient union support, miners in the Harlan
Coalfield sometimes wildcatted: that is, they went on strike without prior approval
from the union.
UMWA’s national president was John L. Lewis, a lionized figure who
reigned for forty years. A contemporaneous article in Time magazine depicted
Lewis as both an orator and a warrior, “‘a cross between William Jennings Bryan
and James J. Jeffries’ (the fighting jaw is that of Jeffries).”296 Lewis retained
strong support in Harlan County in spite of his top-down policies, as seen in the
following song:297
Then along came a man, brave as any lion
He called us together and asked to join.
Long as we may live we’ll love “Daddy John”
For the many good things that he has done.298
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In critique of this attitude, oral historian Alessandro Portelli wrote, “The
paternalism of the union continues or replaces the paternalism of the coal
camps.”299
John Brophy, who presided over another district of the UMWA from 19161926, challenged the policies of John L. Lewis and UMWA considerably. 300
Notably, Brophy argued that mines should be nationalized.301 UMWA miners had
offered widespread support for nationalization as early as 1919. UMWA National
President Frank Hayes and UMWA Statistician Robert Harlin had drawn up a
proposal for nationalization after a post-WWI visit to several countries in Europe.
The two UMWA officers were persuaded by the British union’s case for
nationalization of its country’s mines.302 According to Brophy, the proposal for
nationalization was “given an equal place with the wage and hour demands in the
discussions of the May, 1919, [UMWA] conference in Indianapolis.”303 Glenn
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Plumb, an advocate for nationalization of the railroads, was a guest speaker at
the convention who discussed the nationalization of both the rail and coal
industries. The miners responded enthusiastically. UMWA National VicePresident (and Acting President during the convention) John L. Lewis showed his
distaste for unionization, but the debate was nevertheless rehashed at the 1921
UMWA national convention, this time under President Lewis.304
In 1926, Brophy opposed Lewis in the race for the UMWA presidency
under a campaign titled Save the Union.305 Officially, Brophy lost, with a vote of
about 170,000 to 60,000. However, Brophy did not receive the tallies until about
three months after requesting them, and he remained suspicious of smoke and
mirrors. One district in Eastern Kentucky officially cast all of its “2,686½” votes for
Lewis, a tally that Brophy irreverently characterized as “a membership not only of
impressive unanimity, but also of such good health and intensity of interest that
not one man failed to come out to cast his ballot.”306 Dr. Irwin Marcus, Professor
Emeritus of the History Department at the Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
called this a “stolen election” and contended that Lewis’s authority over who
counted the votes had enabled him to cheat the ballot box. 307 Brophy parted
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ways with UMWA. Later, his Save the Union campaign would later snowball into
the National Miners Union (NMU).
Following the onset of the Great Depression, Bloody Harlan’s mine wars
were marked by an exceptionally violent period during 1931 and 1932. The most
notorious and emblematic confrontation during these years was the Battle of
Evarts.308 The battle raged in Evarts, Kentucky, on May 5, 1931, but the seeds
were sown months earlier. In February 1931, Harlan Coalfield miners received
pay cuts. As UMWA became more active, recruiting new members, operators
responded with firings and evictions. Other miners walked off the job as displays
of solidarity. Because the UMWA was still rebuilding its membership in the
Harlan Coalfield, it did not have the resources to call a strike; for example, it
lacked funding to provide adequate relief to striking miners.309 Nevertheless, in
April, unemployed miners mobilized for the right to unionize, and many employed
miners joined them. As labor journalist Louis Stark observed, “Sometimes as
many as a thousand men marched from one mine to another to get their fellows
to a ‘speakin’,’ as a union meeting is called.”310
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Union members and sympathizers had dynamited a drift mine, razed 16
vacant company-owned homes and stole food from the company stores. They
had exchanged fire with deputies and scabs on the way to the mines. (However,
the UMWA spoke out against violent tactics.) Black Mountain Coal Company
began to fire miners and evict their families, and other coal operators followed
suit.311 Because operators tried to bar union advocates from entering their coal
towns, the dismissed miners gathered nearby in the “independent town” of Evarts
and picketed roads to Black Mountain.312
The Battle of Evarts was a “thirty- minute gun battle” on May 5, on a road
near Evarts.313 Striking miners gathered at the Evarts railroad station to thwart
the arrival of a strikebreaker. An employee of the railroad called the
superintendent of the Black Mountain camp, who recruited the help of Sheriff J.
H. Blair, who moved deputies into the area.314 Witnesses disputed how the
shooting began: “At a turn of the road somebody opened fire. Who? A coal
deputy? A miner? Nobody knows. There are half a dozen conflicting accounts of
the battle.”315 Between 50 and 100 miners, hidden behind fences and trees, shot
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at three cars with about nine deputies inside. Two deputies and a commissary
clerk were fatally shot. One pro-union miner was also killed in the gunfire.316
On May 7, National Guardsmen from all over Kentucky arrived in Harlan
County, armed with “machine gun units and an armored tank.”317 Hundreds of
residents celebrated the 325 troops’ arrival with cheers and American flags. Asa
Cusick, the Chief of Police, announced that the “union miners are glad the
soldiers were ordered here. The miners have never been at fault; it has always
been the mine guards.”318 Union miners hoped that the presence of the National
Guard would temper the bias of the lopsided local law enforcement system.
Unfortunately, the militia did little to balance the scales of justice in Harlan
County.319
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A special grand jury was also called upon to investigate the battle.320 On
May 9, four arrests were made: Asa Cusick, the aforementioned Chief of Police;
A. L. Benson, Cusick’s assistant; Joe Cawood, the Evarts City Clerk; and W. B.
Jones, secretary of the UMWA local.321 On May 14, William M. Hightower,
president of the UMWA local, went to the Harlan jail to arrange bond for Cusick,
Benson, Cawood and Jones; he was detained and likewise charged with the
murders.322 Arrests were made by a combination of deputy sheriffs and National
Guardsmen.323 In January 1932, a member of the NCDPP reported that, during
the seven months since the battle, three more miners were “slain by deputies,”
but no arrests were made. Over the same span of time, dozens of miners had
been indicted on counts of “triple murder” for the deaths of the three deputies.324
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The Battle of Evarts was a turning point in the Harlan County Mine Wars
because it ignited change in the form of a new union. After the battle, the UMWA
stopped trying to organize the Harlan Coalfield. In June, the National Miners
Union stepped in, and there were 10 NMU locals in the area by early July. 325 The
most striking difference between the two unions was political: The National
Miners Union was strongly tied to Communism. NMU was a member of the Trade
Union Unity League, associated with the Communist Party of the United
States.326
In the spring of 1931, the American Communist Party had sent NMU
organizers into the Harlan Coalfield.327 By the fall, many local ministers had given
their support to the National Miners Union.328 The Communist affiliation drew
upon international alliances to benefit the miners of Harlan and Bell Counties. 329
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The NMU Headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee, dispatched International Labor
Defense (ILD) legal aid to counsel some of the accused miners, including the
UMWA officers arrested for the Battle of Evarts.330 Workers International Relief
(WIR) served more concrete needs, establishing soup kitchens and delivering
groceries throughout several counties. Farmers, bakers and at-home canners
donated the food that WIR delivered.331
In the polarized environment of the Harlan Coalfield, it is unsurprising that
the union’s association with Communist organizations was also detrimental to the
miners. Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of the Battle of Evarts, Kentucky
Governor Flem D. Sampson blamed the violence on “Communists from outside
the State who have taken advantage of the discontent resulting from
unemployment.”332
Although many miners would support whichever union seemed to most
successfully represent their interests, the Harlan County Coal Operators
Association aggressively opposed anything associated with the Communist
Party:
Appalachian Studies Program, University of Kentucky,
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The district was supposed to be ripe for a union thrust; and the immediate
success in signing members argued that this was true. In Harlan County,
where the first attempt was made, the operators’ counter-attack was so
powerful that the National Miners’ Union delegates retreated south into
Bell County.
The operators of the county have small liking for any union, least of all for
one with a Communist tag on it. They loathe communism with the
combined force of their religious beliefs, racial prejudices and convictions
on economics. Some of them have fought--and will fight--anything
smacking of communism with whips and guns.333
Contemporary theologian Reinhold Niebuhr captured the core of this sentiment:
“One operator is quoted as saying, ‘I am a good Christian and a member of a
Christian church, but I would just as soon tie a communist in a sack and throw
him in the river as do anything else I know.’”334
Most of the mountaineers who led and filled the ranks of the NMU were by
no means Communists in the strictest sense of the word. For example, Harlan
Coalfield miners did not shy away from practicing their traditional religious
beliefs. Common denominations included Pentecostal and Regular Baptist
churches, as well as the Holiness movement, associated with serpenthandling.335 Immigrants also brought Catholicism into the area. Reinhold Niebuhr
commented from the Harlan Coalfield in 1932, “The religious character of these
proletarians would offer a splendid opportunity for the emergence of a real
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proletarian religion.”336 Despite widespread disagreement with Communists on
religious matters, Harlan Coalfield’s miners valued the National Miners Union for
championing labor rights and providing aid to families of striking miners.
Theodore Dreiser, an influential writer who would officially join the
Communist Party years later, formed a committee to investigate the injustices
reported from the Harlan Coalfield.337 This group of enthusiastic volunteers,
called the National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners (NCDPP),
responded to reports and rumors of murder, violence and journalistic censorship.
These writers and intellectuals visited in October and November of 1931 to
personally interview locals and report on labor, law enforcement and living
conditions in Harlan County and the surrounding area.338
At the farewell dinner before the NCDPP departed for Kentucky, Arnold
Johnson, a researcher for the American Civil Liberties Union, recounted what he
had witnessed during his investigative trip and five weeks in jail in Harlan
County.339 He testified that he had been jailed in Evarts, charged with criminal
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syndicalism, after being found with an ACLU pamphlet titled What Do You
Mean—Free Speech?340 Johnson believed that the fifty miners who lingered in
jail were innocent on all counts, including charges of murder.341 According to The
New York Times, the researcher claimed that a number of anti-labor forces were
oppressing the community of unionizing miners, specifically,
[T]he employers’ line-up in the class war consisted of the mine operators,
public officials, American Legion, Kiwanis Club, churches, the capitalistic
newspapers and, in his opinion, the American Federation of Labor. He
sketched the alleged causes of the strike and charged that the State, the
army, the judge and the sheriff with his seventy-five “gunmen” deputies
were all leagued against the workers.342
Arnold Johnson’s treatment as a criminal was not unusual in Harlan
County at that time. Attempting to stifle local efforts to unionize, deputies tried to
intimidate non-locals from reporting upon conditions in the coalfield. Indeed, the
violence of “Bloody Harlan” had attracted national attention – and visitors from
across the country – in 1931 and 1932. Eyewitnesses described how Harlan
County deputies had menaced visiting parties. For example, an Arkansan group
of four college students and an administrator were “ejected from Kentucky” in
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April 1932.343 One of the students had been beaten by a person whom the
college administrator identified as Lee Fleenor, a deputy who had been indicted
on charges of murdering two miners the previous August.344
A Bell County grand jury eventually found all members of the National
Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners guilty of criminal syndicalism, a
felony. However, these convictions might be viewed with skepticism, as it seems
that the legal systems in Harlan and Bell Counties were interested in punishing
the NCDPP. In other words, the NCDPP’s investigative methods were not the
only actions on trial; Theodore Dreiser’s personal reputation was attacked on
charges irrelevant to syndicalism. The Pineville Sun reported that toothpicks
were propped against Dreiser’s door after he had retired to his hotel room one
evening with Marie Pergain, an activist who was not his wife. Because the
toothpicks were undisturbed the following morning, the two were charged with
adultery.345
In addition to attacking miners and intimidating writers, the companysponsored sheriff’s deputies showed few qualms about broadening the scope of
their target to include not only the striking miners but also the larger community.
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In crude attempts to ebb the flow of aid into Harlan County, deputies “engaged in
drive-by shootings at soup lines.”346 Three of the five Workers International Relief
soup kitchens “were blown to pieces by dynamite. At one, two miners were shot
down in cold blood.”347 Claiming to have shot the men in self-defense, Deputy
Lee Fleenor was acquitted “after five minutes’ deliberation.”348 The shooting
occurred on August 30, 1931; the soup kitchens were shuttered before
November.349 Furthermore, as coal operators were among the local officials of
the Red Cross, that relief organization refused to feed families of striking miners.
Its policy considered striking miners to be willing participants in “an industrial
dispute” and, consequently, ineligible for aid.350 The local Red Cross also refused
aid to families of miners who were not on strike but who were union members. 351
In contrast with the early days of the UMWA, women were involved with
the NMU from the start, forming an NMU auxiliary organization with elected
officers. Molly Jackson praised the NMU because “this great and wonderful union
has a woman’s side as well as the man’s.”352 In addition to relief work, such as
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distributing clothing, these “fine and serious union folks,” as Jim Garland
described them, led more of the wildcat strikes of late 1931 and 1932 than their
male counterparts did.353 Such determination is captured in lyrics such as, “See
the miner’s children and wives, I’m compelled to save their lives, / And I’m gonna
organize, baby mine,” written by Sarah Ogan in 1932.354
Harry Simms, a 19-year-old Jewish man from a small town in
Massachusetts, became an NMU organizer in the Harlan Coalfield. He was adept
at leading young people to support the union strikes.355 Simms was fatally shot
on February 10, 1932, and died the following day. A deputy shot him, but when
the father of the shooter asked if Joe Weber had been shot, it became apparent
that the intended target was the organizer of the NMU district, not young Harry
Simms.356 Harry’s youth, and his connection with the young people of the
community, made his death a powerful symbol of the brutality of the operators
and deputies.
Jim Garland had worked with Harry Simms, and upon his death, Garland
wrote his most famous song, “The Ballad of Harry Simms.”357 The lyrics
emphasize that Simms was a hero, not a victim. Although the final verse was
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later rewritten as a memorial, it was originally composed as a rallying cry to
overthrow the anti-union coal company system:
Comrades, we must vow today,
This one thing we must do –
We must organize all the miners
In the good old NMU.
We’ll get a million volunteers
From those who wish us well,
And sink this rotten system
In the deepest pits of hell.358
The National Miners Union stoked antagonistic attitudes towards the
United Mine Workers of America, an organization that many believed had failed
the Harlan Coalfield’s miners by not supporting strikes in the late 1920s and early
‘30s. Nevertheless, despite the NMU’s strength in the Harlan Coalfield for over
two years, its influence faded in 1933, the year that Congress passed the
National Industrial Recovery Act as part of the New Deal. Among other industrial
and labor issues, the legislation guaranteed the right to collective bargaining and
the right of individuals to join or decline to join labor unions.359 The United Mine
Workers of America swiftly mobilized to expand its organization. Within weeks,
UMWA membership grew to 92% of the nation’s coal miners.360
The UMWA now had the strength to be viable for the miners of the Harlan
Coalfield. Miners in Harlan County swapped their union pins; in the words of
358
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historian John W. Hevener, “In the fall of 1933, NMU followers rejoined the union
they had hoped to destroy.”361 Many of the NMU advocates who did not join the
UMWA left Harlan County when their union did.362 Shaunna L. Scott thus
summed up the sentiment she found in Harlan County half a century later: “By
1985, it appeared that the NMU had accomplished nothing more than the
temporary radicalization of a very small minority of Harlan Countians.”363
Throughout the 1930s, even as coal operators in other parts of Appalachia
negotiated with union locals, the Harlan Coalfield remained a bloody battlefield of
starvation and violence. After the Virginia Coal Operators Association signed with
United Mine Workers of America on May 16, 1939, Harlan County became “the
last Appalachian soft-coal region” whose operators refused to work with union
miners.364 In mid-May 1939, six weeks into a strike led by the UMWA, Harlan
County’s miners remained almost entirely united, even as some began to return
to work.365 Although 24 of the 42 mines were again producing coal, they weren’t
producing much; of the 16,000 miners employed in Harlan County, few had
returned to the mines. The Harlan County Coal Operators Association estimated
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that 2,500 were working (about 15.6% of the coalminer workforce), but Harlan
Coalfield’s district of the UMWA put the number below 1,000 (6.25%).366
The more imminent threat of violence came when outside forces got
involved. Harlan County Judge C. E. Ball had asked Harlan County’s sheriff to
ask the governor for backup from the National Guard, but Sheriff Herbert
Cawood refused to act. Circa May 6, Judge Ball asked Governor A. B. “Happy”
Chandler to call in the National Guard.367 Afterwards, when Ball was asked about
his financial interest in keeping the mines open, he replied that he did not hide
the fact that he owned shares of two of the local mines.368
The decision to mobilize the National Guard was extremely unpopular
locally. When the Guard moved into Bell County because two of the mines were
on the county border, Bell County’s Sheriff Martin Greene called Gov. Chandler
to voice his opposition.369 The UMWA was also opposed to having the National
Guard present. William Turnblazer, President of UMWA District 19, sent a
telegram to relay this to the governor.370 Local UMWA representatives also sent
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telegrams to President Roosevelt and Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins. 371
However, the president said that he would not overturn the Kentucky’s governor
decision.372
On May 17, it was reported that there were 800 members of the Guard in
the area, with another 350 to 400 en route. Armed with bayonets and machine
guns, these militia troops guarded the busiest streets and mine entrances.
Brigadier General Ellerbe W. Carter, who was in charge of these troops,
observed, “The miners seem to be getting tougher instead of quieter.”373 The
following day, an estimated 25 “snipers in the hills” shot at the mines. Sergeant
William Kinney said that the striking miners shot over the Guardsmen’s heads; it
is unclear how many shots were fired.374 The National Guard shot back, but no
one was injured on either side. The main volley of shots happened near the coal
camp at High Splint Mountain, 16 miles east of the county seat.375
On May 19, the first casualty of this strike was reported. While driving
miners home from work, John Padgett was called a scab, and he didn’t take
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kindly to it.376 He shot Eugene McLaughlin, the man he believed to have insulted
him. Padgett “ran up into the hills” but surrendered to National Guardsmen that
evening.377 Additional deaths resulted from a standoff between picketers and
National Guardsmen on July 12 in Stanfill, in Harlan County. Two union
sympathizers were killed in the shootout, and 265 men and women were
arrested.378
Contract terms were finally agreed to in July 1939.379 The operators
refused the UMWA’s original demand for a union shop, making the HCCOA
operators “the only ones in the nation who stood out successfully against the
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union-shop clause.”380 In exchange, the operators recognized UMWA as the
employees’ sole agent for collective bargaining, they waived the “strike penalty”
clause that other Appalachian operators had accepted during May negotiations,
and they canceled eviction proceedings against striking miners.381
On September 29, charges were dropped against more than 400
defendants, including the 265 charged for the Stanfill incident. Judge J. S.
Forester of Harlan declared that charges were dropped as part of a deal worked
out by Gov. Happy Chandler and other state officials as well as “all interested
parties.”382 Judge Forester explained, “In order to promote industrial peace and
to assist all persons affected to live in peace and work together in harmony, the
charges are dismissed.”383
Any lasting truce required clemency on both sides. As UMWA miners and
sympathizers had been dismissed from charges, so were coal operators and
deputy sheriffs. On October 2, 1939, days after charges were dropped against
the 400 pro-union defendants, Special U.S. Attorney General Welly K. Hopkins
moved to dismiss anti-labor conspiracy charges in a case against 52 individuals
and operators. Judge H. Church Ford accepted the motion, adding, “The
380
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propriety and wisdom of the government’s action seems so meritorious I have no
other action to take.” Hope for the future was best expressed by Hopkins, who
wrote, “An impossible and medieval industrial system which the operators swore
to perpetuate is ended. The rule of the so-called ‘gun-thug’ is no more.”384
The commentary about the demise of the gun thugs was wishful thinking.
While on the topic of the Harlan Mine Wars of the 1930s, there is one temporal
outlier, in 1941, which merits discussion. Several members of the Harlan County
community, including folk singer Florence Reece, declared that the worst
encounter was not the infamous Battle of Evarts, but rather, a massacre at
Crummies Creek. Two weeks into a national UMWA strike, “[a] mine
superintendent was beaten unconscious; a night watchman, Earl Jones, was
killed.”385 The next day, April 15, 1941, at least four union miners were shot to
death, and others injured, as they entered the Crummies Creek commissary.
Eyewitness sources differed about whether this was intended to be a union
demonstration march or whether some of the miners were simply planning to buy
soft drinks. However, multiple witnesses confirmed that the company store’s
shooter, Bill Lewis, had propped a machine gun on the butcher block to mow
down the miners. According to Plennie Hall, who was shot during the skirmish,
the last three victims (Oscar Goodlin, Charles Ruth and Ed Tye) died because
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they were fatally shot while trying to keep the first victim, Virgil Hampton, from
bleeding to death.386
The mid-20th century was a time of relative quiet on the Harlan Coalfield.
With the exception of a tenacious and highly publicized strike at Duke Power’s
Brookside mine in 1973-74, Harlan County’s miners rarely made Kentucky or
national news during the years 1950-1980. Conditions were less politically
shocking and morally deplorable than during the Mine Wars of the 1930s: This
era witnessed “no publicly recognized Communist movement, and there were
fewer local murders, false arrests, and election riggings.” 387 In short, Shaunna L.
Scott opined, “[T]here was little to report about labor activism in Harlan during
this 30-year period.”388
Struggles of the community of striking miners and miners’ wives in
Brookside, Kentucky, were recorded in Barbara Kopple’s poignant documentary,
Harlan County, USA. In 1970, days after buying the Brookside mine from its
subsidiary, Eastover Coal Company, Duke Power Company signed a contract
with the Southern Labor Union (SLU), “locally regarded as a ‘company union.’”389
The Brookside miners were not given a vote. Although the Southern Labor Union
raised wages, it neglected the safety of the mines, and it provided almost no
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benefits in terms of pension, health care or job security. Company-owned
housing was shabby; there was no running water into the homes.390
The poor situation of Harlan County’s housing, much of it owned by coal
operators, was addressed in a 1967 hearing of Lyndon B. Johnson’s National
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. Alvin Boggs, an employee of Pine
Mountain Settlement School, testified that 10,742 (roughly 72%) of the 14,684
housing units in Harlan County were “sub-standard,” and 20% of all housing
(about 2,937 units) were “dilapidated.”391 At the hearing, Kentucky Governor
Edward T. Breathitt noted that he had heard people remark, “Why, we’ve got coal
miners down here making $25 a day and they live in shacks. … If they wanted to
they could get houses, they could buy houses, but they don’t want to do it.”392
Boggs responded that this was not due to a lack of motivation to seek better
housing. Rather, miners did not want to be tied to mortgage debt when they had
“a sense of insecurity” about whether their mines would remain open and they
would remain employed.393 The effect of job insecurity on housing opportunities
demonstrates one reason why the Southern Labor Union’s proposals were
unacceptable to the Brookside miners.
390
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The Brookside miners voted to leave the SLU to join the UMWA in June
1973.394 Much as Harlan County women had long ago participated in the strikes,
pickets and relief work of the National Miners Union, most of the leaders and
strategists of the Brookside strike were women. Women directed much of the
picketing and were jailed for their demonstrations.395 Coal operator Duke Power
finally agreed to a contract that recognized the right to organize under the UMWA
– after nearly a year of striking; after UMWA miners from across Appalachia
joined a protest in Harlan County; after miners protested at the annual meeting of
Duke shareholders. None of these tactics had seemed to compel Duke to sign a
UMWA contract. It seems that the impetus for Duke’s eventual agreement to
union terms was the death of pro-union coalminer Lawrence Jones, husband of a
16-year-old bride and father of an infant. Jones was shot to death by a scab.396
The miners of Harlan Coalfield will be remembered for their emblematic
role in labor history: strikes and pickets, battles and bloodshed. Harlan Countians
have fought to be represented by the Communist-affiliated National Miners Union
as well as the AFL-CIO-affiliated United Mine Workers of America. Nevertheless,
as Robert Gipe, Director of the Appalachian Teaching Project at Southeast
Kentucky Community and Technical College, observed,
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In 2000, roughly ten million tons of coal flowed out of Harlan County. Not a
crumb of it was mined under union contract. The Harlan County of 2000 is
still a coal mining county, but Harlan County coal is no longer union
coal…397
The history of Harlan miners has been defined not by reaching union goals but
rather by recurring struggles.
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CHAPTER 6
PINE MOUNTAIN SETTLEMENT SCHOOL:
CULTURAL PRESERVATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

The people living within the boundaries of the Southern Highlands have
too much that is worthy of conservation, both in the past and in the present,
to allow themselves to ignore their solidarity or to apologize for it.
JOHN C. CAMPBELL, Appalachian educator, reformer and historian, 1921 398

From a haven for traditional learning during an era of industrialization, to
an elementary school for several local communities, and finally to its current role
as a destination for environmental and cultural education, the role of Pine
Mountain Settlement School has developed alongside the changing needs of the
Pine Mountain community. Pine Mountain Settlement School encouraged a
connection to the local environment and traditional ways of life by teaching
valuable homesteading skills, such as farming and cooking. Furthermore, the
school’s community preserved many folk arts that had nearly become artifacts by
the start of the coal era. As part of the social settlement movement of the
Progressive Era, Pine Mountain Settlement School initiated a reciprocal
relationship with the neighboring population:399
It was no part of the founders’ dream that the Settlement School should be
an island of alien culture in the midst of an indigenous culture. This was a
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Settlement, and the adults of the immediate and surrounding areas were
part of the School’s interest and concern.400
Community involvement was key to Pine Mountain and other settlement schools.
In general terms, 1969 study defined a Southern Appalachian settlement
institution as:
a private, non-profit, rural organization in the Southern Appalachians
designed to promote and provide programs, services, and development
with the immediate community or nearby surrounding area in which it is
located.401
Under the direction of Katherine Pettit and Ethel de Long Zande, Pine Mountain
Settlement School deterred societal problems of alcohol abuse and gun violence.
At the same time, the school addressed problems caused by the rural
community’s lack of infrastructure; for example, the school provided access to
modern healthcare. In many ways, Pine Mountain Settlement School has
improved the community’s education, health and ties to both the local
environment and the culture of the Southern Appalachian community.
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The Pine Mountain community is near the border that southeastern
Kentucky shares with Virginia, just north of the Pine Mountain ridge.402 As a
consequence of its rural location, there were no schools in the area before
“Uncle” William Creech, Sr., and “Aunt” Sally Dixon Creech founded Pine
Mountain Settlement School in 1913. Due to its far-flung setting on the border of
a mountain ridge, the Pine Mountain community has historically been isolated,
even within the context of secluded Harlan County.403 In the early 20th century,
the settlement school’s architect romanticized the community as serene and
solitary, “an 18th century world… no village to mar the peaceful landscape, where
trains, motors, and chewing gum have not penetrated.”404 As Fu Liang Chang, an
anthropologist from nearby Berea College, commented in 1951,
[Pine Mountain] has been an isolated community, shut off from Harlan, the
county seat, and the major section of the county on the south by the Pine
Mountain. Not many years ago gravel roads were built southward to join
Harlan and westward to join the U.S. Route 421 connecting Hyden to the
north. These winding gravel roads following the old cart tracks are narrow
at places and difficult to travel after heavy rainfall.405
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To be practical for the residents of this remote community, the new school
was designed to be as accessible as possible. Navigable waterways were key to
communication and travel in Appalachia. As William Goodell Frost, president of
Berea College, wrote in 1899, “[Appalachia’s] highways are the beds of
streams…. The mountain world is mapped out by ‘forks,’ ‘creeks,’ and
‘branches.’”406 This logistical concern was evident within the planning of Pine
Mountain Settlement School. Uncle William Creech, who donated the land to be
used for the school, traded some of his acreage for plots owned by a lumber
company to gain access to local waterways. Pine Mountain Settlement School’s
land “was an opening up of the valley, where the waters of Isaac’s Run and Shell
Run, joining to form Greasy Creek, cut their way into the Cumberland Plateau.”407
Pine Mountain Settlement School’s co-director Ethel de Long Zande emphasized
the location as a destination: “It was near the head waters of three creeks, and at
the forks of three roads, a natural center.”408
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It was a traveling preacher who fought to bring the settlement school
system to Pine Mountain. In May 1911, Reverend Lewis Lyttle of Wallins Creek,
Kentucky, told the Creeches of the successes he’d witnessed at Hindman
Settlement School, and they offered to help however they could.409 That same
month, Lyttle wrote a letter to Katherine Pettit, praising her work at Hindman.410
He wrote that he knew of an ideal location for another Kentucky settlement
school, “where Greasy, Middle Fork, Line Fork, Straight Creek, Leatherwood,
and Cutshin all head in against Pine Mountain – pure air, pure water and plenty
of children to enjoy it.”411 He asked Pettit to bring her extraordinary methods of
teaching and school management to open a new settlement school. He
introduced the community by saying,
The people of this remote place have been neglected, but these people
are waking up, they see a better day ahead and are anxious for an
opportunity. After all these people can be redeemed: they are the easiest
people reached you ever saw, they never have been taught any better,
those young ladies have the best voices to sing you ever heard. They are
not ignorant but illiterate.412
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The eager letter was an invitation for immediate action: Lyttle advised the most
direct travel route and informed Pettit that smallpox in the area had abated.413
Despite the connection to a preacher, Pine Mountain Settlement School
was “not missionary in nature.”414 Ethel de Long Zande, Co-Director of Pine
Mountain Settlement School, described her outlook as respectful of the local
community: “…I am not a social worker at all, or a believer in “uplift work.” I am
simply a school-teacher doing administrative work in the mountains in exactly the
same spirit I would do it anywhere.”415
It is not surprising that Katherine Pettit decided to entrust her earlier work
at Hindman Settlement School in the hands of capable colleagues so that she
could build the foundation for a new school at Pine Mountain. Her co-director,
May Stone, later wrote that Pettit had pushed for a social settlement for at least
six years before Hindman opened.416 Pettit had wanted to build many settlement
schools, and this is in line with that goal.417
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Mary Rockwell was the notable architect who designed Pine Mountain
Settlement School.418 Rockwell studied architecture at the renowned L'Ecole des
Beaux Arts in Paris, where male classmates harangued her because of her
gender. After graduation in 1906, she returned home to Kansas City and found
few prospects for a female architect, despite her education at an eminent
institution. After years as an apprentice, she received the opportunity to be the
only planner on a job when Ethel de Long Zande wrote to ask her to construct
Pine Mountain Settlement School from the ground up.419 She accepted the
position and remained a member of the school’s board of trustees until she was
over 90 years old.420
Rockwell outlined the pastoral landscape, reserving lower areas of the
mountain for subsistence agriculture.421 Her functional design relied upon the
cultivation of native plants and the construction of sturdy buildings on slopes
above the flood plain.422 The idyllic setting offered constructive resources on site,
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including stone, and oak, chestnut and poplar trees. To sustain the vast
undertaking, a mill was built on the property. A year was spent preparing the
lumber for Big Log House. Construction began in 1913; it was occupied in 1914
and completed in 1915. Big Log originally housed Katherine Pettit, other staff and
25 schoolchildren.423 This building is still in use today. Pine Mountain Settlement
School opened to 13 children while buildings were still under construction and
land was being drained.424 By 1915, the school had 40 students.425
From the start, “Uncle” William Creech was uneasy about the Pine
Mountain community’s societal ills, such as alcohol abuse and shootings.
Concerned about the youth’s “moral training,” he had campaigned unsuccessfully
to rally his neighbors to help him build a non-sectarian church for visiting
preachers.426 Creech, “an herb doctor, bonesetter and toothpuller,” was also
dismayed by the lack of trained doctors.427 He was also disturbed by improvident
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farming practices, such as the waste of timber.428 Creech saw a community with
many challenges, and a settlement school as an opportunity to ameliorate them.
Alcohol and guns posed significant risks to the Pine Mountain community
and the larger region. In fact, Hindman Settlement School had been primarily
funded by the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.429 To address a violent
zeitgeist, Pine Mountain Settlement School offered temperate events for the
community to enjoy.430 Pine Mountain Settlement School’s dances were open to
the public, but alcohol was prohibited, and guns had to be handed over to
Katherine Pettit for the duration of the festivities. Such precautions were
designed to prevent shootings, a real danger at other neighborhood events. 431
Firearms are “as much a part of an eastern Kentuckian’s customary dress as are
his pants and shirt,” observed George J. Titler, a Harlan County miner and union
organizer.432 In 1972, he detailed the ubiquitous gun culture, cultivated from
childhood:
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The first possession a Harlan County boy yearns for and saves his money
for is not a bike or a car but a pistol or a rifle. He is trained in their use the
moment he is sensible enough to aim and pull a trigger.
It is my belief that eastern Kentuckians are no more violent than any other
group of Americans except for this custom of bearing arms. In other
sections of our country, a violent dispute might be settled by a fistfight or a
lawsuit. In Harlan County, permanent settlement has usually been
arranged only with the help of Doctor Colt.
The native of Harlan County is a frontiersman, proud and defensive of his
freedom and his right, under Kentucky law, to bear arms if displayed
openly. A man with a gun will not, when angered, bite, hit or kick another
man. He will shoot. A little boy in Harlan today is still taught that he should
not be carrying a gun unless he means to use it if necessity arises.433
Beyond everyday celebrations, the school fundamentally changed how the
Pine Mountain community commemorated its most celebrated holiday,
Christmas. A season formerly observed with whiskey and violence was calmed
by the introduction of Santa Claus, Christmas trees and a simple Nativity play.
On Christmas Eve in 1913, teachers and students brought petite trees and giftfilled stockings to both the Creech family and to another set of neighbors, Uncle
John and Aunt Sis Shell. Unfamiliar with these Christmas customs, elderly Aunt
Sis silently enjoyed the carols and preserved the tree on her porch until the
teachers asked neighbors to kindly suggest that she bring the tree, with its lit
candles, indoors. Against the advice of her neighbors, Sis planted the treasured
sapling on the bed instead of the floor, even locking the door “so as nothin’
shouldn’t bother it.”434 Many curious visitors, including strangers, dropped by the
Shell home to behold the delightful tinsel-clad tree.435
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Pine Mountain Settlement School’s introduction of peaceable Christmas
traditions profoundly influenced the culture of the community. Upon the occasion
of the school’s fourth Christmas celebration, in 1917, one local remarked,
Well, Christmas hit used to be the rambangin’est, shootin’est, killin’est,
chair-flingin’est day in the hull year till the school come… I didn’t know you
could git so many people together and have sich a peaceable time. I never
did come to one of your Christmas trees before, but I seed you never had
no killin’ at ‘em yet, so I come this year.436
Before breaking ground on Hindman Settlement School, Katherine Pettit
and her co-director had visited eminent colleges and studied a fellow settlement
institution, the Neighborhood House, in Louisville.437 At both Hindman Settlement
School and Pine Mountain Settlement School, Pettit was motivated by what she
saw at schools such as Berea College and the Tuskegee Institute. Inspired by
Tuskegee, both Hindman and Pine Mountain developed rituals of deep-cleaning
each of their buildings on a weekly basis.438
Katherine Pettit and Ethel de Long Zande saw settlement schools as an
opportunity for children of the middle class to stave off the financially and
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culturally impoverishing effects of the rail and coal industries.439 Pettit’s work at
Hindman and Pine Mountain Settlement Schools was largely inspired by the Hull
House, the prototypical social settlement, founded in Chicago in 1889. 440 Jess
Stoddart, a historian whose mother had graduated from Hindman Settlement
School, put Kentucky settlement schools into the perspective of the larger
Progressive Era.441 She put forward that Hindman and Hull House differed mainly
in terms of rural versus urban interpretations of the settlement movement.442
Stoddart opined,
These two [Katherine Pettit and May Stone] were remarkable women but
not unique for their age. A few of these reformers, such as Jane Addams,
have become national heroines. Most of them, Pettit and Stone included,
achieved much but have been lost to the history books. Pettit and Stone
deserve to have their work better known and to be given a more prominent
place among the leaders of Progressivism in Kentucky.443
Like Hull House, Pine Mountain Settlement School offered more than
academic lessons. Both institutions instructed their surrounding communities in
arts and vocational studies, and both were leaders in early childhood education.
Hull House provided a “kindergarten for toddlers”; likewise, Pine Mountain
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Settlement School for years offered “[a]n experimental preschool which …
preceded Head Start was and was frequently observed by visitors from many
parts of the United States.”444
Studies in reading, writing and arithmetic were rounded out with courses in
traditional folk arts and labor. Courses varied from year to year, depending on the
interests and talents of the teachers on staff.445 A high school schedule from Pine
Mountain Settlement School’s office files demonstrates a sample curriculum from
the late 1920s. Courses available to first-year students included: Algebra;
Biology; English; Gym and Hygiene; History; Manual Training or Home Arts; and
Music Theory. Second-year coursework included: English; Geometry; Gym and
Hygiene; History; Manual Training or Home Arts; Music Theory; and Weaving.
Courses for third-year students included: Economics; English; Gym and Hygiene;
Latin; and Physics.446
Co-Director Ethel de Long Zande emphasized reading, writing and
language skills above other areas of academia.447 This was sometimes a
challenge because the people of the Pine Mountain community used unusual
forms of syntax, such as turning a verb into a noun or adjective, or vice versa.448
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Linguist Virginia Park Matthias provided a few lively examples, such as: “Miz
Turner’s the knittingest woman ever was,” and “I combed the baby’s hair this
mornin’, but she’s wooled it down over her eyes.”449 Although Zande did see to
providing grammar education, particularly because the skills would be needed if
the students went on to college at Berea, she also “took refuge in the idea that
de-emphasis on grammar was the trend in leading urban progressive schools,”
according to researcher James S. Greene III.450
Academic studies often integrated skills from more than one subject area.
For example, students might go outdoors in search of native plants or animals
and then write up booklets based upon what they had learned.451 Additionally,
the The Pageant of Pine Mountain, first performed in 1917, used drama skills but
also public history skills, as the narrative was based around “oral history
collected by both students and workers in the community.” 452 In ca. 1933, Pine
Mountain Settlement School science teacher August Angel opened a campus
print shop, used to print the student newspaper, the Pine Cone; the student
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literary publication, the Conifer; promotional and fundraising materials, such as
Notes from the Pine Mountain Settlement School; and even books.453
In addition to erudite studies, Pine Mountain Settlement School also
emphasized vocational education. Uncle William explained why he felt it was
important for Pine Mountain Settlement School to impart both academic and
labor skills:
We want to teach them books and agriculture and machinery and all kinds
of labor and to learn them to live up as good American citizens. We are
trying to teach them up so they can be a help to the poor and to the
generation unborn…454
Skills such as cooking, sewing and weaving were customarily taught to girls, and
carpentry, farming and animal husbandry were typically taught to boys. However,
there were no hard-and-fast rules for gendered education in Pine Mountain’s
domestic and industrial arts. For example, weaving was first taught at the school
in 1921, and this class had five girl students and one boy student. The next year,
the class had four girls and two boys.455 Conversely, one girl studied carpentry
“and showed enough skill that Pettit arranged with a Louisville hardware firm to
donate a tool set for her use.”456
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Pine Mountain Settlement School preserved the cultural heritage of the
community through folk arts and handicrafts. One of the folk arts dearest to codirectors was the preservation and teaching of locally collected ballads.
Katherine Pettit continued the ballad work she had begun at Hindman. Several
academics visited Pine Mountain Settlement School in order to notate and
publish Pine Mountain’s ballads.457 Cecil Sharp was a cultural preservationist
who interviewed elderly people in rural parts of England in the early 20 th century
to collect ancient songs and dances.458 When Olive Dame Campbell, a fellow folk
song collector and wife of Appalachian historian John C. Campbell, met with
Sharp to discuss a ballad concert, she convinced him of the rich opportunities for
song collecting in Southern Appalachia.459 Sharp found a bevy of folk songs and
ballads among the Pine Mountain community, collecting three dozen in a matter
of days.460 One example is “Aunt Sal’s Song,” the favorite song of Aunt Sal
Creech. Both the lyrics and notes for this tune have been preserved.461
Katherine Pettit, Ethel de Long Zande and their fellow teachers labored
not only to preserve craft techniques that were common in the early twentieth
century, but they also met with older residents to try to unearth arts that had been
nearly lost to history. For example, Pettit scoured eastern Kentucky for someone
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who could teach one of the school’s teachers how to do “summer and winter”
weaving, i.e. weaving both sides of a coverlet.462 In 1924, after more than two
decades of searching, she found a woman in Berea, Kentucky, who knew how to
weave in this rare style. Pettit requested financing to send a teacher (Lucy
Nicholson) and student for a summer to study weaving with Mrs. Anderson of
Berea, but the Settlement Institutions of Appalachia refused the grant on the
grounds that they did not think that sales of the “double weave” blankets would
be strong enough to merit such an expenditure.463 In response, Pettit wrote that
she had not wanted her staff to learn to weave simply because it would be a
lovely thing to learn, but rather, “It just seemed to me… it was too bad to let the
knowledge die with her, if by any chance this school could revive it.”464 Luckily,
Eleanor Stockin, a teacher who joined the school’s staff a few months later,
studied the double-sided blankets and uncovered a way to produce such a
weaving.465
When Pine Mountain’s teachers had trouble finding recipes or lessons,
they used trial and error. The historic skill of extracting natural dyes from plants
was not practiced simply for its own sake. Although it was reintroduced to
preserve a fading art form, it was not forced in instances where it was considered
to be impractical and unlikely to be revived by the community. Specifically, an
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experiment found indigo dye, or “blue pot,” as it was known to local women, to be
too labor intensive.466 Edna Fawcett, a U.S. Department of Agriculture employee,
ordered the school’s indigo seeds from France. Thirty square feet of the plant
yielded less than an ounce of powder that could be made into dye. Pettit
concluded that the school could make do with commercial dyes when it came to
indigo.467 For someone wishing to revive the art of weaving, this decision made
sense. Indigo was one of the most popular dyes for coverlets.468 The commercial
dye for this popular shade left much more time for weaving while still enabling
weavers to replicate a traditional hue.
Wilmer Stone, a housemother at Pine Mountain Settlement School,
initiated the quest for vegetable dyes, and by 1919, she had learned how to
make five different shades.469 She later co-authored a book based upon the
school’s research in dyes. Here is a sample recipe, a “rose-red” shade made
from pokeberries:
Mordant the wool with 2 gals water and half-gallon strong Vinegar (for 1 Ib
wool). Boil for one hour. Prepare dyebath with 2 gals of the juice of ripe
Pokeberries and 1-4 gal strong vinegar. Enter the wool and simmer for
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one hour in a copper pot. Take out the wool and let it drip a while. Dry in
the sun. Afterwards wash and dry again in the sun.470
The guidebook encourages the reader to apply its tutorials to “go ahead and find
many more lovely colors.”471 This supports the notion that Pine Mountain
Settlement School did not merely reproduce historical recipes; rather, it built
upon traditional lessons to foster a framework of cultural skills.
William Goodell Frost, president of Berea College, prompted what became
known as the Fireside Industries movement in the Kentucky mountains.472 In
circa 1893, Frost began to promote locally woven coverlets to donors from
outside Southern Appalachia. By this time, looms were gathering cobwebs all
over southeastern Kentucky. Most of those who still weaved were elderly women.
The blankets were a hit, and Frost realized that weaving had the potential to
become a cottage industry to support the students of Berea College as well as
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the residents of nearby mountain communities.473 Many Berea alumni, trained in
weaving, went on to work in the Appalachian settlement schools after
graduation.474 Settlement schools such as Pine Mountain joined Berea College in
promoting Fireside Industries among its local community.475 Katherine Pettit
invited the Pine Mountain community to make traditional weavings to sell as a
way to support their families. In support of this undertaking, “Uncle William
planted the first flax crop at the school for the neighbors to spin into yarn and sell
through the Fireside Industries.”476
David E. Whisnant, who taught English at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, offered a challenging objection to Fireside Industries. Because
mountaineer handicrafts were promoted for sale outside Appalachia, Pine
Mountain’s practice of folk crafts was shaped in part by market demand rather
than by what was customary to the community. For example, instead of weaving
traditional blankets, Pine Mountain and other southeastern Kentucky
communities took to making trendier décor, such as table runners and
placemats, which were not in common use in the region.477 Consequently, in
some ways, outsiders shaped how the community practiced traditional arts, as
well as how members of the community supported themselves financially.
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The obverse side of this argument is that the Fireside Industries offered a
practical application for the antique skills that Pine Mountain Settlement School
was preserving. Because the creation of handicrafts supported the community
monetarily, it encouraged the practice of talents that might have otherwise been
buried in a modern era of relatively cheap, mass-produced textiles.478 In this way,
Pine Mountain Settlement School offered a practical connection to folk arts of
yore in an industrializing community. As such, functional pieces made in the
traditional folk styles can still be found today, sold by the schools that preserve
them. For example, Berea College currently sells at least 18 styles of brooms
that are handmade by its “broomcraft” students, the sales of which support the
tuition-free college.479
Aside from his critique of Fireside Industries, David E. Whisnant offered an
alternate interpretation of the handicrafts revival prominent at urban settlement
houses and rural settlement schools.480 He charged that elements of the
movement were inauthentic, even exploitive. True, some of the crafts teachers
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had arrived from farther distances than the central Kentucky bluegrass of
Katherine Pettit and Ethel de Long Zande. In 1911, Berea College hired a
weaving teacher from Sweden, Anna Ernberg, who became the Superintendent
of Fireside Industries for a quarter of a century.481 Whisnant criticized the fact
that Ernberg undoubtedly used her experience to teach designs that were not
native to Appalachia, resulting in “a combination of some traditional colors,
processes, and designs blended with alien (Swedish, for example) design
features and materials.”482 Although a valid consideration, this assessment
overlooks a few key points.
Firstly, teachers in certain ancient arts were not always readily available
locally. In a similar example mentioned previously, Katherine Pettit spent more
than twenty years looking for a local elder who could teach a dying style of
weaving. When the new weaving teacher was unable to receive the elder’s
tutelage, she did the next best thing: She studied a woven coverlet until she
unraveled the secrets of how it was made. The instructor, Ellen Stockin, had
previously taught in New England.483 However, her ingenuity was not “alien.”
Stockin’s self-taught approach was reminiscent of a can-do, make-do attitude
that had long prevailed among settlers in remote mountain communities. In light
of this example, which seems respectful of the older weaving tradition, it might be
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unduly critical to worry that outsiders would necessarily eschew traditional
practices.
Furthermore, opposition to hiring a non-local weaving teacher suggests
that the culture of Southern Appalachia was unchanging, closed to interactions,
and should remain that way. As discussed earlier in this thesis, Pine Mountain’s
cultural heritage was never simply a continuation of the culture of any one
nation.484 Rather, as a cultural crossroads, Pine Mountain and the Cumberland
Gap region were shaped by the interaction of many Native American, African and
European cultures. In the same year that Berea College hired a Swedish
weaving teacher, Harlan County was opening its first mines, which would soon
recruit workers from outside Appalachia and even outside the United States.485 It
seems reasonable that local arts might also be influenced by artisanal techniques
from beyond Kentucky’s borders.
Although Pine Mountain Settlement School underscored the importance of
learning about the local environment and folk cultural skills, the school did not
isolate students from the outside world. Social studies classes covered not only
history and geography but also international news. Ethel de Long Zande taught
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about people such as Mahatma Gandhi and topics such as labor relations in a
course dedicated to current events.486
Communication was not one-way, either. Pine Mountain Settlement
School shared the community’s cultural heritage beyond Appalachia. The Pine
Mountain community generally approved of folk dances, i.e. “set running,”
although a smattering of conservative religious opposition to dancing obliged the
staff to refer to the practice as “games.”487 An article from 1938, upon the
occasion of the school’s silver anniversary, noted that students had recently
performed a “running set” of folk dances for two prestigious audiences:
automobile tycoon Henry Ford, and the White House.488 The school director and
a group of students were driving to New York to perform another running set.
This cultural experience also provided an opportunity to temper industrial skills;
the students performed repairs on the car en route from Kentucky to the Empire
State.489
Even after the settlement school was established, Uncle William Creech
remained committed to connecting the Pine Mountain community with the outside
486
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world. As “the sage of Pine Mountain… the leader to whom creek dwellers far
and near turned for guidance in time of decision,” Creech determined that he
would convince the U.S. Post Office Department that his remote community
required an outpost.490 Just as he had labored to introduce formal education to
the area, he pushed the lines of communication past the ridge. Ben Lucien
Burman, a Kentucky-born journalist of American local color, described Creech’s
post office campaign as a grassroots battle of a larger-than-life persona:491
The mountaineer’s character is perhaps best illustrated by the episode of
Uncle William, whom I met years ago when I first tramped the
Cumberlands.492 It at once demonstrates the hillman’s striking individuality
and his consuming interest in the little things of life; above all it shows his
tenacity, his “divine stubbornness” in being unwilling ever to admit
defeat.493
In this essay, written sometime between 1945 and 1951, Burman reported how
Pine Mountain had earned its post office three decades prior.
Uncle William had encouraged the rural community to employ the mail
system until the volume necessitated a local outpost. His tactics were not simply
persuasive or pedagogical; Creech methodically increased the mail supply by
working with individuals throughout the community. The first step was simple
enough: He asked each family to request mail-order catalogs – two copies, if
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residing with a son-in-law, who could request one under his surname. After
establishing this voluminous foundation, Creech turned his efforts toward the
Great War. He had helped scrawl many of the mail-order requests; now, he
began the more arduous task of transcribing letters from mothers and wives to
soldiers abroad. Troops aided by literate compatriots returned the favor, and
postal regulators finally decreed that the area merited a steady link to the outside
world. However, with the young men deployed at war, there was little labor
available to haul the correspondence across the mountain and along the creeks.
Despite his age of about 70 years, Creech resolved to carry the load himself.494
Beyond moral, cultural and educational needs, Pine Mountain Settlement
School tended to the community’s physical health, opening an on-campus clinic
with a nurse, later adding a resident doctor and additional nurses.495 Pine
Mountain’s medical staff provided a range of services, including ear, nose and
throat exams; dental care; hookworm treatment; and vaccinations for typhoid and
smallpox, with quarantine enforcement during smallpox outbreaks.496 In the
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1930s, the settlement clinic organized family-based health care, where members
could contribute annually to receive medical treatment for their families.497
One Red Cross worker described a 1922 trip of about ten professionals to
assist the clinic’s permanent staff. Seven doctors, seven nurses and three
assistants, aided by teachers and older students, prepared to examine 3,021
cases.498 With Eye, Ear and Throat specialists among the crew, the team
focused on tonsillectomies, of which there were 85, and eye operations, of which
there were 34.499 One hesitant parent refused a tonsillectomy for his child after
witnessing the procedure on another patient. Strange medical tools, including an
electrical pump, dissuaded the guardian, but his opinion was in the minority. Most
patients and parents had “either an understanding about the proposed surgery of
[sic] a childlike trust in the surgeons.”500
One patient traveled from another county to be seen by a physician.
Because her home was so isolated, she had been unable to visit an eye doctor
two months prior when her eye had begun hurting. The young woman stoically
faced surgery; her wounded eye was removed. The distressed Red Cross worker
lamented the lack of access to preventive care “happening often, so often in
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Kentucky.”501 For decades, Pine Mountain provided the only modern medical
services throughout a span of over 300 square miles.502
In 1930, towards the beginning of the Great Depression and the Harlan
County Mine Wars, Katherine Pettit retired from her position as Co-Director of
Pine Mountain Settlement School. However, she did not retire from the Pine
Mountain community. Instead, she worked with coal camp families, trying to
teach them to return to subsistence farming. As Pettit biographer Jess Stoddart
wrote, “[Pettit] believed that subsistence farming could provide a living if better
agricultural techniques were used. She also served as an intermediary in the sale
of handicraft goods which sustained many families in these desperate times.”503
In 1949, as Pine Mountain closed its high school boarding program and
opened a new elementary school day program, the community’s “five one-room
school districts” were consolidated at Pine Mountain Settlement School.504 Pine
Mountain Settlement School received students from neighboring areas outside
these school districts as well. For example, Abner’s Branch, which descends
from Pine Mountain toward Leslie County, had no school but was nevertheless
thought to be a separate district.505
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Concurrently with the elementary school consolidation, Pine Mountain
Settlement School developed an official partnership with Berea College. 506 In
May 1949, the Board of Trustees of Pine Mountain Settlement School decided
that the two schools would remain independent, including financially, but “Pine
Mountain would benefit from the leadership and administration of Berea
College.”507 The minutes recorded that Dr. Francis Hutchins, President of Berea
College, sought to ensure “that everything possible should be done to preserve
the distinct personality and character of Pine Mountain.”508
The needs of Pine Mountain during its transformation from a boarding high
school to a day elementary school factored into the reasons for the
interscholastic partnership:
In the operation of a consolidated elementary school in cooperation with
the Harlan county school board it was emphasized that Berea College
would be in a much more effective position to protect the best interests of
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Pine Mountain, against any possible political manipulations, than the
present Board would be.509
However, the collaboration was designed to benefit both schools. As examples,
Berea College offered Pine Mountain Settlement School “the assistance of its
agricultural experts, doctors, and other specialists,” and Pine Mountain offered
Berea a place to use its “teacher-training program.”510
One example of Berea’s dedication to providing experts to Pine Mountain
was a community study from the early 1950s. Whither Pine Mountain, an
anthropological report dated December 1951, shed light upon the demographics
of Pine Mountain Settlement School families and the values of their community.
Its author, Prof. Fu Liang Chang of Berea College, drew from a study conducted
by his colleague Dr. Roscoe Giffin in the summer of 1950. The survey found the
Pine Mountain community to be composed of 123 “families or households,”
totaling 613 people.511
Chang synthesized the data and identified nine community-defining
characteristics, which he classified as:
Large Families… Large Proportions of the Young and the Old… Low
Educational Level… Family-Centered Society… Socially Conservative and
Religiously Fundamentalist… Living in Their Own World… Few Amenities
of Life… Signs of Change… Family Income.512
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In the opinion of this author, these characteristics can be effectively synthesized
into three areas: family demographics and income statistics; cultural norms and
values; and isolation and interaction.
Society was built upon “clan-like families” whose average size was two
people more than the national average for other “non-farm, rural” families. Fiftyseven percent of the population was either younger than 16 (45%) or older than
50 (12%). Family incomes were comparatively low, even after adding “homeproduced incomes” to families’ cash earnings. Thus, it follows that homes were
modest, and amenities such as indoor plumbing were lacking. 513
The community’s general education level was low, just below sixth-grade
level, and adult illiteracy was notable. Religious ideology consisted of multiple
fundamentalist denominations, each stressing its distinct knowledge of a singular
path to salvation. Attitudes were found to be socially conservative, generally
disapproving of dancing and playing cards.514
The 1950 survey found that Pine Mountain residents continued to be
largely isolated from outside news. There were few newspapers and magazines
in the homes and few radios in the community. Travel was rare, especially
among women. The population seemed largely content within the community,
and residents showed little desire for external contact. Regardless, the
community was beginning to encounter change in the form of new technologies.
Home appliances such as lighting, refrigerators and washing machines offered
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more modern luxuries. Cars and trucks started to appear more frequently, mainly
to transport workers to distant jobs in mines, lumber camps and the county
seat.515
By the 1970s, there were district schools throughout the area to suitably
address the community’s elementary education needs. With natural conservation
and cultural preservation as key to the settlement school ethos, Pine Mountain
Settlement School decided to focus on environmental and cultural education. The
last elementary school students transferred from Pine Mountain to their new
school in January 1972. The school redesigned its classrooms and reopened as
an environmental center in April 1972.516
Pine Mountain’s original curriculum since reopening as an environmental
center has focused on ecological subjects, including courses designed around
local geographic formations, habitats and wildlife. The school also offers cultural
subjects, such as courses on natural crafts, folk dancing and studies of Native
American and pioneer folk life. An article dated May-June 1972 listed the
following courses, designed for half- or full-day lessons:517
1. Water In The World. The role water plays in the world around you… 2.
Man and His Homes. A comparison of the ways three different groups of
people have lived in the valley and used natural resources: the Indians
who lived in the area many hundreds of years ago, 19th-century pioneers,
modern man. … 3. Natural Communities. … Includes examination of the
pioneer inhabitants of bare rock (lichens and mosses), an old log decaying
(soil building) and various field, pond and forest communities. 4. Cave
Exploration. A hike up the mountain to explore a limestone cave with
515
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many rooms and passages. Includes preparatory discussion of the
geology of Pine Mountain, cave safety and the action of water on
limestone. May also include visits to an Indian cave, the mouth of an
abandoned coal mine and a sand cave near Little Shepherd Trail on the
crest of the mountain. 5. Discovery Hikes. Trips to feel, smell, taste and
hear, and to look at similarities and differences between things outdoors.
… 6. Astronomy. Unit involves study of moon, constellations and planets
using a telescope… binoculars… and the naked eye. 7. History in a Tree.
A short unit on the growth of a tree, starting with a sprouting acorn and
looking later at a felled red oak and its century of rings. 8. Measurement.
… Introduces concepts of diameter, circumference, ways to measure age
and height, size classes of trees (logs, poles and saplings), board feet and
defects such as fire scars and diseases. 9. Weather.… Includes
construction of a weather station (using results to make graphs and
charts) and a trip to look at how things are affected by weather and
climate. 10. Water and Life. A trip to Patterson Pond to examine ecology.
Examination of stream ecology (Greasy Creek, Shell Branch, Isaac’s Run
Branch) and a study of water and plants. 11. Creatures and Their
Homes. A trip to look at animals and their homes in the field, woods, pond
and stream, and to discover differences in habitat. … 12. Soil. … An
examination of what soil is, how it forms and what it is good for. … 13.
Flashlight Brigade (evening unit). A trip on one of the trails to experience
the wilderness at night and to listen to the sounds of the night. 14. Nature
Crafts and Woodwork. Woodwork in the shop, or crafts in the art room or
outdoors, the latter using natural materials such as corn cobs, acorns,
seeds, flowers, stems. 15. Rock Climbing. A trip to Post Office Rock (5
minutes’ walk) or Profile Rock (top of Pine Mountain, 20 minutes’ drive) to
learn fundamentals of technical rock climbing (with rope)… Stresses
safety. 16. Folk Dancing. Mountain, English and other dances.518
Although classes were open to anyone, elementary students from Harlan County
and neighboring counties were given preference when it came to scheduling
classes at the environmental center.519 In this way, the school remained
dedicated to the people of Pine Mountain but still open to communicating its
cultural and ecological traditions with others.
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In addition to its two core subject areas of environmental and cultural
studies, Pine Mountain Settlement School continues to provide other educational
resources as needed by the community. For example, the school offers an
“Intervention Program in three local schools” to strengthen essential skills in math
and reading.520 Furthermore, there is an intensive “residential Reading Camp” for
a week each summer.521 The camp is open to third- and fourth-grade students
who are at least one grade level behind in their reading skills.522
At the turn of the 20th century, the Pine Mountain community faced new
challenges. The rapid shift from a barter-based economy to an industrialized one
left community identity in a state of flux. Yet, throughout industrialization’s
hardships and labor battles, Pine Mountain Settlement School remained an
anchor of the community, a tie to the land and the culture of the community’s
elders, ancestors and common identity. It is fitting that this settlement school,
which has done so much to conserve Appalachian culture and ecology, was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1978 and recognized as a
National Historic Landmark on December 4, 1991.523
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Foundations built by Uncle William and Aunt Sal Creech, Katherine Pettit,
Ethel de Long Zande, Mary Rockwell and generations of teachers and
community members live on in the work of Pine Mountain Settlement School
today. In Uncle William’s words,
I have heart and cravin [sic] that our people may grow better. I have
deeded my land to the Pine Mountain Settlement School to be used for
school purposes as long as the Constitution of the United States stands.
Hopin [sic] it may make a bright and intelligent people after I’m dead and
gone.524
Conservation of nature and preservation of Native American, settler and
homestead folk culture continues to thrive.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

In many ways, Pine Mountain stands out as a microcosm of the
interactions and challenges that faced much of Southern Appalachia. Pine
Mountain’s melting pot community is one example of the waves of migration and
immigration that have helped shape multicultural communities throughout the
United States. Pine Mountain’s location was especially significant because it
bordered not only two Native American nations, but rather, two Native American
coalitions that opposed each other. Thus, from its earliest history, the region was
prone to intercultural exchange through war raids. Later migrations of isolated
settlers and families further increased cultural exchange and intermarriage.
Eventually, this Crossroads of Appalachia became home to many of the triracial
people known as Melungeons. Outside the context of Southern Appalachia, an
understanding of Melungeons is useful to the study of other multiracial peoples of
the United States, such as the Redbones of Louisiana or the Ramapough
Lunaapes (also historically called “Jackson Whites”) of New York and New
Jersey.525
Decades of labor struggles in the Harlan Coalfield are pivotal not only to
the history of the immediate community but also indicative of conditions in other
mining populations throughout the region. In 1931, a correspondent for The New
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York Times wrote that Harlan County had much in common with other areas that
mined bituminous coal:
Change Harlan County to Hazard or Bell, and Kentucky to Virginia, West
Virginia, Alabama or Tennessee, and the general features of ‘King Coal’—
a very sick monarch, indeed—will remain clear and visible.526
Ties to other coal communities stretch beyond basic economic parallels
such as the scrip society of the company town. Harlan County was not the only
coal area to engage in mine wars over the right to unionize. As the aftermath of
the Battle of Evarts solidified pro-union resistance in Kentucky, the Battle of Blair
Mountain was West Virginia’s most significant fight for mine unionization. The
inciting incident of the Battle of Blair Mountain was when security guards, hired
by the coal operators, murdered a pro-union sheriff and his colleague on the local
courthouse steps.527 The Battle of Blair Mountain, which took place a decade
before the Battle of Evarts, was not fought using the same tactics. Whereas
Evarts was an episode in a series of guerrilla strikes, Blair Mountain was a 12day battle of armies. The pro-union miners even had a uniform: red neckerchiefs
– hence the nickname, redneck.528 Ten thousand coalminers, some trained as
soldiers during the Great War, took on a force led by anti-union Sheriff Don
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Chafin of Logan County, West Virginia. Chafin’s “army of deputies, mine guards,
store clerks, and state police” was smaller but more heavily armed, using
machine guns and land mines.529 The National Guard flew over this firefight, the
“largest armed insurrection in the United States since the Civil War,” and dropped
bombs on these American miners.530
Suffering more casualties on the side of the pro-union miners, the Battle of
Blair Mountain was indisputably a defeat for the miners’ army. The loss was
significant to Harlan County because it devastated the UMWA’s membership
numbers and bargaining power throughout Southern Appalachia, contributing in
part to labor unrest in the 1930s. Moreover, the Battle of Blair Mountain also
underscores the applicability of the Harlan County Mine Wars. The gun thugs
that ran rampant in Harlan County in the 1930s were part of a larger trend of antiunion violence throughout Southern Appalachia, as well as other mining areas of
the United States.531
As was the case of Pine Mountain’s cultural interactions and labor history,
the example of Pine Mountain Settlement School was extraordinary but not
isolated. A 1977 roster of the Settlement Institutions of Appalachia, Inc. (SIA)
listed eleven member institutes in Kentucky, two in North Carolina, and one each
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in Ohio, Tennessee and West Virginia.532 SIA’s Articles of Incorporation
describes its objective as “to encourage a fellowship of institutions and to relate
their efforts and capabilities to the potentials of community growth of the region”
and lists the corporation’s address as “Pine Mountain Settlement School, Pine
Mountain, Kentucky.”533 The achievements of Pine Mountain Settlement School
were thus part of the larger settlement movement of the Progressive Era,
specifically the cause of building rural settlement schools and mission institutions
across Southern Appalachia. Like the Hull House of Chicago, Appalachian
settlement schools were anchors of their communities.
Pine Mountain Settlement School, like its peers across Appalachia, helped
preserve traditional arts through, for example, the research of vegetable dyes
and weaving techniques as well as community participation in the Fireside
Industries. The school continues to meet local needs today by providing services
such as reading camps. In 1973, as Pine Mountain Settlement School was
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Creek, KY) and Sunset Gap Community Center (Newport, TN). Settlement Institutions of
Appalachia, Inc., SIA Membership, 1977, April 1, 1977, in Settlement Institutions of
Appalachia Papers, 1969-1981 (Folder 10: SIA Maps to Settlement Schools), Southern
Appalachian Archives, Berea College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
533

Settlement Institutions of Appalachia, Inc., Articles of Incorporation of the
Settlement Institutions of Appalachia, Incorporated, in Settlement Institutions of
Appalachia Papers, 1969-1981, Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea College Library,
Berea, Kentucky, sec. Article II, Article VII.
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refocusing its efforts on environmental and cultural education, one researcher
described her hope for the future of Southern Appalachian settlement schools:
[T]he direction should come from the people of the local area with support
from the settlement school. … If the settlement school has attempted to
become an integral part of the community, by participating in local
activities and by inviting meaningful community involvement in the school,
a great deal more can be accomplished.534
Pine Mountain Settlement School has a long history of preserving its culture, and
fortunately, this school is only one patch in the quilt of cultural preservation
across Southern Appalachia.

534

Ellen Friedman, The Role of Settlement Schools in Southern Appalachia
(Berea, KY: Berea College, 1973), in Settlement Institutions of Appalachia Papers, 19691981 (Folder 2: Role of SIA and Settlement Schools in Appalachia Southern
Appalachian Archives, Berea College Library, Berea, Kentucky, pages 14-15.
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APPENDIX A
MAPS
Map 1: “Country of the Chouanons and the Cherokees”535

The location of the “Chouanons” supports the argument that
Shawnees emigrated westward from the Chowan River.

535

Emanuel Bowen, A New and Accurate Map of Louisiana, with Part of Florida
and Canada, and the Adjacent Countries, map, detail (London, 1752). Reprinted in
Library of Congress, http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar001201 (accessed March 7,
2014).
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Map 2: Northeastern and Southeastern Native American Nations536

536

William C. Sturtevant, Early Indian Tribes, Culture Areas, and Linguistic
Stocks, map, detail (Smithsonian Institution, 1967), in The National Atlas of the United
States of America, by United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey, 13031 (Washington, D.C., 1970), in Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection, University of
Texas Libraries, The University of Texas at Austin, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/
national_atlas_1970/ca000097.jpg (accessed March 7, 2014).
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The detail from the above map features Northeastern and Southeastern
Native American regional groups. Note that the full map included the entirety of
the continental United States. In it, the cartographer identified the following nine
“culture areas”: Northeast, Southeast, Plains, Desert, Plateau, Great Basin,
Southwest, Northwest Coast and California.537

537

Ibid., Sturtevant.
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Map 3: Map of Byrd’s Dividing Line
Between Virginia–North Carolina and Kentucky–Tennessee538

538

William Byrd, map (n.p., n.d.), in The Westover Manuscripts: Containing the
History of the Dividing Line Betwixt Virginia and North Carolina: A Journey to the Land of
Eden, A.D. 1733; and A Progress to the Mines. Written Between 1728 and 1736, and
Now First Published, by William Byrd, 121 (Petersburg: Edmund and Julian C. Ruffin,
1741), in the Internet Archive, http://www.archive.org/details/westovermani00byrd
(accessed March 7, 2014).
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Map 4: Map of the Proclamation Line of 1763539

539

H. George Stoll, Territorial Growth: 1775, map, (Hammond Incorporated,
1967), in The National Atlas of the United States of America, by United States
Department of the Interior Geological Survey, 140 (Washington, D.C., 1970), in PerryCastañeda Library Map Collection, University of Texas Libraries, The University of
Texas at Austin, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/national_atlas_1970/ca000103.jpg
(accessed March 10, 2014).
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Map 5: Early Settlements and Routes540

This map depicts the convergence of the Warriors’ Path and Wilderness
Road through the Cumberland Gap.

540

William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Settlement, 1675-1800, map, detail
(University of Texas, 1966), in The National Atlas of the United States of America, by
United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey, 135 (Washington, D.C.,
1970), in Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection, University of Texas Libraries, The
University of Texas at Austin, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/national_atlas_1970/
ca000100b_large.jpg (accessed March 7, 2014).
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Map 6: Appalachian Region Borders541

This composite overlay by Lynne Degitz of the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill is based upon five prominent definitions of Appalachia by the
following contributors: John C. Campbell’s The Southern Highlander and His
Homeland (1921), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (1935), Thomas K. Ford’s

541

Lynne Degitz, Appalachian Region Borders, map (University of North Carolina
Center for Teaching and Learning, n.d.), reprinted in “Hillbilly Highway: Appalachia and
America,” course outline, by David E. Whisnant, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, Fall 1997.
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The Southern Appalachian Region: A Survey (1962), the President’s
Appalachian Regional Commission (1964) and the Appalachian Regional
Commission (1967). Harlan County is within all five of these prominent definitions
of Appalachia.
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Map 7: Map of the Historic Settlement of the Ridgetop Shawnees542

Members of the Ridgetop Shawnee nation must demonstrate heritage
from a multiracial settler who migrated to this area between 1750 and 1890.543

Kentucky counties: Bell, Breathitt, Clay, Estill, Floyd, Harlan, Jackson, Knott,
Knox, Laurel, Lee, Leslie, Letcher, Magoffin, McCreary, Owlsey, Perry, Pike,
Powell, Pulaski, Rockcastle, Wayne, Whitley, Wolfe.
Tennessee counties: Campbell, Claiborne, Hancock, Hawkins.
Virginia county: Wise.

542

Ibid., Ridgetop Shawnee, “Enrollment.”

543

Ibid., Ridgetop Shawnee, “Enrollment.” Note that state and county boundaries
have changed over time. Map shows the current borders.
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Map 8: Profile Section of the Pine, Black and Cumberland Mts.544

544

J.M. Hodge, Profile of the Pine, Black and Cumberland Mts. (Diagramatic),
map, “Preliminary Report on the Geology of Parts of Letcher, Harlan, Leslie, Perry and
Breathitt Counties,” in Preliminary Reports on the South-Eastern Kentucky Coal Field, by
A. R. Crandall and J. M. Hodge, 21 (1887), in Google Play. https://play.google.com/
store/books/details?id=AukJAAAAIAAJ&rdid=book-AukJAAAAIAAJ (accessed March 7,
2014).
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Map 9: Harlan County Coalfield545

545

Chris DellaMea, Harlan Coal Field, map, in Coalfields of the Appalachian
Mountains, http://www.coalcampusa.com/eastky/harlan/harlan.htm (accessed May 20,
2013).
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Map 10: Roads to Pine Mountain Settlement School546

546

Settlement Institutions of Appalachia, Inc., Roads to Pine Mt., map (n.p.,
1977), in Settlement Institutions of Appalachia Papers, 1969-1981 (Folder 10: SIA Maps
to Settlement Schools), Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea College Library, Berea,
Kentucky.
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Map 11: Map of Greasy Creek547

547

Greasy Creek, map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea
College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 12: Map of Upper Greasy Creek548

548

Upper Greasy Creek, map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives,
Berea College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 13: Map of Lower Greasy Creek549

549

Lower Greasy Creek, map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives,
Berea College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 14: Map of Isaac’s Run550

550

Isacs Creeck, map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea
College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 15: Map of Upper Big Laurel551

551

Upper Big Laurel (Turkey Fork School District), map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern
Appalachian Archives, Berea College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 16: Map of Lower Big Laurel552

552

Lower Big Laurel, map (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea
College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 17: Map of Divide, part 1553

553

Devide, map 1 of 2 (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea
College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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Map 18: Map of Divide, part 2554

554

Devide, map 2 of 2 (n.p., n.d.), in Southern Appalachian Archives, Berea
College Library, Berea, Kentucky.
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APPENDIX B
PHOTOGRAPHS
Photograph 1: Selected Examples of “Ancestor Photos”
of Ridgetop Shawnees of Harlan County555

Photograph 1a. Hampton Fields,
grandson of James H. Fields

Photograph 1b. Lizza Brewer

Photograph 1c. Sister of Claiborne Rogers

Photograph 1d. Drucilla Green

555

Ridgetop Shawnee, “Photos-Media,” http://ridgetopshawnee.blogspot.com/p/
photos-media.html (accessed February 15, 2014).
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Photograph 1e. Mary Jane Vaughn

Photograph 1f. Abel Caudill

Photograph 1g. Delia Turner

Photograph 1h. Isaac “Ike” Fields,
son of Obediah and Lydia Fields
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Photograph 2: Ad for Berea College

Published in 1900 in The Appeal,
an African-American newspaper in St. Paul, Minnesota 556

556

Berea College, “God Hath Made of One Blood All Nations of Men”
(advertisement), The Appeal – St. Paul, Minnesota (March 3, 1900), in Wikimedia
Commons, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BereaCollegeAd1900.png (accessed
August 4, 2013).
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Photograph 3: Debt Certificate

This certificate promises that two dollars of wages or future wages will be
paid to coal company United States Coal & Coke Co., Inc. The certificate was
issued in Lynch, in Harlan County, Kentucky.557

557

The United Supply Co., Inc., “U.S. Coal & Coke Co. $2 scrip certificate.” In
“History of Portal 31: Background,” by Dave Johnson. Portal 31: Kentucky’s First
Exhibition Coal Mine. http://www.portal31.org/history_of_portal_31.htm (accessed April
17, 2013).
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Photograph 4: Scrip Coin

Details of a one-cent scrip coin issued by Clover Fork Coal Company, in
Kitts, which is located in Harlan County, Kentucky.558

Photograph 4a. One-cent scrip, obverse.

Photograph 4b. One-cent scrip, reverse.

558

Clover Fork Coal Co., “One Cents from Clover Fork Coal Co., Kitts, Harlan
Co., Kentucky.” In “Kentucky Coal Scrip (5),” by Kentucky Coal Education. Kentucky
Coal and Energy Education Project, http://www.coaleducation.org/coalhistory/yesteryear/
scrip5.htm (accessed May 4, 2013).
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Photograph 5: Paper Scrip

One-cent paper scrip issued by the United Supply Co., Inc., in Lynch,
which is located in Harlan County, Kentucky.559

559

The United Supply Co., Inc., “United Supply Co. 1 cent scrip certificate.” In
“History of Portal 31: Background,” by Dave Johnson. Portal 31: Kentucky’s First
Exhibition Coal Mine, http://www.portal31.org/history_of_portal_31.htm (accessed April
17, 2013).
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Photograph 6: Photo of “Uncle” William Creech,
philanthropist, in article by school co-director Ethel de Long560

560

Ibid., de Long, “The Pine Mountain Settlement School: A Sketch from the
Kentucky Mountains.”
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APPENDIX C
FOLK SONGS

Song 1: The Ballad of John Henry
Traditional, as sung by Arthur Bell – Gould, Arkansas, 1939
Recorded by John A. [Alan Lomax] and Ruby T. Lomax

1.

Well, every Monday mornin’,
When the bluebirds begin to sing,
You can hear those hammers a mile or more,
You can hear John Henry’s hammer ring, O Lordy!
Hear John Henry’s hammer ring.

2.

John Henry told his old lady,
“Will you fix my supper soon?
Got ninety miles o’ track I’ve got to line,
Got to line it by the light of the moon, O Lordy!
Line it by the light o’ the moon.”

3.

John Henry had a little baby,
He could hold him out in his hand;
Well, the last word, I heard that po’ child say,
“My daddy is a steel-drivin’ man, O Lordy!
Daddy is a steel-drivin’ man.”

4.

John Henry told his old captain,
Said, “A man ain’t nothin’ but a man;
Before I let your steel gang down
I will die with the hammer in my hand, O Lordy!
Die with the hammer in my hand.”

5.

John Henry told his captain,
“Next time you go to town
Uh-jes’ bring me a ten-pound maul
For to beat your steel-drivin’ down, O Lordy!
Beat your steel-drivin’ down.”
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6.

John Henry had a old lady,
And her name was Polly Ann.
John Henry tuck sick and he had to go to bed;
Pauline drove steel like a man, O Lordy!
‘Line drove steel like a man.

7.

John Henry had a old lady,
And the dress she wo’ was red.
Well, she started up the track and she never looked back,
“Goin’ where my man fell dead, O Lordy!
Where my man fell dead.”

8.

Well, they taken John Henry to Washington,
And they buried him in the sand.
There is peoples from the East, there’s peoples from the West
Come to see such a steel-drivin’ man, O Lordy!
See such a steel-drivin’ man.

9.

Well, some said-uh he’s from England,
And some say he’s from Spain;
But-uh I say he’s nothin’ but a Lou’s’ana man,
Just a leader of the steel-drivin’ gang, O Lordy,
Leader of the steel-drivin’ gang.561

561

Arthur Bell, John Henry, recorded in Gould, Arkansas, by John A. and Ruby T.
Lomax, [1939], reprinted in “AFS L 3: Afro-American Spirituals, Work Songs, and
Ballads,” by Archive of American Folk Song, 11, The American Folklife Center, The
Library of Congress, http://www.loc.gov/folklife/LP/AfroAmerSpirtualsL3_opt.pdf
(accessed February 19, 2014).
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Song 2: “In Kentucky”
Poem written by James Henry Mulligan
First recited at a banquet for Kentucky legislators, February 11, 1902

The moonlight falls the softest
In Kentucky;
The summer’s days come oft’est
In Kentucky;
Friendship is the strongest,
Loves fires glow the longest,
Yet, a wrong is always wrongest
In Kentucky.

The bluegrass waves the bluest
In Kentucky;
Yet the bluebloods are the fewest (?)
In Kentucky;
Moonshine is the clearest,
And by no means the dearest,
And yet, it acts the queerest,
In Kentucky.

The sunshine’s ever brightest
In Kentucky;
The breezes whisper lightest
In Kentucky;
Plain girls are the fewest,
Maidens’ eyes are the bluest,
Their little hearts are truest
In Kentucky.

The dove’s notes are the saddest
In Kentucky;
The streams dance on the gladdest
In Kentucky;
Hip pockets are the thickest,
Pistol hands are the slickest,
The cylinder turns quickest
In Kentucky.

Life’s burdens bear the lightest
In Kentucky;
The home fires burn the brightest
In Kentucky;
While players are the keenest,
Cards come out the meanest,
The pocket empties cleanest
In Kentucky.

Song birds are the sweetest
In Kentucky;
The thoroughbreds the fleetest
In Kentucky;
Mountains tower proudest,
Thunder peals the loudest,
The landscape is the grandest – and
Politics – the damndest
In Kentucky.562

Orators are the grandest
In Kentucky;
Officials are the blandest
In Kentucky;
Boys are all the fliest,
Danger ever nighest,
Taxes are the highest
In Kentucky.
562
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Ibid., Mulligan.

James Henry Mulligan, a judge, wrote the tongue-in-cheek poem “In
Kentucky” and first recited it at a banquet honoring legislators from the Bluegrass
State.563 It was reprinted in three Lexington newspapers and then took off like
wildfire. The poem was soon adapted as a song, and there have since been
many rewrites and parodies of what “is perhaps the best known and most printed
poem about Kentucky.”564

563

Kentucky Atlas and Gazetteer, “In Kentucky (1902),” University of Kentucky,
https://www.uky.edu/KentuckyCulture/in-kentucky.html (accessed March 7, 2014).
564

Ibid., Kentucky Atlas and Gazetteer, “In Kentucky (1902).”
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Song 3: “Sad the Day”
Written by Jim Garland

Sad the day I saw the steam shovel a’coming,
The sound of its wheels as it rattled along.
Deep in my heart a voice seemed to be saying,
“Good-bye my sweet home, you soon will be gone.”
In 18 and 80 my folks were rejoicing,
They had sold the mineral rights on the farm.
Twenty-five cents an acre they paid them.
My folks did not know it would cause any harm.
This farm it was the home of my father;
His father too was born and raised here.
Now they are at rest beneath the green willows
Along with their wives and their children so dear.
Let them alone. Please do not disturb them.
Don’t dump the yellow clay dirt over their graves.
The law may say that you have a right to
Because of that twenty-five cents that you paid.
I looked and I saw them up on the mountain
As they dumped the yellow clay and rock down the hill.
Soon every living plant will be covered.
My beautiful valley soon will be filled.
Don’t force me to leave the house I was born in.
Please don’t destroy my home dear to me.
Please take back the twenty-five cents an acre
You paid for the mineral rights and just let me be.565

565

Jim Garland, Sad the Day, n.d., reprinted in Ibid., Garland, Welcome the
Traveler Home, 24-25.
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Song 4: “Which Side Are You On?”
Written by Florence Reece, 1931
Excerpt, as performed in the documentary Harlan County, USA566

Come, all you poor workers
Good news to you, I’ll tell
How the good old union
Is coming here to dwell.
Which side are you on?
Which side are you on?
If you go to Harlan County,
There is no neutral there.
You’ll either be a union man
Or a thug for J. H. Blair.
Which side are you on?
Which side are you on?

566

Florence Reece, Which Side Are You On? 1931. Performed in Harlan County,
USA (DVD), directed by Barbara Kopple (1976; n.p.: The Criterion Collection, 2006).
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Song 5: “The Three-Day Blues”
Written by George Davis

Work three days and then no more,
That’s just enough to keep a good man sore.
CHORUS:
What’s the matter, operator,
That you don’t sign?
Put your name or your number
Down on the dotted line.
Woke up this morning ’bout a half past four,
The old work whistle don’t blow no more.
CHORUS
Now the operators think John L. is a fool,567
But he’s just a teacher in their Sunday school.
CHORUS
Guess you’ve had your gravy so doggone long,
Now you’re crying just because its [sic] gone.
CHORUS
Well you’ve got what we make, and you still want more,
Put us in debt at the company store.
CHORUS
We’ve done everything that we think is right,
Still you won’t sign, you just growl and fight.
CHORUS

567

This line refers to John L. Lewis, President of UMWA from 1920 to 1960.
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Now Taft and Hartley put a club in your hand,568
So you could beat and knock on the mining man.
CHORUS
Well you think everybody’s on your side.
But we coal miners still have our pride.
CHORUS
Well, you called on Truman to ease your pain,
You’ve got everything to lose, you’ve got nothing to gain.
CHORUS
Why don’t you buck up and be a man,
Fall in line with our Welfare Plan.
CHORUS
Well you’ve got me now ’til I can’t speak
There’s no Santa Claus on three days a week.
CHORUS
Well you want everything and leave us none.
You don’t want us to have any Welfare Fund.
CHORUS 569

568

This line refers to the Taft-Hartley Act, which passed in 1947 despite the veto
of President Harry S. Truman. His veto was overridden following a lengthy filibuster.
Time, “The Congress: The Majority Rules” (June 30, 1947), http://www.time.com/time/
subscriber/article/0,33009,854704-1,00.html (accessed April 24, 2013).
569

George Davis, The Three-Day Blues, FOLKWAYS RECORDS FA 2343,
1967, in “When Kentucky Had No Union Men: George Davis, the Singing Miner of
Hazard, Kentucky,” edited by John Cohen, Smithsonian Folkways,
http://www.folkways.si.edu/
george-davis/when-kentucky-had-no-union-men/american-folk-struggle-protest/
music/album/smithsonian (accessed February 17, 2014).
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Song 6: “Sixteen Tons”
Lyrics to original recording by Merle Travis, 1946

CHORUS:
You load sixteen tons and what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
Saint Peter, don't you call me ‘cause I can’t go,
l owe my soul to the company store.
(Spoken) Yessir, there’s a-many a Kentucky coal miner that pretty near
owes his soul to the company store. He gets so far in debt to the coal
company he’s a-workin’ fer that he goes on fer years without being paid
one red cent in real honest-to-goodness money. But he can always go to
the company store and draw flickers or scrip -- you know, that’s little brass
coins that you can’t spend nowhere only at the company store. So they
add that against his account and every day he gets a little farther in debt.
(chuckle) That sounds pretty bad, but even that’s got a brighter side to it.
Alternate lyrics (Spoken):
Down in southwest Kentucky where I was born and raised up, they
have a little sayin’ around the coal mines that they get so far in debt
that they owe their soul to the company store. That’s almost a fact
because a lot of boys works [sic] for years and never really sees
[sic] any United States money – it’s all coal miner’s money they call
flickers or scrip. Here’s a little song about sixteen tons and you’ll
notice that the line in there says he owes his soul to the company
store.
Now, some people say a man’s made out of mud,
But a poor man’s made out of muscle and blood,
Muscle and blood, skin and bones,
A mind that's weak and a back that’s strong.
CHORUS
Well, I was born one mornin’ when the sun didn’t shine.
I picked up my shovel and I walked to the mines.
I loaded sixteen tons of Number Nine coal,
And the straw-boss hollered, “Well, bless my soul.”
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CHORUS
Well, I was born one mornin’, it was drizzlin’ rain.
Fightin’ and trouble is my middle name.
I was raised in the bottoms by a mama hound.
I'm mean as a dog, but I’m as gentle as a lamb.
Alternate lyrics, last two lines:
I was raised in a cane-brake by a big mama lion
Cain’t no high tone woman break this heart of mine.
WeIl, if you see me a-comin’ you better step aside.
A lotta men didn’t and a lotta men died.
I got a fist of iron, and a fist of steel.
If the right one don’t get you, then the left one will.
CHORUS570

These lyrics are based upon the first recording of “Sixteen Tons.” This
version was sung by country singer Merle Travis on August 8, 1946, and
released the next year by Capitol Records. Alternate lyrics sections are based
upon the undated version that Travis recorded for radio play around the same
time.571 In conversations with folklorist Archie Green in 1960, Merle Travis
described the inspiration for his lyrics:
The Saint Peter fragment came from Merle’s memory of his father’s ironic
reply to a friendly query about his health: “I can’t afford to die. I owe my
soul to the company store.”

570

Merle Travis, Sixteen Tons, Capitol G-109, [c. 1946], reprinted in Ibid., Green,

295, 297.
571

Archie Green, Only a Miner: Studies in Recorded Coal-Mining Songs (Urbana,
IL: University of Illinois Press, 1972), 297.
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The “strong back and weak mind” quip belonged to the proverbial speech
of all miners as well as other craftsman.572
George Davis, a coalminer who lived in southeastern Kentucky, disputes
Travis’s claim to authorship. Davis says that he first wrote the song, although he
called it “Nine-to-Ten-Tons.” He said that he wrote the song in response to the
“Clean-Up System” in one of the mines where he had worked. In his words:
This was before the days of the UMW. … An old expression the operator
used then was, “We’ve got a barefooted man waiting for your job.” Here’s
the catch – each place would make nine or 10 tons, but where you loaded
this coal was very low; most of them had water in them – as much as
three or four inches – and they had no pumps. On top of this you might
have a cut of draw rock from 8 to 12 inches thick, 14 feet wide, and up to 9
feet long. All the coal, rock, and anything like wrecks, tore up track. All that
was “dead work” and it always had to be cleaned up, even if it took you 18
or 19 hours to do it.573
“Sixteen Tons” became a major hit. Tennessee Ernie Ford’s recording
topped Billboard’s Honor Roll of Hits on November 26, 1955.574

572

Ibid., Green, 309.

573

George Davis, quoted in liner notes for the recording Sixteen Tons,
FOLKWAYS RECORDS FA 2343, 1967, in “When Kentucky Had No Union Men:
George Davis, the Singing Miner of Hazard, Kentucky,” edited by John Cohen,
Smithsonian Folkways, http://www.folkways.si.edu/george-davis/when-kentucky-had-nounion-men/american-folk-struggle-protest/music/album/smithsonian (accessed February
17, 2014).
574

Ibid., Green, 303.
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Song 7: “Kentucky Miner’s Wife (Ragged Hungry Blues)”
Written by “Aunt” Molly Jackson – Harlan County, 1931575

1
I’m sad and weary; I’ve got the hungry ragged blues;
I’m sad and weary; I’ve got the hungry ragged blues;
Not a penny in my pocket to buy the thing I need to use.
2
I woke up this morning with the worst blues I ever had in my life;
I woke up this morning with the worst blues I ever had in my life;
Not a bite to cook for breakfast, a poor coal miner’s wife.
3
When my husband works in the coal mines, he loads a car on every trip;
When my husband works in the coal mines, he loads a car on every trip;
Then he goes to the office that evening and gits denied of scrip.
4
Just because it took all he had made that day to pay his mine expense,
Just because it took all he had made that day to pay his mine expense,
A man that’ll work for coal-light and carbide, he ain’t got a speck of sense.
5
All the women in the coal camp are a-sitting with bowed-down heads,
All the women in the coal camp are a-sitting with bowed-down heads,
Ragged and bare-footed, the children a-crying for bread.
6
No food, no clothes for our children, I’m sure this ain’t no lie,
No food, no clothes for our children, I’m sure this ain’t no lie,
If we can’t git more for our labor, we will starve to death and die.
7
Listen, friends and comrades, please take a friend’s advice,
Listen, friends and comrades, please take a friend’s advice,
Don’t load no more that dirty coal till you git a living price.

575

Molly Jackson, Kentucky Miner’s Wife (Ragged Hungry Blues), 1931,
reprinted in Ibid., Dresier et al.
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8
Don’t go under the mountains with the slate a-hanging over your heads,
Don’t go under the mountains with the slate a-hanging over your heads,
And work for just coal-light and carbide and your children a-crying for bread.
9
This mining town I live in is a sad and lonely place,
This mining town I live in is a sad and lonely place,
Where pity and starvation is pictured on every face.
10
Ragged and hungry, no slippers on our feet,
Ragged and hungry, no slippers on our feet,
We’re bumming around from place to place to get a little bite to eat.
11
All a-going round from place to place bumming for a little food to eat.
Listen, my friends and comrades, please take a friend’s advice,
Don’t put out no more of your labor, till you get a living price.
12
Some coal operators might tell you the hungry blues are not bad;
Some coal operators might tell you the hungry blues are not bad;
They are the worst blues this poor woman ever had.

The National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners provided
the full lyrics to Aunt Molly’s blues ballad, above, as the opening page of its
report on the Harlan Coalfield. They also quoted her testimony about the living
conditions in the coal camps. She became an emblem of the labor movement
and even recorded the song for Columbia Records on December 10, 1931.576

576

Kentucky Coal Mining Diva Aunt Molly Jackson: A Study of Folk Authenticity,
“Songs and Stories Archive,” American Studies at the University of Virginia,
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~MA05/luckey/amj/archive.htm (accessed April 7, 2013), sec.
In Aunt Molly’s Own Words.
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Song 8: “The Harlan County Blues”
Written by George Davis

Well a bunch of fellows, the other day,
When o’er to Harlan went.
They told me about the fun they had
All the time in jail they spent.
Well most of the fellows were like me,
Who didn’t go along,
But if you want their story, boys,
Just listen to this song.
Well you didn’t have to be drunk, they said,
To get throwed in the can,
The only thing you needed to be
Was just a Union Man.
None of the boys didn’t like it much,
They said they was treated bad.
They took their knives, their pocketbooks,
Or anything they had.
They throwed Bill Wheeler in the can
With all his poison gases.
He had no money to pay a fine,
But they just took his glasses.
Then Kelly said, “You can’t do this to me,”
When they come to get his name.
“Oh yes we can,” the jailer said,
“You’re in here just the same.”
Well Delmos he went down the street,
To a restaurant was bent,
When two fellows picked him up
And to the jail he went.
Then our President he asked our Vice
“How did you get along so well?”
And Taylor Cornett laughed and said,
“Boy I’d hate to tell.”
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Lloyd Baker went over there
And to dodge the jail, he did.
He said, “You’d all stayed out of jail
If you kept your button hid.”
Then Sam Ward went to the jailhouse,
And the jailer he twirled his keys,
And Sam said, “Mister Jailer,
Oh won’t you listen please?”
Everything grew quiet, boys,
You couldn’t hear a sound.
“Turn ’em out,” Sam Ward said,
“Or we’ll tear this jailhouse down.”
When they all was free again,
You could hear them all take on.
Just think of the fun we’d a missed
If we hadn’t come along.
Now my song is ended,
And I hope no one is sore.
If there is, then please speak up,
And I won’t sing no more.577

577

George Davis, The Harlan County Blues, FOLKWAYS RECORDS FA 2343,
1967, in “When Kentucky Had No Union Men: George Davis, the Singing Miner of
Hazard, Kentucky,” edited by John Cohen, Smithsonian Folkways,
http://www.folkways.si.edu/george-davis/when-kentucky-had-no-union-men/
american-folk-struggle-protest/music/album/smithsonian (accessed February 17, 2014).
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Song 9: “I’m Going to Organize, Baby Mine”
Written by Sarah Ogan, 1932

Well, I’m gonna organize, baby mine,
Well, I’m gonna organize, baby mine,
Well, I guess you’ll be surprised, but I’m gonna organize,
And I’m gonna organize, baby mine.
Won’t the bosses be surprised, baby mine,
Won’t the bosses be surprised, baby mine,
Won’t the bosses be surprised when they find me organized,
Well, I’m gonna organize, baby mine.
See the miner’s children and wives, baby mine,
See the miner’s children and wives, baby mine,
See the miner’s children and wives, I’m compelled to save their lives,
And I’m gonna organize, baby mine.
I will write you a letter, baby mine,
I’m gonna write you a letter, baby mine,
I’m gonna write you a letter when conditions they get better,
But I’m gonna organize, baby mine.578

Like many folk songs, “I’m Going to Organize, Baby Mine” was based
upon an old tune that had been rewritten several times. This version was written
by Sarah Ogan, Jim Garland’s youngest sister, later known as Sarah Gunning or
Sarah Ogan Gunning. It was known as an English ballad “I have a letter from
your sire, baby mine” before it was altered into a gospel hymn. A sped-up version

578

Sarah Ogan, I’m Going to Organize, Baby Mine, 1932, reprinted in Ibid.,
Garland, Welcome the Traveler Home, 158-59.
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was recorded as a love song in 1920 (“…I am going around this world, babe o’
mine, I am going around this world with a lonesome mountain girl…”).579
In 1941, Woody Guthrie recorded a version of Ogan’s labor song. In
Guthrie’s words, “[Ogan’s songs] are deadlier and stronger than rifle bullets and
have cut a wider swath than a machine gun could.580

579

Ibid., Garland, Welcome the Traveler Home, 158-59.

580

Woody Guthrie, quoted by Barbara Dane, in liner notes for the recording I
Hate the Capitalist System, PAREDON P-1014, 1973, in “The Songs of Sarah Ogan
Gunning: (June 28, 1910 -- October 14, 1983),” Folk Archive (History in Song),
http://www.folkarchive.de/gunning.html (accessed July 5, 2013).
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Song 10: The Ballad of Harry Simms
Written by Jim Garland, Harlan Coalfield, 1932 581

Comrades, listen to my story,
Comrades, listen to my song.
I’ll tell you of a hero
That now – is dead and gone.
I’ll tell you of a young boy
Whose age was just nineteen.
He was the strongest union man
That I have ever seen.
Harry Simms was a pal of mine,
We labored side by side,
Expecting to be shot on sight
Or taken for a ride
By the dirty coal operator gun thugs
That roam from town to town
To shoot and kill our Comrades
Wherever they may be found.
Harry Simms and I were parted
At five o’clock that day.
“Be careful, my dear Comrade,”
To Harry I did say.
“I must do my duty,”
Was his reply to me.
“If I get killed by gun thugs,
Please don’t grieve over me.”
Harry Simms was walking down the track
One bright sunshiny day.
He was a youth of courage.
His step was light and gay.
He did not know the gun thugs
Were hiding on the way
To kill our dear young Comrade
This bright sunshiny day.

581

Jim Garland, The Ballad of Harry Simms, 1932, reprinted in Ibid., Garland,
Welcome the Traveler Home, 169-71.
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Harry Simms was killed on Brush Creek
In nineteen thirty-two.
He organized the miners
Into the NMU.
He gave his life in struggle,
That was all that he could do.
He died for the union,
Also for me and you.
Original final verse:
Comrades, we must vow today,
This one thing we must do –
We must organize all the miners
In the good old NMU.
We’ll get a million volunteers
From those who wish us well,
And sink this rotten system
In the deepest pits of hell.
Final verse that Garland wrote later:
Comrades, we must vow today,
There’s one thing we must do –
We’ll organize the miners
Into the good old NMU.
We’ll get a million volunteers
From those who wish us well,
And travel over the country
And Harry’s story tell.
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Song 11: “Aunt Sal’s Song”
Sung by Sally Dixon Creech, Pine Mountain, Kentucky

A gentleman came to our house, he would not tell his name,
I knew he came a-courting, although he were ashamed.
O, although he were ashamed.
He moved his chair up to my side, his fancy pleased me well,
I thought the spirit moved him some handsome tale to tell.
O, some handsome tale to tell.
O, there he sat the livelong night, and never a word did say,
With many a sign and bitter groan he ofttimes wished for day.
O, he ofttimes wished for day.
The chickens they begun to crow, and daylight did appear,
How d’ye do, good morning, Sir, I’m glad to see you here,
O, I’m glad to see you here.
He was weary of the livelong night, he was weary of his life,
If this is what you call courting, boys, I’ll never take a wife,
O, I’ll never take a wife.
And when he goes in company, the girls all laugh for sport,
Saying, Yonder goes that ding-dang fool, that don’t know how to court,
O, that don’t know how to court.
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This was the favorite song of Aunt Sal Creech, one of the founders of Pine
Mountain Settlement School, as recorded in a book of the school’s history. The
editor noted, “‘Aunt Sal’s Song’ was the only song she ever sang, and we have
never found it elsewhere.”582

582

Aunt Sal’s Song, reprinted in Ibid., Pine Mountain Settlement School, One
Man’s Cravin’, 31.
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APPENDIX D
DOCUMENTS

Document 1: Kentucky General Assembly
2009 House Joint Resolution 15 583

UNOFFICIAL COPY AS OF 9/30/12

09 REG. SESS.

09 RS HJR 15/GA

A JOINT RESOLUTION commending the Ridgetop Shawnee Tribe of
Indians for their efforts on behalf of preserving Native American heritage.
WHEREAS, the Ridgetop Band of Shawnee Indians are a very special
people, making their home in Appalachia for thousands of years; and
WHEREAS, the people of the Ridgetop Shawnee are from many nations,
migrating to Southeastern Kentucky as they fled persecution; and
WHEREAS, the Ridgetop Shawnee are a proud people, and they are
dedicated to preserving the legacy of their ancient ones, and they will inform all
who live in their region as to their proud history and traditions; and
WHEREAS, it is the mission of the Ridgetop Shawnee to help both their
elderly and their young people with regard to health care and education; and
WHEREAS, it is also important to the Ridgetop Shawnee that their native
Shawnee language be preserved, to be carried on by today's children to future
generations;
NOW, THEREFORE,
Be it resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky:
 Section 1. The Kentucky General Assembly recognizes and
commends the Ridgetop Shawnee Tribe of Indians for their important place in
Kentucky history, and their ongoing efforts to help their elderly and their youth, as
well as their efforts to preserve their native Shawnee language.
 Section 2. The Kentucky General Assembly shows gratitude to the
Ridgetop Shawnee for their hard work and dedication toward celebrating the
region's history and Native American heritage.
aHJ001510.100-414

GA

Passed with 97 yeas, 0 nays, 3 non voting

583

Ibid., H.J. Res. 15.
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Document 2: Selections from Ridgetop Shawnee
Express Enrollment Program Qualification Requirements

“The Ridgetop Shawnee Tribe of Indians have launched the new Express
Enrollment program to make the difficult task of enrolling into the Tribe much
easier for those who qualify. Express enrollment is open to only a few families at
this time. More family names will be added in the future.”584

Families Eligible for Express Enrollment
Sizemore: Family of Georage “All” Sizemore of Kentucky ONLY
Fields: Family of Davis Fields (Patriarch of the Harlan County Kentucky
and Lee County Virginia Fields Family) ONLY
Bennett: Family of Ezekiel Bennett (Patriarch of the Whitley County
Kentucky and Campbell County Tennessee Bennett Family) ONLY
Cole: Family of John Cole b.1775 who lived in Knox County Kentucky,
Lee County Virginia and Claiborne County Tennessee ONLY
Bowman: Family of Hawkins Bowman ONLY
Collins: Family of UNKNOWN Collins male and Mary Selvage who lived
in Johnson County Kentucky. Family of Valentine Collins of Johnson and
Martin Counties in Kentucky.
Jackson: Family of Porter Jackson who lived in Breathitt and Perry
Counties in Kentucky.

584

Ridgetop Shawnee Tribe of Indians, “Express Enrollment Program,”
http://www.ridgetopshawnee.org/p/express-enrollment-program.html.
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Document 3: Common Surnames in
Harlan County during the 19th Century

To understand which family names have deep roots in Harlan County, I
reviewed the names all of Harlan County grooms’ from 1818-1905.585 The most
common surnames are listed below. When there are multiple names that might
be related, variant spellings are included in parentheses.

Bailey (Baily, Baley)
Ball
Blair
Blanton
Brock
Cornett (Cornnett)
Creech
Crider
Day
Farley (Farler, Farly, Fraley)
Farmer
Fee
Green
Hall
Helton
Hensley (Hensly)
Hoskins (Hopkins, Haskins)
Howard
Huff
Johnson (Jonson, Johnston)
Jones
Kelly (Kelley)
585

Elton Bingham, et al., “Harlan County Ky: Marriage Book A, 1818 to 1905,”
Harlan County Ky Research, http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~kyharlan/
Harlan_Ky_Marriage_Book_A.html. The author chose to use the grooms’ surnames
rather than the brides’ because the men’s surnames were more likely to remain constant
throughout their lives. This decision was made to try to avoid counting someone more
than once.
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Lewis
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Maricle (Miracle, Mircle, Miricle, Mirircle)
Middleton
Napier
Noe (Noel)
Nolen (Nolan, Nolin)
Osborn (Osburn, Orsborn, Osborne, Osbourn, Osbon, Orsborne, Orsburn,
Osbourne)
Pace (Peace)
Saylor (Salier, Salyers)
Taylor (Tailor)
Scott (Scoot)
Sergent
Simpson (Sampson)
Skidmore (Sizmore)
Smith
Thomas
Turner
Wilson
Wynn (Wymn, Wrm)
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Document 4: Extended Definitions of
Pine Mountain Community Characteristics

A Selection from “Whither Pine Mountain”586

1. Large Families
There are large families at Pine Mountain with the median size of the
family in this study being 5.32 compared with the same for the “non-farm,
rural” population of the whole nation being 3.21.
2. Large Proportions of the Young and the Old
There are relatively larger proportions of the young and the old in the Pine
Mountain community with those 15 and under occupying 45%, and those
50 and above 12% making a total of 57% of the total population.
3. Low Educational Level
As a whole the general educational level is low. For the entire population
of those 6 years and older the median grade of achievement is just under
6. A little over 6% among the adults over 18 are illiterate.
4. Family-Centered Society
The one and only social organization that goes through the community is
the unitary and clan-like families. Most of the families are related and may
be grouped in about 10 clans.
5. Socially Conservative and Religiously Fundamentalist
In general, the people are socially conservative, frowning upon dancing of
all kinds and card playing, and religiously fundamentalist, with many
denominations emphasizing chiefly the saving of souls, and each sect
claiming the only way to salvation.
6. Living in Their Own World
There are few radios in the community, and newspapers and magazines
are rather uncommon in the homes, and little travel is undertaken,
especially among women. Generally speaking, the people seem satisfied
to live in the world of their own with little outside contact.

586

Ibid., Chang, sec. I. Pine Mountain Community (1) Area and Population.
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7. Few Amenities of Life
Most houses have three rooms each, some two and a few four, very rarely
more than four rooms. They are built of wood, very simple and unattractive
with a minimum amount of furniture. Practically all the homes have no
running water or bath room [sic], with the toilet in an out-house [sic]; and a
few have no toilet of any kind.
8. Signs of Change
There are an increasing number of cars and trucks seen along the gravel
roads, largely taking workers to the mines, lumber camps and Harlan, and
electric lights, refrigerators and washing machines (the last are usually
installed on the porches) in the homes through the extension of REA.
9. Family Income
According to the Giffin survey about 50% of the families with an average
size of 5 persons had a cash income under $1,750 for 1949 compared
with that of a family of 4 for $3,000 for the whole nation. Even combining
the estimates of both cash and home-produced incomes the total income
for an average Pine Mountain family of 5 for the same year was $2,600.
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APPENDIX E
GRAPHS AND TABLES

Figure 1: Population of Harlan County, Kentucky
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Figure 1: Population of Harlan County, Kentucky, through the decades.587
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U.S. Bureau of the Census, compiled and edited by Richard Forstall,
Population Division (Washington, D.C.), in Population of Counties by Decennial Census:
1900 to 1990, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://www.census.gov/population/cencounts/
ky190090.txt (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of the Census (Washington,
D.C.), in Harlan County, Kentucky, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21/21095.html (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S.
Bureau of the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Profile of General Demographic
Characteristics: 2000, by American FactFinder, http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/
tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of
the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Two Sides to Everything: The Cultural Construction of
Class Consciousness in Harlan County, Kentucky, by Shaunna L. Scott (Albany, NY:
State University of New York Press, 1995), 5.
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Figure 2: Population and Population Density of Harlan County, Kentucky

Year
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

Population
1,961
2,929
3,015
4,268
5,494
4,415
5,278
6,197
9,838
10,566
31,546
64,557
75,275
71,751
51,107
37,370
41,889
36,574
33,202
29,278

Population Density
(per square mile)
2.4
3.7
3.8
6.2
7.9
9.3
11.1
13.2
20.9
22.1
67.5
138.2
161.1
153.6
109.4
80.0
89.7
78.3
71.1
62.9

Figure 2: Population and population density of Harlan County, Kentucky, through
the decades.588

588

U.S. Bureau of the Census, compiled and edited by Richard Forstall,
Population Division (Washington, D.C.), in Population of Counties by Decennial Census:
1900 to 1990, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://www.census.gov/population/cencounts/
ky190090.txt (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of the Census (Washington,
D.C.), in Harlan County, Kentucky, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21/21095.html (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S.
Bureau of the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Profile of General Demographic
Characteristics: 2000, by American FactFinder, http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/
tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of
the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Two Sides to Everything: The Cultural Construction of
Class Consciousness in Harlan County, Kentucky, by Shaunna L. Scott (Albany, NY:
State University of New York Press, 1995), 5.
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Note: According to census records, Harlan County’s area has varied from a low
of 465.8 square feet (2010) to a high of 800.9 square feet (1830 and 1840).
From 1820–1840, the county area measured between 800.8–800.9 sq. ft.
From 1850–1860, the county area measured between 690.5–691.1 sq. ft.
From 1870–2010, the county area measured between 465.8–478.0 sq. ft.
Despite three major fluctuations in the county’s square footage, the population
density echoes the trends of the county’s overall population. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Population Density of Harlan County, Kentucky
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Figure 3: Population density of Harlan County, Kentucky, through the decades.589
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U.S. Bureau of the Census, compiled and edited by Richard Forstall,
Population Division (Washington, D.C.), in Population of Counties by Decennial Census:
1900 to 1990, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://www.census.gov/population/cencounts/
ky190090.txt (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of the Census (Washington,
D.C.), in Harlan County, Kentucky, by State & County QuickFacts,
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21/21095.html (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S.
Bureau of the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Profile of General Demographic
Characteristics: 2000, by American FactFinder, http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/
tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml (accessed August 4, 2013); U.S. Bureau of
the Census (Washington, D.C.), in Two Sides to Everything: The Cultural Construction of
Class Consciousness in Harlan County, Kentucky, by Shaunna L. Scott (Albany, NY:
State University of New York Press, 1995), 5.
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Figure 4: Coalminer Wages in Kentucky Compared with Other States
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Figure 4: Coal miner wages in several states expressed as a percentage of
Kentucky’s coal miner wages.590
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Ibid., Hevener, 5.
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